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Abstract
This thesis introduces a framework for enhancing DTN (Delay-/Disruption-TolerantNetworking) routing in dynamic LEO satellite constellations based on the predic-tion of contacts. The solution is developed with a clear focus on the requirementsimposed by the “Ring Road” use case, mandating a concept for dynamic contactprediction and its integration into a state-of-the-art routing approach. The result-ing system does not restrict possible applications to the “Ring Road,” but allowsfor flexible adaptation to further use cases. A thorough evaluation shows thatemploying proactive routing in concert with a prediction mechanism offers signifi-cantly improved performance when compared to alternative opportunistic routingtechniques.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Disruption-tolerant satellite networks are a promising approach to provide low-cost machine-to-machine communication and Internet access to remote areas. Aparticularly interesting example is the Ring Road concept discussed by Burleighand Birrane in [BB11]. In addition to being cost-efficient, a Ring Road network israpidly deployable by leveraging small low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites. As shown in[FFW18], it is possible to apply the same approach to sensor networks on furthercelestial bodies, e.g., the moon. This way, a Ring Road network may be used bothfor initial planetary exploration and as a backup for a primary communicationnetwork.
Conventional LEO satellite networks, such as Iridium, provide continuous connec-tivity but require sophisticated constellations with inter-satellite links (ISL) as wellas an extensive ground network. A disruption-tolerant satellite network, however,allows hop-by-hop data transmission in a store-carry-forward manner, to counter-act intermittent connectivity. By that, it has much lower requirements concerningthe constellation as well as the used hardware.
The store-carry-forward mode of operation is enabled by the Delay- and Disruption-
Tolerant Networking (DTN) architecture [RFC4838] and supporting protocols, mostimportantly, the Bundle Protocol [RFC5050]. The work on these building blocksformerly started within the Interplanetary Internet Research Group (IPNRG) ofthe Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). Though, after initial publications on theinterplanetary networking use case, it was realized that similar challenges arepresent in specific terrestrial networks, and a more general solution, the DTNarchitecture, is preferable (see, e.g., [MF09], pp. 82-83). This finding led to theformation of the DTN Research Group (DTNRG) at IRTF in 2002. Thanks to thematurity reached by the DTN protocols, in 2014, the DTNWorking Group (DTNWG)1of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) was created, and theDTNRG concludedits work in 2016.
1See: https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/dtn/ (accessed: 7 May 2020)
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In parallel, the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), an inter-national body consisting of most major space agencies, promotes DTN standardsfor space exploration. This joint effort aims to pave the way to a future spaceinternetwork.
One of the central issues of DTN research is routing, which has been proven tobe an NP-hard problem. [BLV07] Due to intermittent connectivity and potentiallymassive delays, the application of state-of-the-art Internet routing protocols to theaddressed challenged networks is impossible: The topology changes much fasterthan the pace at which a propagation of these changes can occur. Thus, researchershave investigated novel approaches to routing, targeting various use cases (see,e.g., Cao et al. [CS13], Kuppusamy et al. [Kup+19]). With few exceptions, these usecases can be divided into two categories, depending on the information availableconcerning future changes in connectivity. [Bur+16] The first category consistsof deterministic networks, where links are intermittent but can be scheduled inadvance, i.e., a priori information about future episodes of connectivity (contacts)is available. Primarily, scenarios from the space domain fulfill this criterion. Thesecond category comprises opportunistic networks, which do not allow for suchprecise planning. In these latter networks, heuristics and replication have to beemployed to achieve a high probability of data delivery and low end-to-end delays.
When compared to the mentioned two categories, however, some disruption-tolerant satellite networks are special. This set includes the sketched Ring Roadnetworks. Though, theoretically, the deterministic orbits enable precise predictionsof future contacts, in practice, such predictions are not always available, because ofthe peculiar characteristics of these networks. On the one hand, nodes (e.g., userterminals or satellites) may dynamically join and leave the network. On the otherhand, especially when using low-cost commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, alarge set of factors can result in opportunistic impairments, for example:
• Satellites may fail due to cosmic radiation or hardware faults.
• The power supply of ground stations in remote areas (either provided by theelectrical grid, or by a renewable power source) may face disruption.
• Unknown topographical features near ground stations can lead to unex-pected signal attenuation.
• Random atmospheric effects, e.g., clouds and rain, can reduce the link quality.
• Interference has to be expected, notably due to the use of shared radio bands(e.g., ISM bands).
• Overall, low-cost communication systems may vastly differ regarding theachievable link performance.
In consequence, while entirely deterministic routing does not fit these networks dueto the presence of random factors, opportunistic techniques seem inappropriateas well, as they do not use available topological information. This thesis aims to fillthis gap by proposing a new, intermediate routing approach based on a dynamicinference of the network topology.
2
1.2 Problem Statement
Figure 1.1 shows a small data-ferry satellite network to illustrate the central prob-lem. Two ground stations, Sens and Recv, are interconnected via a LEO satellitelabeled Sat1. Sens is a sensor node collecting data which need to be transmittedperiodically to the receiver Recv. Applying the DTN store-carry-forward approach,the satellite accepts these data from Sens, stores them in its local buffer, and deliv-ers them when it encounters Recv. Deterministic routing fits this simple networkexceptionally well. Either a central entity or every node by itself may predict a con-
tact plan (i.e., the schedule of future changes in connectivity) from the orbital trackof Sat1. By that, nodes can infer the fastest path to deliver data to the destinationand even estimate the best-case delivery time.
Figure 1.1: Minimal example scenario
As an extension to this three-node topology, after some time, a second satellite,Sat2, dynamically joins the network. Using the described deterministic approach,Sens would not be aware of Sat2 until it receives the next contact plan or calcu-lates it from updated orbital information. Of course, to generate this update, theresponsible entity needs to be aware of the introduction of Sat2.
An alternative way to immediately make use of Sat2 is the application of oppor-tunistic routing techniques. Every time a contact with a neighbor is detected,an opportunistic algorithm would choose whether or not to forward data to it.Thereby, Sat2 could be leveraged for data forwarding as soon as it joins the net-work. However, depending on their orbits, one of the two satellites might providea faster route to Recv, even if it encounters Sens at a later point in time. Theheuristic applied by Sensmight select the wrong satellite or introduce unnecessaryredundancy by replication. In brief, the main issue of an opportunistic algorithm isthat it does not make any use of the available topological knowledge.
Neither fully-deterministic nor opportunistic routing can provide optimal perfor-mance in the sketched scenario, implying the need for an intermediate solutionthat dynamically adapts to changes.
3
1.3 Objectives
The central objective of the research presented in this thesis can be summarizedas answering the following core research question.
Can routing based on the prediction of contacts improve the data delivery
performance in disruption-tolerant satellite networks?
This core question is further decomposed into the following three research theses.
/T1/
Leveraging the observed quality of the communication channel during con-tacts in concert with the underlying deterministic mobility pattern improvesthe accuracy of contact predictions.
/T2/
By distributing a numerical description of node characteristics throughout thenetwork, future communication opportunities can be inferred by all nodes,enabling the decentralized calculation of end-to-end paths.
/T3/
Theuse of accurate contact predictions in conjunctionwith a routing approachthat plans end-to-end paths based on future communication opportunitiesleads to improved data delivery performance.
This thesis applies the term data delivery performance to a set of characteristicsrelevant to the end-to-end delivery of data through a network. These characteristicsinclude the end-to-end delay, the delivery probability, and the overhead inducedby routing and forwarding.
Overall, a successful verification of the individual research theses would providean affirmative answer to the core question. This verification is performed byintroducing and evaluating concepts that, when combined, enable prediction-based routing in a concrete, practical use case.
1.4 Research Context
This thesis is part of a more extensive research effort in the field of Delay- andDisruption-Tolerant Networking, focusing on topologies that require the dynamicintegration of new nodes. The overall goal of the work is to develop novel solutionsfor routing, node discovery, and contact prediction. Figure 1.2 gives an overviewof relevant publications and university theses in which the author was involved.
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Research Context
Topology Analysis
[FW17a]
[FFW18]
[Fra+19]
Routing andForwarding
[Wal15]
[Fel+18]
[FW17b]
[FWB17]
[WF19]
Discovery andContact Prediction
[FW15a]
[Wal16]
[WF16]
[Wal17]
[WF18]
Implementationand EvaluationEnhancements
[FW15b]
[Fel+17]
Figure 1.2: Research context of this thesis (the conceptual basis is marked in bold)
Most papers from the first three groups (from left to right) also include enhance-ments to the overall evaluation setup. Papers in the rightmost group primarilydescribe implementation aspects, especially concerning the µPCN DTN protocolimplementation (see [FW15b] for an introduction). The conceptual basis of this the-sis consists of four papers marked in bold in the figure: [WF16] gives an overview ofthe dynamic discovery system developed in the diploma thesis [Wal16]. In [Wal17],a technique for distributing probability metrics is introduced. The approach de-scribed in [WF18] allows for predicting characteristics of future contacts. Finally, in[WF19], a concept for routing to leverage probabilistic contacts is presented.
1.5 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 2, fundamentalaspects of routing and forwarding in disruption-tolerant satellite networks areoutlined. Chapter 3 introduces the use case and derives core requirements from itscharacteristics. In chapter 4, the current state of the art in DTN routing is discussed,with a specific focus on the defined requirements. Chapter 5 presents a novelcontact prediction approach and applies it to the targeted use case. Afterward,in chapter 6, techniques to leverage the generated predictions for routing aredescribed. The concepts are evaluated in chapter 7, based on a technical realizationand an extensive simulation toolchain. Finally, chapter 8 summarizes the corecontributions and gives an outlook on possible future research.
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2 Fundamentals
This chapter provides an overview of fundamental aspects relevant to routing andforwarding in disruption-tolerant satellite networks. After giving a brief introduc-tion to DTN and the applied terminology in section 2.1, the contact characteristicsspecific to satellite use cases are described in section 2.2.
2.1 DTN Architecture and Terminology
[RFC4838] introduces an architecture for “internetworks having operational andperformance characteristics that make conventional (Internet-like) networkingapproaches either unworkable or impractical” (see [RFC4838], p. 1), also called
challenged networks. An introduction to this architecture and its history is providedbyMcMahon and Farrell in [MF09]. In [Cai+11], Caini et al. present a broad overviewof DTN and specifically highlight its applicability to satellite networks. A concisesummary of DTN features relevant to this thesis is given below.
The DTN architecture combines several techniques to tackle the problems pre-sented by challenged networks. Firstly, it introduces the so-called bundle layer.The Bundle Protocol1 allows the transmission of arbitrarily-sized application dataunits independently of lower layers. The adaptation to underlying protocols isenabled via convergence layer adapters (CLA) that provide bundle transmission andreception services. Figure 2.1 shows an example of applying the DTN bundle layeron top of layers from the Internet stack model (see also [RFC1122]). Although theBundle Protocol typically operates on top of a transport-layer protocol, it may aswell be used directly over lower-layer protocols. Furthermore, a store-carry-forwardmode of operation is used, meaning that intermediate nodes store bundles untilthe next viable communication opportunity occurs.
1At the time of writing, two versions of the Bundle Protocol were available; version 6 which hasbeen specified in 2007 as an experimental Request for Comments (RFC) [RFC5050] as well as aCCSDS Recommended Standard [CCSDS15], and the draft version 7 (BPbis) [BFB20] which is inthe process of becoming an IETF Internet Standard.
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Figure 2.1: DTN bundle layer on top of the Internet stack model (example basedon figure 2-1 in [CCSDS15])
These aspects require the development of novel approaches for many problemssolved for a long time in conventional networks, including reliable end-to-endtransfer, routing, buffer management, flow control, and congestion control.
2.1.1 Contact Definitions, Properties, and Terminology
The term contact is commonly used for referring to an individual data transmissionopportunity between twoDTNnodes. However, there is no unique definition acrosspublications. [RFC4838] defines a contact as a “period of time (interval) duringwhich the capacity is strictly positive, and the delay and capacity can be consideredto be constant” ([RFC4838], pp. 16–17), concerning an edge in amultigraph having atime-varying delay and capacity. Jain et al. use a semantically equivalent definitionin [JFP04], whereas Hossmann et al. [HSL10] refer to a contact as “the period oftime during which two nodes are able to communicate.” Conversely, the Schedule
Aware Bundle Routing (SABR) standard by CCSDS [CCSDS19] defines a contact as“[an] interval during which it is expected that data will be transmitted by a sendingnode and that most or all of the transmitted data will be received by a receivingnode.”
The preceding examples show that the term contactmay refer to an expectation, anobservation, or a combination of both. It may also be associated with an instructionfor the involved nodes to initiate transmission at a specific time, e.g., in the case of
on-demand or scheduled contacts, as defined in [RFC4838] (p. 17).
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Predicted and Observed Contacts
In this thesis, a clear distinction between contact predictions, i.e., planned or ex-pected contacts, and contact observations is made according to the following twodefinitions.
Definition 1 A contact prediction refers to a time interval during which unidirectional
transmission of data from one node to another is expected to become possible.
Definition 2 A contact observation refers to a time interval during which the possibility
of unidirectional data transmission from one node to another has been observed.
Contact predictions, as well as contact observations, can be associated with furtherparameters that describe the properties of the (predicted or observed) contact. Itshould be noted that thementioned interval may be unbounded concerning its endtime (continuous and on-demand contacts as defined in [RFC4838]). Furthermore,the definitions solely refer to the transmission of data, as the reception intervalmay be shifted forward due to the propagation delay.
If bidirectional communication between two nodes is possible, this is representedby two distinct contact observations or contact predictions which can have differentproperties. This distinction is essential for space networks, in which asymmetriccontacts are common in contrast to terrestrial challenged networks.
The term contact may be applied to either definition, depending on the time atwhich the network topology is examined, denoted by t0. In the case of contactpredictions, this instant is the prediction generation time and, thus, always beforethe predicted start time. Therefore, a contact prediction is only valid until theassociated interval has elapsed. Conversely, contact observations become validafter the transmission opportunity has ended. Thus, for contact observations, theinstant t0 is always after the end of the associated interval as, otherwise, theirproperties could not be fully determined. The processing of incomplete contactobservations is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Most importantly, contacts and all of their properties are considered from theperspective of the bundle layer. Both contact predictions and contact observa-tions refer to intervals not overlapping with others of the same type (for the sameordered pair of nodes), following the note in [CCSDS19] (p. 2-4). Though mul-tiple concurrent links can be available during a contact, there is only one datatransmission opportunity that may use any of the links.
Contact Characteristics and Terminology
A contact is associated with a set of characteristics summarized in the followinglist. The terms applied in this thesis are provided along with the descriptions.
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• Data rate. This property refers to the rate of data transmission (i.e., theamount of outgoing data divided per time unit) available at the bundle layerduring a given contact interval in a given direction. The data rate may be time-dependent. It can be either an expectation as part of a contact prediction ora measured value associated with a contact observation.
• Volume. The volume of a contact prediction defines the expected maximumamount of data that can be transmitted during the contact interval. For acontact observation, it is the maximum amount of data that could have beentransmitted, whether fully utilized or not.
• Capacity. In several documents (including [RFC4838]), the term capacityis related to the transmission rate. However, sometimes also the contactvolume is referred to by the same term. Thus, to avoid any possible ambiguity,the term capacity is not applied to a contact characteristic in this thesis.Instead, the terms data rate and volume are used.
• Probability. Every contact prediction has a certain probability of occurrence.Even in theoretically deterministic networks, node failure may occur andprevent a predicted contact from being observed. However, in most cases,this mathematical probability can only be roughly estimated. Obviously, fora contact observation, there is no probability as its occurrence is known.
• Confidence. Instead of an accurate probability, a confidencemetric may beassociated with a contact prediction. This value may not be equal to thecontact probability, but enables the use of probability-based heuristics forrouting.
It becomes evident that contact predictions and contact observations have differentcharacteristics. Thus, chapter 5 applies two distinct models (see sections 5.2 and5.3).
2.1.2 DTN Routing and Forwarding
In any computer network, nodes2 forward individual protocol data units (PDU, de-pending on the layer and protocol termed, e.g., “frames,” “segments,” or “packets”).In the process, each node on the path either sends a PDU to one or multiple othernodes or passes it to a higher-layer protocol or application. The same principleapplies to DTN, though, in these networks, nodes also employ persistent localstorage.
Definitions in Literature
The terms routing and forwarding do not have fully consistent definitions acrossliterature. Sometimes they are even used interchangeably. However, severalauthors support a clear differentiation.
2In this context, a node is any entity capable of forwarding data on the considered layer.
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Tanenbaum and Wetherall state in [TW11] (p. 363) that “[it] is sometimes useful tomake a distinction between routing, which is making the decision which routesto use, and forwarding, which is what happens when a packet arrives.”. In [PD12],Peterson and Davie indicate that there is “an important distinction, which is oftenneglected, between forwarding and routing. Forwarding consists of receiving apacket, looking up its destination address in a table, and sending the packet in adirection determined by that table. [...] Routing is the process by which forwardingtables are built.”.
Consequently, in TCP/IP networks, the term routing refers to the selection of thenext IP address on the path to a given destination. A routing protocol exchangestopological information among nodes for automating this selection. Some routingprotocols (e.g., the Border Gateway Protocol specified in [RFC4271]) maintain a
Routing Information Base (RIB) recording the current set of routes and accompanyinginformation. With the inferred routes, a Forwarding Information Base (FIB) can bederived, which associates possible target prefixes with interfaces of the underlyinglayer. [RFC1812] defines the FIB as “[the] table containing the information necessaryto forward IP Datagrams [...]. At minimum, this contains the interface identifier andnext hop information for each reachable destination network prefix.” ([RFC1812],p. 147).
In the context of DTN, [RFC4838] states: “As with the Internet architecture, wedistinguish between routing and forwarding. Routing refers to the execution of a(possibly distributed) algorithm for computing routing paths according to someobjective function [...]. Forwarding refers to the act of moving a bundle from oneDTN node to another.” ([RFC4838], 4.3, p. 26) However, in many publicationsintroducing “routing algorithms” (especially from the opportunistic domain, seesection 4.1 for an overview), no path computation takes place. In these cases,routing is reduced to a decision whether a given bundle should be forwarded to aspecific node, or not. This decision can be based on different heuristics, e.g., usingtransitive metrics, single-hop information, properties of received bundles, or arandom selection of nodes.
Applied Definitions
In this thesis, the following definitions for routing and forwarding are applied.
Definition 3 Routing is the set of processes that determines one or multiple nodes to
which one or multiple protocol data units shall be sent. This decision is termed the
routing decision.
Definition 4 Forwarding is the process of sending a protocol data unit to one or
multiple other nodes via appropriate lower-layer protocols.
By that, forwarding is the execution of a routing decision for a specific PDU. Thesedefinitions aim to keep compatibility with the TCP/IP terminology and further allowreferring to DTN routing algorithms as such. Compared to [RFC4838], the definitionof routing is relaxed to cover opportunistic techniques as well.
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Path Selection and Next-hop Selection
Similar to the differentiation between distance-vector and link-state routing proto-cols in IP networks, DTN routing algorithms can be characterized by whether ornot a full path to the destination node is calculated. If no knowledge regarding thetopology beyond the next hop (i.e., the set of current neighbors) exists, excludingthe trivial case that the destination is one of these neighbors, a full path cannot bedetermined. In this case, however, the next hop can still be selected.
This thesis uses the following terminology. Routing techniques that only choosethe next node on the path (without calculating such a path) are called next-hop
selection approaches, while those computing a full path to the destination (thus,selecting the next hop based on that path) are called path selection approaches.
2.2 LEO Satellite Communication
LEO satellite networks face particular challenges due to the nature of the satellitecommunication channel. A network with low-cost hardware is often designedwith lower margins to accommodate for random and time-varying effects (seesubsection 2.2.2). Thus, it becomes important to also consider channel influencesduring the operation phase of the network as they dictate the occurrence andbasic properties (such as duration, error rate, and volume) of contacts.
2.2.1 A Satellite Contact Example
Figure 2.2 shows the measured carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) of a contact observedwith a weather satellite of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration(NOAA).3 The data source was a satellite ground station created by the authorusing an RTL-SDR4 software-defined radio receiver connected to an LNA4ALL5 pre-amplifier and a 3-element Yagi antenna pointing south at an angle of 75 degreestowards the zenith. In addition to the CNR, the elevation of the satellite is depicted.
By inspecting the figure, it can be seen that the CNR highly fluctuates in time, but,on average, it reaches its maximum around the center of the observation interval,when the satellite passes almost exactly over the zenith of the ground station. Inthe first half of the observation interval, the CNR is stronger than in the secondhalf and there is a steep decline at about 550 seconds after the observation start.It is assumed that this results from pointing the directional antenna towards thesouth and the satellite rising at an azimuth of 161.0 degrees.
3The observation of the “NOAA 19” satellite was recorded in the time frame 2019-10-23 15:25:24 to2019-10-23 15:41:24 (UTC). Thus, the total duration of the observed time frame is 960 seconds.The satellite rose at an azimuth of 161.0 °, and set at an azimuth of 345.0 °. During the observationperiod, it had a maximum elevation of 89 ° above the horizon. The ground station is located at51.175 ° N, 14.174 ° E at an altitude of 255 meters above sea level. The center frequency of thereceiver was set to 137.100 MHz.4See: https://www.rtl-sdr.com/ (accessed: 7 May 2020)5See: http://lna4all.blogspot.com/ (accessed: 7 May 2020)
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Figure 2.2: Measured CNR for example observation
Figure 2.3: Decoded image for example observation
The decoded data reflect the variations in CNR. In this case, the weather imagedecoded from the Automated Picture Transmission (APT) format is shown in figure2.3. The slightly curved appearance of some vertical lines around the start andend of the visible image is due to missing synchronization: When the CNR is low,the decoder does not correctly recognize the synchronization pattern. Thoughaccommodating for Doppler shift, slight inaccuracies lead to a drift of the in-linepixel position, requiring continuous re-synchronization.
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This example was introduced to clearly show the vast number of factors that influ-ence the CNR and, consequently, the error rate during a LEO satellite contact. Itshould be noted that most satellite ground stations have much more sophisticatedhardware than the one used in this example, e.g., steerable and highly-directiveantennas. However, the associated challenges are the same. Besides that, thetransceiver hardware used in a low-cost LEO satellite network might not be signifi-cantly different than that used for creating the example.
2.2.2 Communication Link Characteristics
This section gives an overview of the satellite link characteristics that are consideredin this thesis. For a detailed introduction into the design of digital communicationsystems, readers are referred to [Skl17]. The specific case of satellite communica-tion systems engineering is discussed in-depth in [Ipp17].
For estimating the performance achievable by a communication system, duringits design, a link budget analysis is carried out. (see [Skl17], 5.4) By that analysis,impairments to the link are estimated, and an expected signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)at the receiver is calculated. For the case of constant envelope signaling (that iscommonly used in satellite communication), this figure is equal to the CNR depictedin subsection 2.2.1. (see [Skl17], 5.4) Characteristics such as the appliedmodulationand coding schemes and the targeted error probability entail specific requirementsfor the SNR, from which a link margin (or safety margin) is derived. (see [Skl17],5.4.1) This margin indicates the susceptibility of the link to any impairments thatmay occur randomly or vary over time.
A comprehensive overview of impairments to the satellite link is given by figure5.1 in [Skl17]. This overview highlights the difference between losses (decreasesin signal power) and noise (increases in noise power or interfering signal power).(see [Skl17], 5.2.2) As a LEO satellite moves relative to a ground station, some ofthe shown losses vary deterministically over the contact interval. Of those, as in[WF18], the following time-varying losses are considered in this thesis:
• Free-space path loss. The dominant loss in received signal power in thesatellite link budget occurs due to the electric field strength at the receiverbeing dependent on the distance. This loss can be calculated from the dis-tance between satellite and ground station and the used frequency. Higherfrequencies are associated with a higher free-space path loss.
• Atmospheric loss. This impairment results from the signal propagationthrough the atmosphere. Attenuation due to water vapor and oxygen aremajor contributors to the figure and are especially relevant at specific fre-quencies. As the length of the signal path through the atmosphere variesover the contact duration, the atmospheric loss varies as well.
• Antenna pointing loss. If the antennas of the sender and the receiver arenot perfectly pointed at each other, the pointing loss reduces the receivedsignal strength. Especially if the ground station has a fixed (i.e., non-steerable)antenna, the pointing loss becomes a significant time-dependent factor.
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In addition to these losses, link degradation due to fading because of multipathpropagation and shadowing is taken into account. In [LS+19], Lopez-Salamanca etal. provide a comprehensive overview of available state-of-the-art link models forlow-cost LEO satellites. The authors indicate that an additive white Gaussian noise(AWGN) channel model can only be used under line-of-sight (LOS) conditions, i.e.,when there are no obstacles in the signal path. This is the case at high elevationangles. However, during a pass, a satellite is always observed at low elevationangles as well. Following the overview of available link models, the authors presentan extendedmodel taking into account the case of low elevation angles. Under thatcircumstance, the fading loss becomes a significant part of the link impairments.
For the example discussed in subsection 2.2.1, the fading loss has only a minorimpact on the received signal. As the directional antenna is fixed, at low elevationangles, the pointing loss results in a huge CNR reduction, effectively preventingany signal from being decoded. However, for ground stations with steerableantennas, the fading loss is much more relevant. Due to topographical features,the magnitude of that loss not only depends on the elevation but also on theazimuth angle between satellite and ground station.
The authors of [LS+19] also discuss the relevance of the Doppler shift in the line-of-sight component. In this thesis, it is assumed that a frequency shift is added toaccount for the Doppler effect. The necessary prerequisite is that both the groundlocation and the satellite orbit are known to derive the Doppler frequency. Thepresence of this knowledge, however, can be safely assumed, as COTS positioningsystems are readily available at low cost, and satellites can be configured to storeand broadcast their orbital elements.
2.2.3 Concurrent Links and Multiple Access
Due to the large surface area of the Earth that is in the field of view of a LEOsatellite at any instant (its footprint), the possibility of establishing concurrent linksto multiple ground stations is not an exception, but the usual case. Thus, this hasto be addressed either by scheduling the links to individual nodes or by allowingmultiple concurrent links.
A huge quantity of multiple access schemes are available to tackle the latter chal-lenge. Their evolution continues along with that of mobile communication systems.A survey of state-of-the-art multiple access schemes targeted at 5G networks can,e.g., be found in [Bas+18].
Independently of the multiple access scheme, a practical limit to the number ofconcurrent links is always present. Given a large number of concurrent links,either the transmission rate has to be reduced heavily, the computational effortbecomes too high, or the available spectrum is exhausted. This means that even ifan advanced multiple access scheme is leveraged, a scheduling approach is stillnecessary to limit the maximum number of concurrent connections and makeeffective use of the available resources.
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2.2.4 Impact on DTN Contacts
In summary, the effects described in the preceding subsections define the natureof contacts observed at the bundle layer. Even if the convergence layer adapteroffers reliable transmission of bundles to the next hop, random degradation onthe radio link can impair or even prevent the contact. Concurrent links and theirprioritization may also lead to a reduced contact duration, disruptions duringthe contact, a reduced data rate, or prevent the contact from occurring. Finally,contacts can be disrupted by technical failures or power outages. With low-costhardware that may be located in remote, environmentally-extreme areas, this casebecomes more likely.
Thus, with respect to a bundle-layer contact predicted without taking into accountthese effects, the following types of degradation might be observed:
• Shift, reduction, or disruptions of the contact time interval.
• Reduction of the contact volume due to either or both contact time reductionand/or data rate reduction.
• In the most extreme cases, total failure of the contact.
This implies that, when developing contact-based routing for low-cost LEO satellitesas here, the characteristics of the communication links have to be specificallyconsidered.
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3 Ring Road Use Case
This chapter, first, gives an overview of the Ring Road use case in section 3.1.Afterward, an example topology is presented in section 3.2 to clarify the challengesthese networks present for routing. In section 3.3, similarities and differences tofurther use cases are identified, and the applicability of concepts developed forRing Road networks is discussed. Core characteristics of a Ring Road network arepointed out in section 3.4. From these characteristics, specific requirements for arouting algorithm are derived in section 3.5.
3.1 Ring Road Networks
The Ring Road concept is a proposal for a scalable, low-cost communication in-frastructure. The idea was first introduced in a 2008 conference presentation byKrupiarz et al. [Kru+08] and was later discussed in detail by Burleigh and Birranein [BB11]. A Ring Road network uses LEO picosatellites and DTN technologies toprovide Internet access to remote areas in an efficient, low-cost, and scalable way.The Ring Road satellites are also called data mules since they carry data via physicalmotion. Two types of ground stations connect to the satellite network: Hot spots,which have Internet access, and cold spots, which provide access via the Ring Roadsatellites. Cold spots do not have to be endpoints of the communication. Rather,they can serve as gateways to the satellite network.
Initial discussions of the Ring Road concept focused primarily on connecting re-mote areas to the Internet for humanitarian relief. Though this still being anessential motivation for realizing a Ring Road network, further applications havebeen proposed, including low-cost infrastructures for sensor data forwarding orplanetary exploration (see, e.g., [FFW18]). Their immense flexibility makes RingRoad networks an adequate platform for research. Besides enabling a diverse setof applications, Ring Road networks can be a viable testbed for the DTN architec-ture. They further provide educational value due to their intuitive simplicity andthe possibility of straight-forward practical realization, as discussed in [FW17a].
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Though most aspects of a Ring Road topology are deterministic, several factorsinfluence Ring Road communication in stochastic ways, impeding the ability to planall changes in topology. These factors include ground stations joining and leavingthe Ring Road network, nodes autonomously choosing one of several availablepeers to connect to, nodes running out of power or experiencing hardware failure,and influences to the radio channel as outlined in section 2.2. Thus, a Ring Roadnetwork provides the need as well as an ideal use case for a contact prediction-based routing approach.
3.2 Exemplary Scenario
An example Ring Road network is displayed in figure 3.1. For the sake of simplicity,but without loss of generality, a two-dimensional projection of the Earth and thesatellite orbits is assumed. The network initially consists of two satellites (1, 2),one hot spot (B), and two cold spots (A, C). The satellite orbits, as well as theground station locations, are known by all nodes. Thus, the visibility intervals ofinvolved satellites from any ground station can be calculated, and possible futureline-of-sight transmission opportunities can be determined.
Figure 3.1: Exemplary Ring Road scenario
It is assumed that node X periodically emits a bundle to be transmitted to node Y. Inthe local ad-hoc network of node X, bundles are exchanged opportunistically. Coldspot A provides access to the Ring Road satellite backbone, serving as a gatewayon the DTN bundle layer. In the network shown in figure 3.1, the shortest pathfrom X to Y leads via satellite 1 and hot spot B.
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Figure 3.2: Exemplary Ring Road scenario, extension
At some point, a third satellite (3) joins the network, which repeatably encountersnodes A and C. The modified network is shown in figure 3.2. For this satellite,the time to reach C after it has encountered A is shorter compared to satellites1 and 2. In that case, the shortest path to forward bundles from A to B in termsof end-to-end delay may consist of satellite 3 and node C as intermediary nodes.After the nodes have discovered the new satellite, e.g., via broadcasted discoverybeacons, bundles may take this alternative route.
However, ground station C may experience hardware failures or be located ina remote area where continuous electrical power is not available. It may, thus,temporarily or permanently cease operation without an announcement to theother nodes. One of the involved satellites may fail as well. In these cases, datacannot be forwarded via the respective path anymore. Such events have to bediscovered, and the forwarding strategy needs to be adapted dynamically by thenodes.
3.3 Relationship to Further Use Cases
Further use cases exist that, with respect to their characteristics, are similar to RingRoad networks. Examples for that include public transport networks in which indi-vidual vehicles carry communication nodes. Such a network was, e.g., evaluated atthe University of Massachusetts Amherst. [Bur+06] Due to available bus sched-ules, a rough prediction of contact intervals is possible. However, unanticipateddelays and disruptions may occur as a result of traffic jams, construction work,or hardware defects. Compared to Ring Road networks, the available power andcomputing resources may not be as limited. Therefore, in such networks, largerbuffer sizes and higher data rates on individual links can be expected.
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As a second example, a low-cost LEO satellite network with satellites and groundstations operated by a single provider can be considered. Such a network wouldbe very similar to the Ring Road use case concerning the periodicity of contactsand the properties of communication links. However, as all nodes are controlledby a single provider, anticipated topological changes (e.g., the addition or removalof nodes) can be planned. Thus, only unanticipated changes (e.g., failures or linkdisruptions) have to be handled.
These two examples show that, overall, Ring Road networks are no completelydistinguished use case. However, as Ring Road networks face more constraintsthan alternative use cases with similar properties, it is expected that a conceptaddressing them provides a more general solution. It can be assumed that such aconcept is applicable to a broader range of scenarios than one developed for ause case with fewer constraints.
3.4 Central Characteristics of Ring Road Networks
Ring Road networks have several characteristics that, when combined, enforce avery generic solution to routing and make them an ideal research testbed. Thefollowing list gives an overview of these characteristics.
Node Characteristics
/C1/ Predictability of node positions
Nodes participating in Ring Road networks are either stationary (groundstations) or have predictable trajectories (satellites). The time-dependentposition of any given Ring Road satellite can be inferred precisely using orbitalpropagation techniques.
/C2/ Power limitations
Due to the limited power budget available on Ring Road satellites as well asresulting hardware limitations, the onboard processing capabilities are muchmore constrained than that of a terrestrial node. The power available to thecommunication system is also heavily limited.
Communication Link Characteristics
/C3/ Probabilistic influences to communication
Several probabilistic factors may influence data transmission in a Ring Roadnetwork. These can lead to varying levels of service disruption or, in rarecases, even unexpectedly improve communication (e.g., extend the range).
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/C4/ Concurrent communication channels
Due to the large transmission range of satellite communication systems,nodes in a Ring Road network often get the opportunity to communicate withseveral neighbors at the same time.
/C5/ Heterogeneous communication systems
In satellite communications, the uplink and downlink data rates are oftenasymmetric. Furthermore, the minimum supported elevation and achievabledata rates depend on the type and quality of components that are leveraged(e.g., the type of antenna and error correction capabilities of the receiver).
/C6/ Data rate limitations
Satellite links have to span huge distances. By that, sophisticated commu-nication systems are required to achieve high data rates. In the case ofpicosatellites, hardware and power limitations constrain the achievable datarates. Though high-rate optical communication systems are in development(e.g., [Mat+19]), in the near future, data rates in LEO satellite networks canstill be expected to be much lower than that of wireless communication onEarth.
Network Characteristics
/C7/ Dynamic variations in the set of active nodes
Ring Road networks are open topologies that allow new ground stations tojoin as well as active participants to cease operation at any time. Satellitesmay be decommissioned, or further satellites may be deployed to expandthe network. It can, however, be assumed that such changes occur on a timescale longer than the average data delivery delay.
/C8/ Recurring contacts
Contacts in a Ring Road network are recurring, i.e., two nodes that come incontact once can be expected to have further contacts unless any of themleaves the network.
/C9/ Long and variable inter-contact delay
Ring Road topologies exhibit a low rate of successive contacts between a pairof nodes when compared to many other DTN scenarios. In addition to that,the delay between two successive contacts may vary by several hours.
/C10/ Huge hop count on optimal paths
As shown in [FW17a], in a Ring Road network, optimal paths in terms of datadelivery delay are particularly long with respect to the hop count.
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3.5 Requirements for a Routing Approach
For investigating the research theses stated in section 1.3, a further decompositionof the problem domain is performed. The starting point for this, however, lies notwithin the research theses themselves but is provided by the use case character-istics. In the course, requirements are derived, which need to be fulfilled whenrouting data based on an end-to-end path. These requirements allow the analysisof related work as well as the development of solution concepts to be use casedriven. Additionally, by verifying their fulfillment, an assessment of the researchtheses becomes possible in a straight-forward manner.
The definition of requirements is split into three parts. In the first part, func-tional requirements for next-hop selection are defined. The second part identifiesfunctional requirements for path selection-based routing (see subsection 2.1.2).Finally, the third part defines non-functional requirements relevant to any routingapproach.
It should be noted that the requirements defined in this section have to be sup-ported in addition to those present in DTN scenarios in general, e.g., buffer man-agement, fragmentation, security, robustness, loop prevention, and handling ofdata expiration and priorities. The discussion of such general requirements andthe development of appropriate concepts to fulfill them are beyond the scope ofthis thesis.
3.5.1 Functional Requirements for Next-hop Selection
First, functional requirements for performing next-hop selection are identified.These requirements have to be supported by any routing approach applied to theRing Road use case.
/R1/ Support of scheduled contacts
Characteristic /C1/ implies that contacts between nodes in a Ring Road net-work occur in predictable intervals. Thus, contact intervals can be sched-uled for all nodes of which necessary characteristics (e.g., the trajectory) areknown. Support for scheduling contacts is essential, at least in a part of theinfrastructure, for allowing the satellite operator to ensure reliable deliveryof command and monitoring data. Consequently, such support has to bepresent in the applied routing algorithm.
/R2/ Support of probabilistic contacts
Due to possible disruptions resulting from probabilistic influences (charac-teristic /C3/) and concurrent communication channels (characteristic /C4/),the complete failure of contacts as well as random interruptions need to besupported by a Ring Road routing approach.
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/R3/ Dynamic integration of nodes
As implied by the open access characteristic of Ring Road networks (char-acteristic /C7/), the dynamic integration of new nodes has to be nativelysupported. It should be possible to consider these nodes in routing decisions,even if they are not endpoints of the communication. Conversely, if a nodeceases operation, this fact should be recognized and handled by the routingalgorithm appropriately.
3.5.2 Functional Requirements for Path Selection
Further functional requirements can be derived from the use case if path selectionis assumed. The latter is necessary to assess research thesis /T3/.
/R4/ Estimation of link characteristics
For supporting probabilistically-influenced contact intervals (characteristic/C3/) and heterogeneous communication systems (characteristic /C5/), thepath selection has to take into account link characteristics.
/R5/ Support of deterministic mobility patterns
Contacts in a Ring Road network are not only recurring (characteristic /C8/),but happen with potentially huge and variable inter-contact delays (charac-teristic /C9/), which is a result of the satellite orbits (characteristic /C1/). Asknowledge of the contact intervals is required for path selection, it is essentialto support the underlying deterministic mobility patterns.
/R6/ Application of transitive information
Due to dynamic variations in the set of nodes (characteristic /C7/) and thelarge number of hops on low-latency paths (characteristic /C10/), informationhas to be propagated transitively to enable the selection of appropriateend-to-end paths.
3.5.3 Non-functional Requirements
Non-functional requirements applicable to any routing approach can be addition-ally derived from the use case characteristics.
/R7/ Efficient use of available energy
The routing approach should not exhaust the limited power budget of pi-cosatellite systems (characteristic /C2/).
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/R8/ Low routing information exchange overhead
In case an exchange of information is required for a routing approach tooperate, the induced overhead should not consume a major part of theavailable contact time. Keeping the overhead small is important becausethere is a low rate of successive contacts (characteristic /C9/), and the volumeof individual contacts is limited (characteristic /C6/).
/R9/ Low replication overhead
The number of bundle replicas created by the routing approach shouldconverge to the amount of redundancy required for reliable delivery. Thevolume of data that can be transmitted is limited due to characteristics /C6/and /C9/. Furthermore, a low number of replicas created at each hop allowsfor supporting paths with huge hop counts (characteristic /C10/) withoutquickly exhausting the network resources.
3.5.4 Relationship between Requirements and Characteristics
As the set of requirements results from the core characteristics of the use case, amapping of this relationship can be derived. Table 3.1 displays this mapping. Abullet indicates that the requirement results from the given use case characteristic.
/C1/ /C2/ /C3/ /C4/ /C5/ /C6/ /C7/ /C8/ /C9/ /C10/
/R1/ •
/R2/ • •
/R3/ •
/R4/ • •
/R5/ • • •
/R6/ • •
/R7/ •
/R8/ • •
/R9/ • • •
Table 3.1: Relationship between requirements and characteristics
3.5.5 Relationship between Requirements and Research Theses
In addition to mapping the functional requirements to characteristics of the usecase, they can be put in relation to the research theses introduced in section 1.3,for supporting their assessment. The corresponding mapping is shown in table3.2 and is explained below. In this case, a bullet indicates that the requirementdemands a solution supporting the given research thesis.
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Requirement / Research Thesis /T1/ /T2/ /T3/
/R1/ Support of scheduled contacts •
/R2/ Support of probabilistic contacts • •
/R3/ Dynamic integration of nodes •
/R4/ Estimation of link characteristics •
/R5/ Support of deterministic mobility patterns •
/R6/ Application of transitive information •
Table 3.2: Relationship between functional requirements and research theses
/R1/ implies that a routing approach for Ring Road networks should support sched-uled contacts. This support is needed to investigate /T3/ as routing has to leverageconcrete contact predictions.
The second requirement /R2/ expresses the need to support probabilistic contacts.This provides the basis for assessing /T1/ and /T3/: Whereas /T1/ refers to thegeneration of probabilistic contact predictions, investigating /T3/ requires them tobe applied.
The dynamic integration and removal of nodes demanded by /R3/ implies theneed to provide topological information to them. Thus, a solution supporting /T2/is required.
Link characteristics should be included in the routing decision as expressed by /R4/.For that, an estimation of these characteristics is necessary. Hence, an approachfulfilling /R4/ promotes the investigation of /T1/.
/R5/ demands that routing supports the deterministic mobility pattern present ina Ring Road network. This support is further necessary for assessing /T1/.
Finally, /R6/ expresses the need to employ transitive information. This need impliesthe use of a distribution approach, which serves to verify /T2/.
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4 State of the Art and Related
Work
For a long time, the research on routing and forwarding techniques in the DTN fieldhas been divided into two major areas – deterministic and opportunistic networkscenarios. This differentiation was already made by Zhang in [Zha06]. For bothareas, vastly different strategies to achieve reliable and efficient end-to-end deliveryof bundles have been developed. In deterministic networks (e.g., interplanetarynetworks), connections between nodes can be planned, and knowledge of thetime-varying topology is available. This way, path selection algorithms can beleveraged.
In contrast to that, opportunistic networks feature random and spontaneouscontacts, i.e., transmission opportunities that cannot be fully predicted in advance.Thus, as path selection is not possible, next-hop selection techniques are appliedthat commonly replicate bundles to multiple neighbors. At the intersection of bothareas, networks exist that have deterministic properties but are also influenced byrandom factors. Although in these networks (that include the Ring Road use case),opportunistic routing can still be applied, to make full use of the deterministicproperties, more specific solutions are necessary.
This chapter gives a broad overview of the state of the art and current develop-ments concerning DTN routing techniques. By applying a simplified taxonomy thatdifferentiates between deterministic and opportunistic concepts, existing solutionsand related work are discussed concisely. The focus lies on approaches applicableto end-to-end (unicast1) bundle2 forwarding. All concepts and algorithms are inves-tigated with respect to their fulfillment of the identified functional requirements(see section 3.5). As next-hop selection approaches may also support requirementsfor path selection, both groups of functional requirements are considered in allcases. At the end of the chapter, a comparison of existing work by the supportedrequirements is provided.
1As identified in [CCSDS19], “[no] specifications yet exist that would govern the forwarding of abundle to a non-singleton endpoint (e.g., ‘multicast’ transmission).” Thus, the issue of non-unicasttransmission is considered beyond the scope of this thesis as well.2It should be noted that although a DTN routing implementation will handle bundles, many authorsuse the more general termmessage. This thesis applies the term bundle for consistency.
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4.1 Opportunistic Next-hop-selection Approaches
A vast number of routing strategies has been developed for the domain of op-portunistic networks. These reactive next-hop-selection techniques often operatebased on data- or node-dependent characteristics. An overview is given in thissection. Firstly, approaches are described which do not select a specific next hopfor forwarding a bundle. Secondly, six groups of node-selective approaches areoutlined, depending on the metrics they use in their forwarding decisions.
4.1.1 Non-node-selective
This group consists of approaches that do not respect the properties of individualnodes for selecting the next hop. The selection is either done based on propertiesof the bundle itself, on buffer considerations, or randomly. Techniques in thissection only support requirements /R2/ and /R3/: As they do not make use ofplanned contact intervals, probabilistic contacts and the dynamic integration ofnodes are not an issue. However, advanced scheduling decisions or the inclusionof specific contact characteristics and transitive information are also not possible.
Epidemic Routing
A very basic next-hop selection strategy for opportunistic DTN is Epidemic Routing,specified in [VB00]. The approach does not need any knowledge of the topology.It forwards bundles comparably to passing an epidemic disease - any opportunitywhich arises is attempted, given the bundle is not already present in the buffer ofthe neighbor.
To determine whether a specific bundle should be forwarded to another node,Epidemic Routing performs an anti-entropy session at the start of each contact:So-called summary vectors, indicating the presence of specific bundles in a localhash table, are exchanged between the nodes. To limit the impact on the networkresources, the authors propose to set a maximum number of bundles queued ateach node (themaximum queue size) and a maximum hop count for a given bundlereplica.
In summary, if no bundle is dropped due to buffer exhaustion or the imposedlimits, all possible paths are attempted. This set, of course, also includes theoptimal path to the destination, allowing Epidemic Routing to achieve the lowest-possible delivery delay. However, a considerable number of bundle replicas maybe produced in this case, which can rapidly lead to congestion.
Because of its simple nature and the widespread support in simulation environ-ments, Epidemic Routing is often used as a baseline for the comparison of novelrouting and forwarding approaches.
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Spray and Wait
The Spray and Wait routing scheme [SPR05] sets a fixed limit for the number ofcopies that may exist of a given bundle. In an implementation, the remainingnumber of copies is associated with the bundle and decreased during replication.The total is always equal to the limit set at the source.
The replication limit effectively splits the process of end-to-end bundle deliveryinto two phases. During the spray phase, replication occurs until each node havingthe bundle only holds a single copy of it, i.e., the associated counter is set to one.This marks the start of the wait phase, during which the bundle is only forwardeddirectly to the destination node.
The authors present different variants for setting the number of copies forwardedon every encounter during the spray phase. A variant highlighted as having theminimum expected delay is called Binary Spray and Wait. Here, a node gives halfof the copies it has (rounded down to the nearest integer) to each encounteredneighbor.
Though explicitly being designed for networks in which “connectivity is ratheropportunistic and subject to the statistics of the mobility model followed by nodes”([SPR05], p. 253), Spray andWait has shown satisfactory performancewhen appliedto Ring Road networks in an evaluation documented in [FW17b].
Further Non-node-selective Approaches
Further non-node-selective approaches exist, which are not used as often forcomparison as those mentioned above. This includes, for example, Direct Deliveryand Two-hop Relay. These two strategies are described in [GT02] and deliver dataover either one or two hops. Direct Delivery only sends a bundle to the destinationif it is directly encountered. In contrast, Two-hop Relay replicates bundles over aset of neighbors, which then only send it directly to the destination. By that, thesetwo approaches are limited to topologies in which the destination may becomereachable over either one or two hops.
4.1.2 Probability-based
The approaches in this group infer and update a probability metric associated withindividual neighbors, but not directly referring to specific contacts.
Because of that, probability-based routing schemes support the same require-ments as non-node-selective techniques. Additionally, as it is discussed below,many of them distribute the inferred probabilities to other nodes, allowing them tomake use of transitive information. Thus, in some cases, support of requirement/R6/ is present. In this subsection, the most important representatives of thecategory are outlined.
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PRoPHET and Related Approaches
Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity (PRoPHET)[RFC6693] is an opportunistic next-hop selection strategy published by the Internet
Research Task Force (IRTF). Lindgren and Doria submitted a first draft of the PRoPHETspecification [LD05] to the IRTF in 2005. Since then, several refinements wereperformed, and various extensions have been published.
At its core, PRoPHET leverages a transitive probability estimation using the so-called Delivery Predictability (DP) metric. This metric is stored for every knownneighbor and gets updated on each contact, starting with an initial value. Usingan exponential weighted average approach, the DP increases if neighbors areencountered repeatedly. To account for neighbors that cease to have contactswith the local node, the metric decreases over time.
During a contact, both neighbors exchange the available DP values. Thus, transitiveprobabilities can be calculated. Both the locally-available and the transitive rela-tions are merged and represented as a single probability estimation for reaching agiven node.
A set of extensions to the basic PRoPHET algorithm was developed that are dis-cussed in detail in [Gra+11]. Further variants of PRoPHET were proposed by variousresearchers, often improving upon a specific property. [PGR17] gives a comprehen-sive overview of these and further enhancements. Combinationswith other routingschemes exist as well. For example, Probability-based Spray and Wait [Xue+09] em-ploys the PRoPHET probability calculation to derive the maximum number ofbundle replicas for Spray and Wait (see subsection 4.1.1).
All PRoPHET-based approaches support transitive probability estimations regard-ing data delivery. By that, requirements /R2/, /R3/, and /R6/ are fulfilled. Addi-tionally, deterministic patterns in the occurrence of communication opportunitiesare inferred and reflected in the probability metric. This indicates partial supportof /R5/. Though an available analytic description of node mobility may not beleveraged, PRoPHET-based routing benefits from deterministic mobility patterns.
MaxProp
The MaxProp routing protocol, as published by Burgess et al. in [Bur+06], alsocalculates a probability metric per node and extends it with a sophisticated buffermanagement strategy.
The probability value, called delivery likelihood in the publication, is increased oneach contact by an incremental averaging approach and then re-normalized, alwaysensuring that the sum of all probabilities stays 1.0. On contact, two neighborsexchange the values they have calculated for other nodes. A path cost can then bedetermined to each destination by transitively summing the inverse probabilities.The transmission order of bundles is derived considering this cost, sending low-costbundles first.
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In addition to that, MaxProp uses a specific queuing order to enhance forwardingdecisions: Besides ordering bundles just by probability metrics, more recent bun-dles (i.e., those which did not traverse many hops before being received) are sentfirst during a contact. This way, bundles are prioritized at the beginning of theirlifetime, spreading them over a larger group of nodes. An analysis using the ONEsimulator has shown that this strategy leads to good results in terms of deliveryrate and delay in a Ring Road network. [FW17b]
As in the case of PRoPHET, requirements /R2/, /R3/, and /R6/ are fulfilled. MaxPropalso benefits from deterministic mobility and, thus, partial support of /R5/ ispresent.
Further Probability-based Approaches
In their paper “A novel contact prediction-based routing scheme for DTNs” [Zha+17],Zhang et al. present a next-hop selection technique specifically targeted at net-works where the inter-contact time is distributed identically. This scenario is vastlydifferent from those assumed by most other opportunistic routing schemes. Forexample, the random walk and random waypoint movement patterns result in anexponentially-distributed inter-contact time. [KLV10] The routing scheme by Zhangis, thus, more applicable to networks in which contacts are periodic with an ex-tended inter-contact time, such as satellite networks. Especially in these networks,a recent contact does not imply that the nodes will have their next contact withinthe near future. A probability metric, the limiting contact probability, is distributedvia all present neighbors. This value indicates the likelihood that two nodes willhave an indirect contact in the future. Transitive values are combined, and themetric is updated similarly to PRoPHET. Forwarding is performed via the neighborwhich is associated with the highest probability to reach the destination.
Thus, the routing scheme also supports requirements /R2/, /R3/, and /R6/. Itfurther partially fulfills requirement /R5/ by reflecting the periodic mobility patternin the probability metric.
4.1.3 Time-based
Two noteworthy opportunistic next-hop selection approaches that directly employa time-based metric are the expected encounter based routing protocol (EER) and the
community-aware routing protocol (CAR) as proposed by Chen and Lou in [CL16].Both techniques derive ametric based on inter-contact times to enable estimationsregarding the frequency of contacts. This metric is also exchanged between nodesto allow for transitive calculations.
Time-based approaches perform basic predictions concerning the time and dura-tion of upcoming contact occurrences. They mostly estimate timespans betweenconsecutive contacts. Thus, as in the case of non-node-selective approaches, sup-port of requirements /R2/ and /R3/ is present. Moreover, a transitive contact timeestimation is done, supporting requirement /R6/.
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4.1.4 Mobility- or Position-based
This group of routing schemes uses the mobility pattern or (relative/logical) posi-tions of nodes for generating a routing decision.
History Based Prediction Routing (HBPR) [Dhu+13] was published by Dhurandheret al. in 2013. HBPR is specifically targeted at a human mobility pattern, i.e.,applicable to devices carried by humans. The node positions are determined bydividing the geographic area into cells. A utility metric is derived from the stabilityof node movements, predicted future movements (using a Markov model), and theline-of-sight distance between source and destination. Bundles are only forwardedto nodes for which the calculated utility metric exceeds a predefined threshold.
Diana et al. [Dia+17] describe a next-hop selection algorithm called DTN routing for
quasi-deterministic networks (DQN), which is targeted at LEO satellite constellationswithout onboard storage or inter-satellite links. The authors mention that, in thesenetworks, the traffic characteristics and link outages compromise the otherwisedeterministic character and, thus, the network becomes quasi-deterministic. Theiralgorithm defines a geographic direction in which data are forwarded and sendsbundles via nodes that are (physically) closest to the destination.
In addition to supporting opportunistic contacts (requirements /R2/ and /R3/),HBPR and DQN use mobility information and, thus, also support requirement /R5/.
4.1.5 Social-based
The social-based group of next-hop selection techniques aims to infer relationsbetween nodes, which can be represented as a graph structure.
Daly and Haahr [DH07] proposed the SimBet routing scheme which employs twometrics, similarity and betweenness. Based on these metrics, a utility value iscalculated and used to request bundles. The betweenness represents to whichdegree a specific node is important for information flows within the topology.Hence, it is influenced by the number of paths containing the considered node. The
similaritymeasures howmany common neighbors two nodes have. For performingthe calculations, vectors describing the current contacts are exchanged betweennodes when they encounter each other.
The BUBBLE algorithm, described by Hui et al. in [HCY11], also uses the betweenness
centrality and combines it with a so-called community metric. BUBBLE focusesespecially on humanmobility: It assumes the nodes are part of communities that areinterconnected much better than the communities with each other. The algorithmaims to detect these communities and forwards bundles upwards in a hierarchyuntil they reach the destination community. Nodes with greater connectivity areplaced higher in the hierarchy.
Both SimBet and BUBBLE base their decisions on logical (termed social) relation-ships of nodes and apply transitive metrics. Thus, in addition to requirements /R2/and /R3/, they further support requirement /R6/.
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4.1.6 Congestion-aware
Next-hop selection techniques from this group, for example, the Backpressure-
based Routing protocol published by Dvir and Vasilakos in [DV10], base their deci-sions on the discovered or estimated network load. These considerations includeevaluating the queue lengths and packet arrival rates at the local node and its neigh-bors. Backpressure-based Routing additionally prefers bundles with an associateddelay greater than that of other bundles in the buffer.
The approach only uses local information and is applicable to opportunistic con-tacts. By that, it supports requirements /R2/ and /R3/. Furthermore, link charac-teristics play a role in the routing decisions, which is achieved via the analysis ofavailable queues and the packet arrival rate. Thus, partial support of requirement/R4/ is present, though no advance estimation of the link quality takes place.
4.1.7 Combinations
Zhou et al. [Zho+17] published a probability-based next-hop selection schemecalled Maximum data delivery probability-oriented routing protocol in opportunistic
mobile networks (MDDPC). The authors define a probability metric per node relation.In addition to that, a centrality metric is derived from the maximum data deliveryprobabilities to all other nodes. This way, forwarding is performed either via thenode that has the greatest probability of reaching the destination or via the nodewith the highest centrality value.
Context-aware Adaptive Routing (CAR), introduced by Musolesi and Mascolo [MM09],is another approach that allows for combiningmultiple metrics. The authors definea node’s context by various attributes which can be chosen flexibly depending onthe scenario. For example, this may include the current battery level of a sensornode. From these attributes, combined with a utility estimation, a probabilityfor reaching the destination via a specific node is derived. The calculated valuesare stored within routing tables, which are also exchanged transitively. Betweenupdates, a Kalman filter is employed to predict the metric values. Due to theflexible node context definition, many different parameters can be considered forderiving a delivery probability.
In [DP18], Dudukovich and Papachristou consider next-hop selection as a machinelearning classification problem. Their approach leverages different historical dataconcerning a node’s neighbors. According to the authors, relevant data include theset of connected nodes, the contact duration, the data rate, the buffer capacity, andthe location of each neighbor. Furthermore, the path taken by received bundlesis recorded. With the collected information, a machine learning model is trained,which later provides routing decisions.
Due to the possible use of many different parameters, in these approaches, inaddition to requirements /R2/ and /R3/, partial support of requirements /R4/ and/R5/ is present. Additionally, MDDPC and CAR make use of transitive metrics and,thus, support requirement /R6/.
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4.2 Deterministic Routing
In some DTN scenarios, routing may leverage a priori knowledge of contacts. Thisinformation allows for proactive routing decisions, i.e., bundles can be scheduled forspecific upcoming contacts. Because deterministic algorithms base their decisionson information provided in advance, they cannot support the requirement ofprobabilistic contact intervals (requirement /R2/).
4.2.1 Contact Graph Routing
Contact Graph Routing (CGR) is a path selection-based routing algorithm which hasseen wide adoption in the DTN community. Especially in the domain of spacenetworks and the interplanetary Internet, CGR is applicable, due to the schedulednature of these networks.
After a long history of continuous evolution, the CGR algorithm has been standard-ized by the CCSDS in the Schedule-Aware Bundle Routing (SABR) blue book [CCSDS19].Before, the most recent reference version of CGR was available through the In-
terplanetary Overlay Network (ION) DTN software implementation3. Nevertheless,earlier algorithmic descriptions of specific versions of CGR are available, e.g., anIRTF draft [Bur10] and a description of CGR in ION 3.5.0 by Fraire et al. [Fra+17].Due to the availability of the SABR standard, which corresponds to the currentION reference implementation, this thesis exclusively considers the standardizedversion of CGR. Hence, every time CGR is mentioned without further explanation,the term refers to the version provided in [CCSDS19].
The core idea behind CGR is to represent the network topology as a graph structure.It is assumed that a contact plan is available at each node ([CCSDS19], 2.3.1). Thiscontact plan consists of contacts and range intervals between nodes (the lattercorresponding to a specific one-way delay) and can be provided, e.g., by a missioncontrol center. In a first processing step of CGR ([CCSDS19], 3.2.1), the contact planis used to build a so-called contact graph: Contacts become vertices in a directedacyclic graph and are connected via edges to successive contacts. Thus, an edgerepresents the temporary storage of bundles at a specific node. For the creationand the delivery of bundles, notional contacts (which connect a node to itself) areintroduced into the graph. This representation enables the use of standard graphalgorithms, such as Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, to compute routes throughthe time-varying network topology.
It is essential to understand that the computed routes do not refer to a series ofnetwork nodes, but a series of contacts. Burleigh et al. [Bur+16] use the analogyof flight bookings for CGR route computation; bundles can be seen as passengersbooked to a specific series of flights, i.e., contacts. The availability of flights (con-tacts) constrains the possible paths that passengers (bundles) may take. In thisanalogy, the edges of the contact graph are the connections (including the waitingtime) between successive flights.
3The software and its documentation which describes the CGR algorithm are available online:
https://sourceforge.net/projects/ion-dtn/ (accessed: 7 May 2020)
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A contact graph is constructed for each destination. Afterward, the followingprocessing steps are performed to determine the neighboring node(s) to whichbundles shall be forwarded ([CCSDS19], 3.1 and 3.2.2–3.2.8) using this graph:
1. Contact plan check and route pruning ([CCSDS19], 3.2.2–3.2.3). First, CGRchecks whether a contact to the destination is available, discards routes incase the contact plan has changed, and removes elapsed contacts from thecontact plan.
2. Route computation ([CCSDS19], 3.2.4 and 3.2.6.10). A list of routes is com-puted based on the earliest arrival time at the destination, independently ofthe properties of any specific bundle. Though the nature of route computa-tion is explicitly implementation-dependent, Yen’s algorithm (an extension ofDijkstra’s shortest path algorithm) is proposed in [CCSDS19], 3.2.6.10. Routecomputation may occur in advance or on-demand as specified in [CCSDS19],3.2.6.9.1.
3. CGR preparation ([CCSDS19], 3.2.5–3.2.6). For every bundle, the list of routesis reviewed, considering its properties. Routes that are not applicable (e.g.,due to backward propagation) or do not fit the bundle are excluded. Theresult is called the candidate routes list. In the course, a projected bundle
arrival time (PBAT, see [CCSDS19], 3.2.6.7) is computed for each route, whichestimates the arrival time of the last byte at the destination.
4. Candidate routes list check and CGR forwarding ([CCSDS19], 3.2.7–3.2.8).Finally, if candidate routes are available, one or multiple of them are selectedto forward the bundle. For a bundle that is not marked as critical, the bestroute from the list of candidate routes is selected. This selection is based onthe earliest PBAT, the least hop count, and further factors (see [CCSDS19],3.2.8.1.4). If the bundle is critical due to a quality-of-service flag being setin its header, it is queued for all candidate routes. However, if no candi-date routes were found, the candidate routes list check fails. In that case,further implementation-dependent procedures can be used, or the routedetermination process fails altogether ([CCSDS19], C1).
As the properties of a bundle are only required starting from the CGR preparationstep, the route computation can be executed independently of a specific bundle.By that, a list of routes can be cached for any possible destination, enabling theapplication of computationally-expensive algorithms for searching viable routesthrough the graph ahead of time.
It should be noted that CGR is a best-effort approach that has some importantpeculiarities. One of them is route re-computation: As no information about down-stream traffic and the state of further nodes on the path is available, the algorithmhas to be executed again on every node. This can result in a high computationaloverhead and may lead to loops and instabilities. [Bir12], [Ara+15] Birrane pub-lished a proposal to prevent route re-computation by adding an extension blockwith the route at the source in [Bir12]. Besides reducing computational overhead,such a mechanism may enable novel approaches to optimizing network utilization,reducing congestion, or distributing topological information. [Ara+15]
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Several further variants and proposals to improve CGR are available in the literature.For example, one of the earliest proposals was the use of Dijkstra’s algorithm bySegui et al. in [SJB11]. Bezirgiannidis et al. discussed two further enhancements toCGR in [BCT16]: CGR with Earliest Transmission Opportunity (CGR-ETO) additionallyconsiders the expected queuing delay, and Overbooking Management (CGR+OM)aims to improve the handling of contact oversubscription by high-priority bundles.An overview of CGR enhancements is given by Araniti et al. in [Ara+15]. Many ofthese improvements were integrated into the ION reference version and becamepart of the SABR standard.
In summary, due to the graph representation of the whole network, support ofrequirement /R6/ is present in CGR. Given appropriate up-to-date contact plans,CGRmay also support requirements /R3/, /R4/, and /R5/. However, probabilisticinformation cannot be leveraged and, thus, requirement /R2/ is not supported.
4.2.2 HotSel, SatSel, ColdSel
A group of deterministic routing techniques was published by Cello et al. in 2015and 2016. HotSel [CMP15], SatSel [CMP16b], and ColdSel [CMP16a] are specificallytargeted at Ring Road networks. These approaches aim to improve the selectionof hot spots, satellites, and cold spots for data transmission.
HotSel is an algorithm that runs in a central node and plans the paths for bundlesrouted from the Internet to cold spots. The satellites continuously report theirremaining buffer capacity, which is considered in the selection of an appropriatehot spot for forwarding the bundles. Scheduling of transmissions is performedsuch that reduced delivery delays can be achieved compared to the static orrandom selection of hot spots.
The SatSel algorithm aims to select suitable satellites at cold spots. It considers thebuffer utilization as well. The satellite selection aims to minimize the delivery delaywhile not exhausting onboard buffers.
The aim of ColdSel is to mitigate congestion in the network by selecting cold spotswhere bundles can reside for a longer time compared to the buffers of satellites.The goal is to improve the utilization of contacts between hot spots and satellitesand reduce satellite buffer allocation.
All three techniques assume deterministic contacts with a fixed duration and afixed amount of data that can be transmitted. This way, only scheduled contacts(requirement /R1/) are supported. The contact plans are derived from the deter-ministic mobility pattern of the satellites. Thus, requirement /R5/ is supported aswell. Moreover, the buffer utilization is analyzed, indicating indirect support forthe consideration of link characteristics (requirement /R4/). In comparison to CGR,however, path selection is only performed for a part of the network and only inthe case of HotSel.
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4.2.3 MARVIN
The MARVIN routing algorithm described by Sekhar et al. in [SMM04] is specificallytargeted at interplanetary networks. It derives future communication intervalsbased on orbital trajectories (ephemeris data) of planets. By that, end-to-endroutes can be derived using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Due to the available trajectorydata, routes can be re-configured before a link becomes unavailable.
MARVIN supports scheduled contacts (requirement /R1/), deterministic mobility(requirement /R5/), and transitive information (requirement /R6/). However, proba-bilistic contacts (requirement /R2/) cannot be leveraged. Furthermore, the dynamicintegration of nodes (requirement /R3/) is not possible. Varying link characteristics(requirement /R4/) are supported partially: The propagation delay during futurecontacts is calculated, but no estimation of the link quality is performed. Focusingonly on interplanetary networks, MARVIN has a very limited application area. Theauthor is not aware of any continued development concerning this approach.
4.3 Hybrid Approaches
In addition to purely opportunistic and deterministic routing schemes, techniqueswhich aim to combine the capabilities of both are available.
Wan et al. published the hybrid multiple copy routing algorithm (HMCR) in [Wan+17],which combines CGR with a probability-based approach. By default, CGR (thus,path selection) is used. A probabilistic next-hop selection serves as a fall-backsolution if the information provided to CGR (the contact plan) is not recent orerrors are encountered. Regarding the support of requirements, HMCR has thesame properties as CGR, plus support of requirements /R2/ and /R3/. However,HMCR does not allow for planning probabilistic changes in topology and does notestimate link characteristics (requirement /R4/) by itself. Also, when switching toopportunistic next-hop selection, no support for calculating end-to-end routes ispresent. By that, though it seems that HMCR supports most requirements, it doesnot support them at the same time.
Another approach to combining deterministic with opportunistic DTN routing wasintroduced by Burleigh et al. in [Bur+16]. Opportunistic CGR (O-CGR) modifiesthe CGR graph structure by adding a confidence metric to each contact. Newcontacts are introduced based on a stored contact log, i.e., the history of contactobservations. For calculating the confidence, the mean and standard deviationof the contact duration and inter-contact time are computed. Furthermore, thedynamic discovery of new nodes is enabled. Using the modified contact graph,route computation is performed as usual in CGR. Bundles may be scheduled formultiple contacts based on the confidence metric, such that a specific confidencethreshold is reached. O-CGR supports requirements /R2/ and /R3/ in addition tothose supported by CGR. However, it does not take into account link characteristics(requirement /R4/) or a deterministic mobility pattern (requirement /R5/) whenintroducing opportunistic contacts. Thus, for these requirements, only partialsupport (via an appropriate contact plan) is present.
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4.4 Prediction of Communication Intervals
The prediction of communication intervals is essential for many LEO satelliteapplications, including networks that feature continuous connectivity, e.g., todetermine the appropriate satellite constellation in the design phase or predicthand-over times when the system is in operation.
In [GW09], Gilmore and Wolhuter present a model for deriving visibility and com-munications time windows with a LEO satellite based on orbital trajectory data. Athreshold is set to infer the contact duration from a maximum distance betweensatellite and ground station. A similar approach using a minimum elevation (thatdirectly corresponds to a maximum distance) is leveraged in [WF16].
Papaetrou and Pavlidou show in [PP05] that the elevation angle can also be derivedfrom measurements of the Doppler shift. Based on that, they apply a minimumelevation threshold to determine the time at which a hand-over to another satellitehas to take place.
In summary, all of the presented techniques define either a constant minimumelevation or a maximum distance for predicting contact intervals. This implies thatthe threshold is an important tuning parameter and has to be chosen carefullyconsidering the involved communication systems.
The prediction approaches from this group provide solutions for estimating thelink availability time using a fixed threshold. Thus, they only support requirement/R4/ partially, as variations in link quality during the contact are not addressed.Deterministic satellite trajectories are the underlying data source in all cases. Thus,requirement /R5/ is natively supported.
4.5 RRND Dynamic Discovery Component
The Ring Road Neighbor Discovery (RRND) approach that is described in [FW15a]and [WF16] not only allows for predicting contact intervals but also provides abasic estimation of contact probabilities. For that purpose, it leverages the historyof contact observations in concert with an estimation of the accuracy of availabledata describing the node characteristics. Besides that, it is highly optimized forlow-power hardware: A bit-field is used to store an indication of whether a contactwas discovered for each available prediction. The ratio of successful observationsand, by that, an estimate of the contact probability is derived from the hammingweight of that bit field. The chosen approach is very minimal as it only stores abinary, fixed-length, record of contact occurrence.
RRND supports scheduled contacts (requirement /R1/), probabilistic contacts (re-quirement /R2/), and the dynamic integration of nodes (requirement /R3/). More-over, the system employs satellite trajectory information (requirement /R5/). How-ever, link characteristics (requirement /R4/) are only taken into account in a verybasic manner, and no transitive information (requirement /R6/) is used.
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4.6 Summary and Comparison
In table 4.1, the support of individual functional requirements (as defined in section3.5) by the delineated approaches is summarized. The table additionally indicatesthe support of path selection and differentiates between full, partial, and no sup-port of every feature. The corresponding reasoning is provided in the referencedsubsections.
Approach Sec. /R1/ /R2/ /R3/ /R4/ /R5/ /R6/ PS
Non-node-selective 4.1.1 • •
Probability-based opp. 4.1.2 • • ◦ •
Time-based opp. 4.1.3 • • •
Mobility-based opp. 4.1.4 • • •
Social-based opp. 4.1.5 • • •
Congestion-aware opp. 4.1.6 • • ◦
MDDPC, CAR 4.1.7 • • ◦ ◦ •
Dudukovich et al. 4.1.7 • • ◦ ◦
CGR / CGR-based 4.2.1 • ◦ ◦ ◦ • •
HotSel, SatSel, ColdSel 4.2.2 • ◦ • ◦
MARVIN 4.2.3 • ◦ • • •
HMCR 4.3 • • • ◦ ◦ • ◦
Opportunistic CGR 4.3 • • • ◦ ◦ • •
Interval Prediction 4.4 ◦ •
RRND 4.5 • • • ◦ •
Table 4.1: Feature matrix: Support of functional requirements and path selection;
• = fully supported, ◦ = partially supported, PS = path selection;gray columns only have to be supported by path selection approaches
The table clearly indicates that none of the delineated routing approaches supportsall given requirements. Especially regarding the estimation of contact-specific linkcharacteristics (requirement /R4/), only partial solutions exist.
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5 Contact Prediction Framework
Based on the overview given in the previous chapter, it is evident that no state-of-the-art solution is available for scheduled routing supporting probabilistic contactsand link characteristics. Hence, a framework for dynamic contact prediction thattakes these peculiarities of the use case into account is introduced in this chapter.A component instantiating this framework can be combined with a deterministicrouting algorithm, to form a solution for prediction-enhanced proactive routing.The concepts necessary to enable such a combination are described in chapter 6.
Intentionally, a subdivision of the prediction concept into two parts is performed.While the first part represents a generic contact prediction framework, the secondpart (section 5.8) instantiates this framework for (i.e., applies it to) the Ring Roaduse case. The framework provides the necessary interface for this instantiation asa set of functions defining core parts of the contact prediction algorithms. Thisapproach aims to facilitate a straight-forward transfer of the solutions introducedin this thesis to further use cases.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, section 5.1 providesa brief architectural overview of the prediction framework. In sections 5.2 and5.3, the applied probabilistic models for contact observations as well as contactpredictions are introduced. Following that, the leveraged node description inthe form of metrics is outlined in section 5.4. Afterward, the process of inferringmetrics from contact observations is presented in section 5.5. The individual stepsallowing contact predictions to be generated are described in detail in section 5.6.
The rest of the chapter focuses on the application of the framework. Section5.7 provides a guideline for instantiating the framework to derive a predictioncomponent. This guideline is applied in section 5.8 to Ring Road networks, resultingin a prediction component tailored to this use case. Finally, section 5.9 discussesthe derived instance with a specific focus on constraints of the generic predictionframework.
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5.1 Overview
An overview of the contact prediction approach is displayed in figure 5.1. Allcomponents addressed in this chapter are highlighted. The core results generatedby the prediction component are contact predictions (see also subsection 2.1.1) thatdefine the expected probabilistic properties of future contacts. This informationcan be used to perform path selection in a suitable routing algorithm.
Figure 5.1: Components and context of the contact prediction approach
The prediction component requires past contact observations to be supplied, theset of which is called the contact history. In addition to that, node metadata haveto be provided. These contain information about the locations or trajectoriesof nodes (e.g., GPS coordinates or orbital elements) and can be obtained fromseveral sources. A central configuration can be imagined as well as a distributionof such data via discovery beacons. Internally, the prediction component makesuse of node metrics, which represent the observed characteristics of other networknodes. These metrics may be distributed, allowing nodes throughout the networkto derive predictions.
Figure 5.2 shows the overall contact prediction process that can be divided into twocore phases. After contact observations have been collected, e.g., by a discoverycomponent such as introduced in [WF16], themetric inference phase is executed.In this phase, the properties of available neighbors are inferred and modeled astuples of numerical values called node metrics. Previous predictions are leveragedin a feedback loop to improve the accuracy iteratively. In the second phase, con-
tact prediction is performed, which yields a contact plan that provides topologicalinformation to the routing component.
Figure 5.2: Phases and intermediary data of the overall process
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Both phases of the contact prediction process can be performed asynchronously,i.e., no real-time operation is required. Stored node metrics only have to be avail-able in case predictions should be generated. Therefore, the prediction conceptcan be used in a centralized fashion: Nodes with limited computing resources mayforward contact observations to a central entity and have the prediction processexecuted there. This way, compute-intensive tasks can be offloaded to powerfulnodes, and external auditing and management of the contact prediction processbecome possible, which might be desirable in some deployment scenarios. How-ever, such an extension is left to future work as this chapter focuses on a node-localprediction concept. For an extended discussion of a deterministic routing schemewith central topological knowledge, the reader is referred to [FWB17].
5.2 Contact Observation Model
The model for representing contact observations consists of the following data:
1. Unique identifiers of nodes. The nodes between which a contact has beenobserved need to be identified unambiguously. By that, collected measure-ments can be associated with the correct neighbor and further informationsuch as trajectory data or measurements collected by other nodes can beobtained from external sources. The pair of identifiers for the sending andreceiving node is recorded as a tuple (Ns,Nr) for each contact.
2. Observed connection interval. The time interval during which a link wasobserved (denoted [tstart, tend]) has to be recorded. This interval can be com-pared to an existing contact prediction to assess its accuracy and, by that,used to update available knowledge. It should be noted that several indi-vidual connection intervals may be observed for a single predicted contact,as unanticipated interruptions may always occur. During information acqui-sition, they cannot be differentiated from distinct contacts and, thus, eachcontact observation corresponds to a single connection interval.
3. Data rate. For every recorded connection interval, the achieved data rate(denoted br(t)) should be supplied to the prediction component. By usingthis information in concert with the interval duration, the maximum possibletransmission volume can be calculated. If the communication system is usinga fixed data rate, the measurement of this parameter is not required.
4. Link quality. As evident from the example provided in subsection 2.2.1, themain factor influencing the contact volume is the time-varying link quality.Hence, observations need to be complemented with measurements of alink quality indicator. Its exact nature depends on the selected predictionapproach. For example, a binary indicator of link presence over time, ameasure describing the physical-layer signal-to-noise ratio, or a receivedsignal strength indicator (RSSI) could be used. In the case of a binary indicator,the link quality function can be replaced with a constant while representingindividual intervals of connectivity as distinct observations. The link qualityover time is denoted Qlink(t).
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Each contact observation (denoted O) can, thus, be represented as a tuple, asdefined by equation 5.1.
O = (Ns,Nr, tstart, tend,br(t),Qlink(t)) (5.1)
The set of collected observations represents the contact history ONs,Nr of a nodewitha specific neighbor described by the (ordered) pair (Ns,Nr). The set may be limitedto a fixed number of elements (by only storing the most recent elements) to meetmaximum storage requirements. Though, this is considered an implementationdetail. It is expected that the contact history is collected, maintained, and verifiedby the employed discovery component.
Contact Example represented as Observation
The example contact introduced in subsection 2.2.1 can be represented using adescription conforming to the observation model. For that, assumptions regardingthe implementation of the component have to be made. It is assumed that thesatellite image received in the example corresponds to the link-layer data, therequired CNR for link establishment is 30 dB and, thus, a link was available from 275to 550 seconds into the contact. The data rate of the APT transmission is constant at4160 bits per second. It is assumed that coding is applied on top of that to providea reliable link. The assumed coding scheme has a rate of 0.5. Thus, a constant netdata rate of 2080 bits per second can be achieved during the time a link is available.The measurement in the example case started at t0 = 2019-10-23 15:25:24 (UTC)and ended at t1 = 2019-10-23 15:41:24 (UTC), while data could be decoded from
tstart = 2019-10-23 15:29:59 (UTC) to tend = 2019-10-23 15:34:34 (UTC). The senderwas the NOAA 19 weather satellite, and the receiver was the DL4FW ground station.By that, the observation can be represented using equation 5.2.
O1132307 = (NOAA19,DL4FW , tstart, tend, 2080 b/s, 1) (5.2)
In this simplified example, the link quality measure is assumed just to representlink presence. Thus, it is set to the constant value 1, and the time interval of thecontact observation is equal to the period during which a signal could be decoded.
5.3 Contact Prediction Model
A contact plan provides topological information as a list of future contacts. By that,it forms the basis of deterministic DTN routing. More precisely, in the context ofthis thesis, the elements of the contact plan are contact predictions, as defined insubsection 2.1.1. A model representing these contact predictions has to supportthe characteristics of the use cases to which it is applied to provide all necessaryinformation to the routing component.
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In [FW17a], a classification of Ring Road networks has been introduced, specify-ing the information necessary to describe contacts in Ring Road topologies withdifferent characteristics. Among them, the RRp class is defined for probabilisticRing Road networks. This class associates a probability value to a contact, cor-responding to the expected likelihood of contact occurrence. In [WF19], it hasbeen identified that this description is not always sufficient: A single value cannotrepresent a time-varying error rate as well as shifts in the contact interval anddisruptions on a sub-contact timescale. Thus, an extension is provided by theRRpp class, which relaxes the requirement of a precise contact time interval andadditionally considers a sub-contact probability distribution. The model applied inthis thesis to represent contact predictions is based on these general ideas.
The following properties describe a contact prediction:
1. Unique identifiers of nodes. A contact prediction always needs to be as-signed to a pair of uniquely-identified nodes, whereas one of them has tobe the transmitting node and the other one the receiving node. This pair ofidentifiers is recorded as a tuple (Ns,Nr).
2. Soft time frame. In line with existing deterministic routing approaches, twotimestamps are associated with each contact, describing an interval duringwhich transmission may become possible. These two timestamps do notnecessarily match the actual timestamps of the start and end of a communi-cation opportunity. Instead, they define an overall time frame during whichone or several communication opportunities may arise. The soft time frameis an interval of the form [t∗start, t∗end].
3. Data rate. To enable estimations of the contact volume (which defines theamount of data that can be scheduled for the contact), knowledge or anestimation of the time-varying data rate is necessary. The data rate is repre-sented by a function br(t).
4. Delay. Links may be subject to non-negligible signal propagation delays. Thedelay has to be known to estimate the data arrival time at the receiving node.It may vary during the contact and is, thus, represented by a function δ(t).
5. Confidence. The confidence value associated with a contact prediction es-timates the likelihood of the given soft time frame containing at least oneinterval during which data transmission is possible, i.e., that a contact willoccur during the predicted time frame. The confidence corresponds to theprobability value applied in [FW17a]. The symbol Pcontact is used in the follow-ing, with its value being a real number in the interval [0, 1].
6. Link presence probability. As outlined in subsection 2.2.4, episodes of op-portunistic disruption may occur even during a contact. The link presenceprobability, denoted by Plink(t), determines the likelihood of a usable radiolink being present at a given instant t during the contact.
7. Time of generation. Depending on its generation time, a prediction maybe based on a different amount of topological knowledge. This instant isreferred to as t0.
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These properties can be represented as a tuple C, as defined by equation 5.3.
C = (Ns,Nr, t∗start, t∗end,br(t), δ(t),Pcontact,Plink(t), t0) (5.3)
The tuple C is called the function-based representation of a contact prediction. Dueto the use of a soft time frame, the introduced model effectively reduces the needfor precise knowledge about the intervals usable for data transmission, though,still allowing for an estimation of the probability associated with successful datatransmission at any time during the contact.
Contact Descriptor
For referring to a predicted contact without knowledge of the specific data rate,delay, and probabilistic properties, it is sufficient to provide a tuple containing thenode identifiers as well as the soft time frame and the generation time as definedby equation 5.4.
C
+ = (Ns,Nr, t∗start, t∗end, t0) (5.4)
This tuple is called the descriptor of the contact prediction in the following. It is abasic, minimal means of uniquely identifying a specific prediction.
Volume-based Representation
In the function-based representation, for obtaining the data rate, the delay, andthe link probability, still, a time-dependency is necessary. This time-dependencyhas several drawbacks:
• It increases the amount of data that has to be stored per contact prediction.Further, should a contact plan distribution approach be applied, the amountof transmitted data is increased as well.
• It is difficult to predict the functions precisely for future contacts, especiallywhen using soft time frames.
• It increases computational demands for leveraging the generated predictionsin a routing algorithm.
In order to conquer these drawbacks, an alternative volume-based representation isproposed. This representation is based on the expected volume of the contact. Aseach instant within the predicted interval is associated with a certain probabilityof successful transmission, the contact volume (denoted by V∗contact) becomes arandom variable.
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The expected value for the contact volume (denoted by Vcontact) can be derivedfrom the above representation using equation 5.5.
Vcontact = E(V∗contact) = ∫︂ t∗end
t∗
start
Plink(t) · br(t) · dt (5.5)
Apart from the data rate and link probability, the delay δ(t) is time-dependent. Inthe volume-based representation, the delay is replaced by a constant referringto the projected maximum delay during the contact, δmax. For this pessimisticestimation, it is assumed that changes in delay during a contact in the targetedscenarios are generally small, i.e., much smaller than the contact duration. Theassumption of a constant delay during contacts is also the basis of the contactdefinition in the DTN architecture document ([RFC4838], p. 16). Scenarios withnon-negligible variations in delay during the contact interval are beyond the scopeof this thesis.
Replacing the time-varying data rate, link probability, and delay with constants stillallows for indicating whether data will be transmitted or not, when they will arrivelatest, and which amount of data can be scheduled at maximum. Additionally, theneed for providing a precise, synchronized time source on all nodes is relaxed.The volume-based representation can be derived in a straight-forward mannerand forms a tuple C ′ defined by equation 5.6.
C
′ = (Ns,Nr, t∗start, t∗end, δmax,Pcontact, Vcontact, t0) (5.6)
Due to the mentioned issues concerning the function-based representation (C),this alternative form is used as the primary representation for contact predictionsin the following sections.
Contact Example Represented as Prediction
If assuming that an accurate prediction of the example contact introduced in sub-section 2.2.1 has been generated, this prediction can be represented as introducedabove. The function-based representation is defined by equation 5.7.
C1132307 = (NOAA19,DL4FW , t∗start, t∗end, 2080 b/s, δ(t), 1.0,Plink(t), t0) (5.7)
The soft time frame is given as t∗start = 2019-10-23 15:25:24 (UTC) and t∗end =2019-10-23 15:41:24 (UTC), with t0 < t∗start. The time-dependent link probabilityis defined by equation 5.8 (timestamps in UTC).
Plink(t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, if t < 2019-10-23 15:29:59
1, if t ≥ 2019-10-23 15:29:59 and t ≤ 2019-10-23 15:34:34
0, if t > 2019-10-23 15:34:34
(5.8)
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The soft time frame was estimated pessimistically using the time interval duringwhich the satellite has been observed above the horizon of the ground station, i.e.,at an elevation greater than 0 °. The delay δ(t) during the interval [t∗start, t∗end] variesbetween 2.835 ms and 11.580 ms and is a function of the range between satelliteand ground station.
For the function-based representation, precise timestamps have to be available todefine Plink(t). The fact that precise time synchronization is problematic in DTN hasbeen discussed, e.g., by Wood et al. in [WEH09]. Thus, it is more practical to usethe volume-based representation, provided for the specific example contact byequation 5.9, whereas t∗start and t∗end have the same values as defined above.
C
′1132307 = (NOAA19,DL4FW , t∗start, t∗end, 11.580 ms, 1.0, 572 kb, t0) (5.9)
5.4 Node Metrics
The prediction component infers node metrics that represent relevant character-istics of network nodes. These metrics are tuples provided as parameters to theprediction functions and, thus, a mathematical representation of initial data forgenerating contact plans. All symbols and functions discussed here are eitherassociated with a single node or with an ordered pair (i.e., a 2-tuple) of nodes.Thus, in the latter case, for every two nodes, two distinct sets of metrics exist.
If the source of metrics is local (such as the approach described in section 5.5), onlymetrics for the local node as well as for tuples (Ns,Nr) are available, where either
Ns or Nr is the local node. In case contacts are unidirectional or the observationprocess is limited to received signals, only metrics with Nr being the local nodecan be collected. Metrics for any other node tuple have to be either configured ordistributed.
To enable predictions according to the model introduced in section 5.3, the follow-ing types of metrics have to be available:
1. Location metrics. To determine soft time frames as well as the signal prop-agation delay, a description of the time-varying node locations has to beavailable. It is expected that, for each node N, a location function L⃗N(ML,N, t) isknown using the current tuple ML,N of location metrics.
2. Contact confidencemetrics. These metrics allow for deriving the confidenceassociated with future contact predictions. By that, they estimate how likelyit is for a contact to occur the next time a given node comes in range. Thesemetrics are represented as a tuple denoted by MP,Ns,Nr .
3. Contact volume metrics. For predicting the contact volume, an additionalset of metrics is necessary. These metrics describe the constant aspectsof volume characteristics between two nodes. The symbol for the tuple ofcontact volume metrics is MV ,Ns,Nr .
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In a technical realization, the nature of collected node metrics depends on thechosen prediction approaches, which themselves depend on the characteristics ofthe specific scenario. Nevertheless, nodemetrics always have to fulfill the followingset of requirements to be effectively leveraged.
/M1/ No or constant external dependencies
Node metrics shall not depend on variable external data except the valuesof other node metrics. Without this condition being met, contact predictionsolely by the set of node metrics would not be possible. Constant param-eters that can be configured in advance (such as the type of trajectory orparameters of the communication system) are not subject to this constraint.
/M2/ Convergency
Node metrics shall converge toward single, static values that change overtime scales much larger than the duration of individual contacts. As nodemetrics may be distributed, they should not vary significantly on a time scalecomparable to the maximum amount of time required for distribution.
/M3/ Compact representation
Node metrics shall consist of numerical values and not be associated withlarge amounts of auxiliary data to ensure storage and transmission efficiency.
/M4/ Serializability
It must be possible to obtain a representation of the current set of nodemetrics that can be distributed over the network.
5.5 Metric Inference
The first processing phase performed by the prediction component is calledmetric
inference. The goal of this phase is to derive node metrics from contact observations.The metric inference phase can be divided into four steps that are shown in figure5.3. While the first two steps build upon each other, after they have been executed,confidence and volume metric inference may be performed in parallel.
Figure 5.3: Metric inference process
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In a first step, a pre-processed contact history, denoted O′
Ns,Nr , is derived from thecontact history ONs,Nr . All subsequent steps are defined recursively, i.e., they takeinto account the current values of node metrics to compute new values. Due tothis property, the function definitions can be highly flexible.
Themetric inference phasemay be executed right after every update to the contacthistory. Though, as mentioned in section 5.1, this is not required; it can also beperformed asynchronously during idle time or even on another node.
5.5.1 Observation Pre-processing
The metric inference phase is executed once per predicted soft time frame. Asmentioned in section 5.2, several contact observations may be related to a singlecontact prediction, but collected as distinct records due to link interruptions. Thus,before metrics can be inferred, available contact observations have to be matchedto previous contact predictions. The set of previous predictions is called the
prediction history and is provided to the metric inference phase via a feedback loopmechanism that is displayed in figure 5.2. If the interval of a contact observation isa subset of the soft time frame of a contact prediction, it is added to a list associatedwith that prediction. Due to the nature of the soft time frames (see section 5.3), anobserved interval should always be fully contained in a single soft time frame.
Hence, given a soft time frame [t∗start, t∗end] and a set of observationsO+Ns,Nr = O0...Onwith n, i ∈ N, i ≤ n, Oi = (Ns,Nr, tstart,i, tend,i,bri(t),Qlink,i(t)), tstart,i ≥ t∗start, and tend,i ≤
t∗
end
, the resulting processed observation is obtained via equation 5.10.
O
′
Ns,Nr = (Ns,Nr, t∗start, t∗end,br′(t),Q′link(t)) (5.10)
The time-varying data rate br′(t) and link quality Q′
link
(t) for the processed observa-tion are derived using equations 5.11 and 5.12.
br
′(t) = {︄bri(t), if t ≥ tstart,i and t ≤ tend,i for all i ≤ n0, otherwise (5.11)
Q
′
link
(t) = {︄Qlink,i(t), if t ≥ tstart,i and t ≤ tend,i for all i ≤ n0, otherwise (5.12)
If a predicted soft time frame has elapsed, but no observation could be assigned toit, still, a processed observation is generated using an empty set forO+
Ns,Nr . This way,the feedback mechanism also applies to contacts that have not been observed.
An important peculiarity of this overall approach is that, upon initial discovery of anode, it might not be possible to derive contact predictions, because node metricsare not available initially and, thus, no soft time frames can be predicted. Thisfact has to be considered during instantiation of the framework; if no metrics arepresent, default values should be assumed to generate initial predictions.
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5.5.2 Location Metric Inference
For the inference of location metrics it is assumed that necessary trajectory andposition data can be either configured statically (e.g., in the case of satellites), or canbe broadcasted via discovery beacons (e.g., GPS-equipped nodes at fixed locations,nodes that broadcast their trajectory function). If the latter is not possible, fornodes at fixed locations, a technique such as delineated in [WF16] may be used.
Overall, the location metric inference step can be defined as a function of thelocation metrics that are available for the considered node N, a set of configuredor received parameters concerning the node location pN (that may be empty), andthe pre-processed contact history O′
Ns,Nr , whereas N = Nr. The application of thisfunction is shown in equation 5.13.
ML,N,i+1 = M′L(ML,N,i,O′Ns,Nr ,pN) (5.13)
The result of the location metric inference step is the updated location metricstuple ML,N,i+1 as introduced in section 5.4, i.e., the parameters of a mathematicaldescription concerning the trajectory (or static position) of the node N.
5.5.3 Confidence Metric Inference
For deriving confidence metrics, a function is defined that takes the current confi-dence metrics, the set of pre-processed observations, and the location metrics forthe sender and the receiver as inputs. By that, it can also take node locations intoaccount, based on results provided by the previous step. The confidence metricsare updated using this function according to equation 5.14.
MP,Ns,Nr ,i+1 = M′P(MP,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) (5.14)
5.5.4 Volume Metric Inference
The inference of volume metrics is performed using a function defined in the samemanner as the one for confidence metric inference. The metrics are updatedaccording to equation 5.15.
MV ,Ns,Nr ,i+1 = M′V (MV ,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) (5.15)
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5.6 Contact Prediction
Based on the aggregated node metrics, contact predictions are generated. Thesepredictions use the volume-based representation introduced in section 5.3.
Figure 5.4: Contact prediction process
Overall, the prediction phase can be divided into four steps. Similarly to calculatinglocation metrics, the soft time frame has to be predicted first, as it is an inputto the following three prediction steps. The latter, however, can be executed inparallel. An overview of the steps performed in the prediction phase is given infigure 5.4. It is expected that predictions either occur within a fixed interval Tpredor are executed immediately when a new pre-processed observation becomesavailable. In the latter case, Tpred is set to zero.
5.6.1 Soft Time Frame Prediction
The soft time frame is predicted using the available location metrics. This step isbased on the concept which has been discussed in [WF16], but is generalized hereto be applicable to further scenarios with predictable node mobility.
For each pair of nodes (Ns,Nr), a visibility function r′vis is defined depending onthe available location metrics. This function calculates the time-dependent range
rvis,Ns,Nr (t) between the involved nodes, as defined by equation 5.16.
rvis,Ns,Nr (t) = r′vis(t,Ns,Nr,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) (5.16)
A positive result of this function indicates that the range of the involved nodesis below the maximum range of their communication systems, i.e., the nodesare in range of each other. It should be noted that range in this context does notalways mean distance: For example, in the case of LEO satellites, a common wayto determine whether a satellite is in range of a ground station is to compare theelevation over the horizon to a threshold (see also section 4.4). The maximumrange parameter should be set in a pessimistic manner, such that all possibleperiods of connection establishment are subsets of the soft time frame.
This way, the set of soft time frames consists of all continuous intervals [t∗
start,i, t∗end,i]for which rvis,Ns,Nr (t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [t∗start,i, t∗end,i].
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5.6.2 Delay Prediction
After predicting the soft time frame, an estimation for the delay can be derivedsimilarly. The physical distance between the nodes can be calculated based onthe location functions. By that, the maximum distance rmax during each soft timeframe can be inferred using equation 5.17.
rmax(C+) = maxt∗endt=t∗
start
|L⃗Ns (ML,Ns , t) – L⃗Nr (ML,Nr , t)| (5.17)
An estimate for the maximum delay can be derived by calculating the maximumline-of-sight delay via the signal propagation speed vs using equation 5.18.
δmax(C+) = rmax(C+)
vs
+ δ0 (5.18)
Inmany use cases employing radio links, the speed of light cmay be an appropriateestimate for vs.
A constantmargin δ0 can be added to themaximum line-of-sight delay to adjust theestimate for delays caused by the transceiver systems and the convergence layer,plus additional delays expected in the given use case, e.g., due to non-line-of-sightpropagation.
5.6.3 Confidence Prediction
The contact confidence is predicted using a function based on the stored confidencemetrics. This function is applied as shown in equation 5.19.
Pcontact(C+) = P′contact(C+,MP,Ns,Nr ) (5.19)
5.6.4 Volume Prediction
Likewise, contact volume prediction employs a function of the volume metrics forthe node tuple, as indicated by equation 5.20.
Vcontact(C+) = V ′contact(C+,MV ,Ns,Nr ) (5.20)
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5.7 Instantiation Guideline
Because the introduced prediction framework is based on a set of functions,it is highly flexible and can be adapted to a range of scenarios with differentcharacteristics. This section provides a guideline for deriving an instance of theframework, which can be used to develop a technical realization. Table 5.1 givesan overview of functions that have to be defined during instantiation.
Function Section Description
L⃗N(ML,N, t) 5.4 computes the location of anode N at a given time t
M′
L
(ML,N,i,O′Ns,Nr ,pN) 5.5.2 updates the node locationmetrics
M′
P
(MP,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) 5.5.3 updates the contact confi-dence metrics
M′
V
(MV ,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) 5.5.4 updates the contact volumemetrics
r′
vis
(t,Ns,Nr,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) 5.6.1 computes the visibility be-tween two nodes at a giventime t
P′contact(C+,MP,Ns,Nr ) 5.6.3 computes the confidence fora given prediction C+
V ′contact(C+,MV ,Ns,Nr ) 5.6.4 computes the volume for agiven prediction C+
Table 5.1: Functions to be defined during instantiation
By providing the function definitions, the framework is tailored to a specific usecase. This instantiation can be performed as a three-step process:
1. Analyze the use case. In the first step, the use case has to be analyzed toidentify the sources of metric information.
2. Define node metrics. Secondly, the node metric tuples have to be defined,i.e., it needs to be determined which parameters are part of them and whichorder is applied in their representation.
3. Define functions. In the last step, the metric update functions as well as theprediction functions have to be defined.
An instantiation for the Ring Road use case is presented in the next section andprovides a straight-forward example for the adaptation to further use cases.
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5.8 Instantiation for Ring Road Networks
By the instantiation of the prediction framework for Ring Road networks providedin this section, a complete algorithmic description to obtain contact predictionsfrom contact observations becomes possible. The following descriptions are struc-tured by the parameter that is predicted, i.e., the metric inference and predictionapproaches for the soft time frame, the contact confidence, and the contact volumeare described in separate sections.
It should be noted that no adaptation is necessary for the delay. This parameter isderived from the node locations as delineated in subsection 5.6.2. Additionally,it is assumed that in the targeted use case, during a contact between two nodes,only one communication link is active per direction, i.e., two nodes do not usemultiple communication systems with each other at the same time.
5.8.1 Soft Time Frame
For allowing time frame predictions, first, the location functions have to be definedfor all types of nodes that are involved. The inference and validation of nodelocations in a Ring Road network have been discussed in detail in [WF16].
In the case of satellites, the location function is based on the orbital elementsthat are stored as node metrics. These data can, e.g., be uploaded by the missioncontrol center operating the satellite network. The satellites themselves maybroadcast their orbital elements with discovery beacon messages, such that everyground station can obtain and store them on the first contact. Thus, assuming anorbital propagator (such as SGP4 [Val+06] or a high-precision orbital propagatorbased on differential equations) is available as a function propagate(ML,S, t), thelocation of a satellite node S can be calculated using equation 5.21.
L⃗S(ML,S, t) = propagate(ML,S, t) (5.21)
In the case of ground stations (G), the constant location vector itself is stored asthe metric value, as shown in equation 5.22.
L⃗G(ML,G, t) = L⃗G(ML,G) = ML,G (5.22)
Based on the locations of a satellite and a ground station of which either maybe the sending and the other the receiving node, the visibility function can bedefined using the elevation of the satellite θNs,Nr (t), as shown in equation 5.23. Thethreshold θmin is set depending on the used communication systems, such that nolink can be expected in case the satellite is at a lower elevation.
r
′
vis(t,Ns,Nr,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) = θNs,Nr (t) – θmin (5.23)
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The elevation θ is a function of the location vectors, as defined by equation 5.24.
θNs,Nr (t) = θ(L⃗S(ML,S, t), L⃗G(ML,G, t)) (5.24)
In the context of equation 5.24, S = Ns and G = Nr if Ns is a satellite and Nr is aground station, and S = Nr and G = Ns if Nr is a satellite and Ns is a ground station.The elevation can be calculated using trigonometric laws as outlined in [WF16]. Anexample formula for constant location vectors L⃗S and L⃗G is given by equation 5.25.
θ(L⃗S, L⃗G) = arcsin |L⃗S|2 – |L⃗G|2 – |L⃗S – L⃗G|22 · |L⃗G| · |L⃗S – L⃗G| (5.25)
Similarly, the azimuth α can be calculated from the location vectors. The functiondefinition is provided by equation 5.26. The azimuth defines the horizontal angulardirection in which the satellite is observed from the perspective of the groundstation and is derived using trigonometric laws as well.
αNs,Nr (t) = α(L⃗S(ML,S, t), L⃗G(ML,G, t)) (5.26)
As it is assumed that the values of location metrics are provided either by staticconfiguration, by distribution, or via broadcasted discovery beacons, the locationmetric update function does not depend on the set of contact observations. Itsdefinition is provided by equation 5.27.
M
′
L(ML,N,i,O′Ns,Nr ,pN) = ML,N,i (5.27)
5.8.2 Confidence
The applied confidence metric is called node reliability. This value describes theestimated likelihood that a node will be available during the next predicted contact.Hence, it reflects indeterministic patterns of contact occurrence with a given node,while random variations during contacts are taken into account as part of thepredicted volume.
It is assumed that, in Ring Road networks, the probability of contact occurrencevaries much more slowly than new contacts with the affected nodes are observed.Thus, the node reliability metric can converge toward a constant value representingthe average contact probability. When a change occurs (e.g., a node breaks down),the metric can again converge (in the case of node downtime, to zero).
For estimating the node reliability metric, two techniques are proposed that havebeen evaluated for a Ring Road topology by the author in [Wal17]: A ratio-basedinference and an exponential averaging method. Example code for both metricinference algorithms is provided in appendix A.
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Metric Inference using Ratio
The first technique for calculating a node reliability value is to use the ratio ofthe count of non-empty processed contact observations divided by the count ofcontact predictions within a specific interval. On that basis, the confidence metricupdate function is defined by equation 5.28, with O′′
Ns,Nr ⊆ O′Ns,Nr being the set ofthe nobs,P most recent processed observations with cardinality |O′′Ns,Nr| ≤ nobs,P.
M
′
P(MP,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) = PNs,Nr (O′′Ns,Nr ) (5.28)
The node reliability PNs,Nr is calculated using the mentioned ratio as defined byequation 5.29.
PNs,Nr (O′′Ns,Nr ) = |{O′′|O′′ ∈ O′′Ns,Nr ∧
∫︁ t∗
end
t∗
start
br′(τ) · dτ > 0 ∧ ∫︁ t∗end
t∗
start
Q′
link
(τ) · dτ > 0}|
|{O′′|O′′ ∈ O′′
Ns,Nr}| (5.29)
It should be noted that the set of processed contact observations O′′
Ns,Nr alsocontains elements for which no contact has been observed or no data could betransmitted due to insufficient signal quality. In these cases, ∫︁ t∗end
t∗
start
br′(τ) · dτ = 0 or∫︁ t∗
end
t∗
start
Q′
link
(τ) · dτ = 0.
Metric Inference using Exponential Weighted Moving Average
In [Wal17], a second technique for confidence estimation has been evaluated.Compared to using a ratio, an exponential average is applied iteratively, allowingfaster reactions to changes in the effective probability of contact occurrence. Thecorresponding confidence metric update function is defined by equation 5.30.
M
′
P(MP,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) = PNs,Nr ,i+1(PNs,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ) (5.30)
In that case, the node reliability value is defined recursively using equation 5.31.
PNs,Nr ,i+1(PNs,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ) = wc · last_observed(O′Ns,Nr ) + (1 – wc) · PNs,Nr ,i (5.31)
For a set of processed contact observations O′, the function last_observed(O′)yields 1 if the latest observation in the set is associated with at least one recordedcontact interval (i.e., the integrals over the observed data rate and link quality forthe last processed observation are not equal to zero), and 0 otherwise.
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By the parameter wc (the confidence observation weight), the weight put on newobservations can be configured. Thus, the speed of convergence and the sensitivityto fluctuations can be controlled.
Prediction
For the contact confidence, the prediction approach is straight-forward: As thestored node reliability metric already indicates the estimated probability of thenext contact, the up-to-date value of this metric is used during the prediction stepas the contact confidence value. The corresponding function definition is providedby equation 5.32.
P
′
contact(C+,MP,Ns,Nr ) = MP,Ns,Nr = PNs,Nr (5.32)
5.8.3 Volume
For predicting the contact volume, the concept evaluated in [WF18] is taken as abasis. As discussed in subsection 2.2.2, the measured signal quality throughout acontact is influenced by a variety of deterministic and random factors.
Two techniques have been developed to predict contact volumes based on avail-able observations. The first of them uses a two-state model to represent thecontact interval and does not take into account the azimuth-dependency of thefading loss (see subsection 2.2.2). The second technique extends this model by anadditional state to also consider fading at low elevation angles.
Two-state Volume Prediction
For the two-state prediction technique, it is assumed that during a contact the com-munication link may be either established and stable (the good state) or unavailable(the off state). It is further assumed that the link becomes available and breaksat an elevation angle that is approximately constant over subsequent contacts.Contact volume prediction is based on the inference of this elevation threshold.
The approach represents an adaptation of the concept in [WF18]. While the latteremploys a threshold as well, it is based on the estimated signal loss. Additionalcharacteristics that could be taken into account by the concept in [WF18] (e.g., thefrequency) are considered constant for any pair of nodes in this instantiation.
The two-state volume metrics tuple is defined by equation 5.33.
MV ,Ns,Nr = (θgood,qgood) (5.33)
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The tuple is composed of the threshold elevation angle for the good state θgoodand an associated link quality estimation qgood. In order to calculate these metrics,the following steps are performed for every of the nobs,V most recent processedobservations O′′. In that context, O′′ ∈ O′′
Ns,Nr ⊆ O′Ns,Nr with |O′′Ns,Nr| ≤ nobs,V .
Firstly, the signal quality Q′
link
(t) is sampled over the observation interval of O′′,yielding a series Q∗
link
= (qlink,0, ...,qlink,ns–1) with ns being the number of samples,i.e., the contact duration divided by the sample duration Tsample,V and roundeddown to the next integer.
Secondly, the samples are processed to derive a volume achievement ratio rV ,s,ifor each sampling interval [ts,0,i, ts,1,i] ⊆ [t∗start, t∗end]. This ratio is calculated usingequation 5.34, dividing the achieved volume of the sampling interval by the volumeachievable with the maximum data rate of the communication system.
rV ,s,i = Vs,observed,i
Vs,max,i (5.34)
The maximum sample volume Vs,max,i is defined by equation 5.35, with brmax beingthe maximum data rate of the communication system.
Vs,max,i = (ts,1,i – ts,0,i) · brmax (5.35)
How the achieved sample volume Vs,observed,i is calculated is dependent on the techni-cal realization. For example, if the residual bit error rate on the convergence layeris available as signal quality metric (i.e., qlink,i = BERCL,i for qlink,i ∈ Q∗link), the CLAdetects all errors and performs ideal re-transmission, and the data rate of the linkis constant, the achieved volume can be approximated using the convergence-layerpacket size lpacket,CL, as shown in equation 5.36.
Vs,observed,i = Vs,max,i · (1 – BERCL,i)lpacket,CL (5.36)
Thirdly, the start and end of the good interval [tgood,0, tgood,1] ⊆ [t∗start, t∗end] arederived for the processed observation O′′ using equations 5.37 and 5.38. RV is theseries of volume achievement ratios with RV = (rV ,s,0, ..., rV ,s,ns–1). A configurablethreshold rV ,s,min,good is employed in the calculation, defining theminimum volume
achievement ratio for the good state.
tgood,0 = ts,0,a for a = min{i|rV ,s,i ∈ RV ∧ rV ,s,i ≥ rV ,s,min,good} (5.37)
tgood,1 = ts,1,b for b = max{i|rV ,s,i ∈ RV ∧ rV ,s,i ≥ rV ,s,min,good} (5.38)
Especially if the sampling interval is short, an implementation may choose toextend the last condition such that multiple subsequent elements rV ,s,i ∈ RV haveto be greater than rV ,s,min,good in both equations.
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Fourthly, two elevation samples θgood,0 and θgood,1 are calculated for each observa-tion from the timestamps as defined by equations 5.39 and 5.40. For calculatingthe elevation angles θNs,Nr (t), equation 5.24 is applied.
θgood,0(O′′) = θNs,Nr (tgood,0) (5.39)
θgood,1(O′′) = θNs,Nr (tgood,1) (5.40)
Fifthly, in addition to the elevation thresholds, an average link quality indicator qgoodis derived for the determined interval. This indicator is calculated as a volumeachievement ratio for the complete good interval as defined by equation 5.41, with
a and b being set as defined by equations 5.37 and 5.38.
qgood(O′′) = rV ,good = ∑︁bi=a Vs,observed,i∑︁b
i=a Vs,max,i (5.41)
As mentioned, the above steps are performed for every of the nobs,V most recentobservations. The metric values are ultimately derived by obtaining the median ofthe existing samples using equations 5.42 and 5.43.
θgood = median({θgood,0(O′′)|O′′ ∈ O′′Ns,Nr} ∪ {θgood,1(O′′)|O′′ ∈ O′′Ns,Nr}) (5.42)
qgood = median({qgood(O′′)|O′′ ∈ O′′Ns,Nr}) (5.43)
The function updating the volume metrics is defined by equation 5.44.
M
′
V (MV ,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) = (θgood,qgood) (5.44)
Volume prediction is performed based on a good interval [t∗
good,0, t∗good,1] calculatedfor the upcoming contact C+ using equations 5.45 and 5.46.
t
∗
good,0 = min{t|t∗start ≤ t ≤ t∗end ∧ θNs,Nr (t) ≥ θgood} (5.45)
t
∗
good,1 = max{t|t∗start ≤ t ≤ t∗end ∧ θNs,Nr (t) ≥ θgood} (5.46)
Afterward, the volume prediction is derived as the product of the good intervalduration, the maximum data rate of the communication system brmax, and the linkquality estimation for the good state qgood, via equation 5.47.
V
′
contact(C+,MV ,Ns,Nr ) = T∗good · brmax · qgood (5.47)
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The duration of the good interval is determined using equation 5.48.
T
∗
good
= t∗
good,1 – t∗good,0 (5.48)
A code sample for the two-state prediction algorithm is provided in appendix A.
Three-state Volume Prediction
The second volume prediction technique supports an estimation of the fadingamplitude at low elevation angles using an additional state of the link. This stateis termed the bad state. It is assumed that when a link is in bad state, it allows fordata transmission, though, possibly facing a higher error rate. This differentiationis inspired by the LEO satellite channel model and analysis published by Lopez-Salamanca et al. [LS+19].
The volume metrics tuple for the three-state technique is defined by equation 5.49.
MV ,Ns,Nr = (θgood,qgood,Θbad,qbad) (5.49)
In extension to the good elevation threshold and quality estimation, a qualityestimation qbad as well as a series of elevation thresholds Θbad are added for the
bad state. The latter is defined by equation 5.50.
Θbad = (θbad,α0,α1 , ...θbad,αnaz–1,αnaz ) (5.50)
Each elevation threshold for the bad state is connected to a given range in theazimuth angle between satellite and ground station, with: [αi,αi+1) ⊆ [0 °, 360 °)and αi < αi+1 for all 0 ≤ i < naz.
By that, different thresholds can be recorded for different azimuth angles. Thegranularity can be chosen by the implementation, considering the trade-off be-tween a high resolution for the azimuth angle and the resulting amount of datathat has to be recorded and stored as metrics.
The first two elements in the metrics tuple are calculated in the same manneras in the two-state metric inference process, with one exception: If the elevationthreshold for the good state θgood is smaller than a configurable parameter θgood,min,it is set to that value. Thus, θgood,min is a lower bound for the threshold.
The bad state values are determined as follows. For every of the nobs,V most recentobservations, a bad interval [tbad,0, tbad,1] ⊆ [t∗start, t∗end] is derived in the same man-ner as defined by equations 5.37 and 5.38 for the good interval. In that case, aconfigurable threshold rV ,s,min,bad ≤ rV ,s,min,good is employed as theminimum volume
achievement ratio.
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Using the timestamps tbad,0 and tbad,1, two elevation thresholds θbad,0(O′′) and
θbad,1(O′′) are derived in the same manner as defined by equations 5.39 and 5.40for the good case. Furthermore, two azimuth values αbad,0 and αbad,1 are calculatedfrom the bad interval as defined by equations 5.51 and 5.52. (See equation 5.26for the definition of αNs,Nr (t).)
αbad,0(O′′) = αNs,Nr (tbad,0) (5.51)
αbad,1(O′′) = αNs,Nr (tbad,1) (5.52)
For the start and end times of the considered observations, 2 · naz sets of elevationsamples are derived using equations 5.53 and 5.54. The sets containing startelevations are termed Θ′
bad,αi,αi+1,0, whereas the sets containing end elevations aretermed Θ′
bad,αi,αi+1,1.
Θ
′
bad,αi,αi+1,0 = {θbad,0(O′′)|O′′ ∈ O′′Ns,Nr ∧ αi ≤ αbad,0(O′′) < αi+1} (5.53)
Θ
′
bad,αi,αi+1,1 = {θbad,1(O′′)|O′′ ∈ O′′Ns,Nr ∧ αi ≤ αbad,1(O′′) < αi+1} (5.54)
Based on these sets, naz elevation thresholds for the bad state are calculated withequation 5.55.
θbad,αi,αi+1 = median(Θ′bad,αi,αi+1,0 ∪ Θ′bad,αi,αi+1,1) (5.55)
The average link quality indicator qbad is derived for the bad interval in the samemanner as qgood for the good interval using equation 5.43.
For the metric update function, a definition is given by equation 5.56.
M
′
V (MV ,Ns,Nr ,i,O′Ns,Nr ,ML,Ns ,ML,Nr ) = (θgood,qgood,Θbad,qbad) (5.56)
The three-state volume prediction process is based on the two-state variant.
Firstly, the good interval [t∗
good,0, t∗good,1] for the upcoming contact C+ is calculated inthe same manner as done with the two-state technique.
Secondly, the azimuth values αNs,Nr (t∗start) and αNs,Nr (t∗end) are used to look up theapplicable elevation thresholds θ∗
bad,start and θ∗bad,end from the set Θbad, as definedby equations 5.57 and 5.58.
θ
∗
bad,start = θbad,αi,αi+1 with αi ≤ αNs,Nr (t∗start) < αi+1 ∧ 0 ≤ i < naz (5.57)
θ
∗
bad,end = θbad,αi,αi+1 with αi ≤ αNs,Nr (t∗end) < αi+1 ∧ 0 ≤ i < naz (5.58)
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Thirdly, the bad interval [t∗
bad,0, t∗bad,1] is derived by using the thresholds θ∗bad,startand θ∗
bad,end in equations 5.45 and 5.46 instead of θgood. This leads to equations5.59 and 5.60.
t
∗
bad,0 = min{t|t∗start ≤ t ≤ t∗end ∧ θNs,Nr (t) ≥ θbad,start} (5.59)
t
∗
bad,1 = max{t|t∗start ≤ t ≤ t∗end ∧ θNs,Nr (t) ≥ θbad,end} (5.60)
Fourthly, the contact volume prediction is calculated by adding the volume of the
good interval to that of the surrounding parts of the bad interval, as defined byequation 5.61.
V
′
contact(C+,MV ,Ns,Nr ) = (T∗good · qgood + (T∗bad – T∗good) · qbad) · brmax (5.61)
The duration of the bad interval is determined using equation 5.62.
T
∗
bad
= t∗
bad,1 – t∗bad,0 (5.62)
5.9 Discussion of Applicability to Further Use Cases
Intentionally, the introduced prediction framework is highly flexible and modular.The following main features are part of its design:
• Straight-forward, modular definition of functions. All core algorithms arebased on modular functions that can be defined and replaced to adapt theframework to a given scenario.
• Asynchronous computations. All necessary computations can be performedasynchronously, i.e., no real-time operation is required. This way, observa-tions may be forwarded to a central, powerful node to offload computationsor build a spot of maximum knowledge as discussed in [FWB17].
Though, the framework requires a set of properties from the network to which itis applied. These are summarized in the following list to support considerations oftransferring the presented concepts to further use cases.
1. Deterministicmobility with knownmovementmodel. Network nodes haveto be subject to deterministicmobility, and amodel to calculate their locationshas to be available.
2. Location-dependent contacts. The occurrence and time interval of contactshas to depend on the location of the involved nodes.
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3. Small variation in delay. Compared to the contact periods, the variations inpropagation delay have to be small.
4. Availability of a trusted entity. At least one trusted entity has to be presentin the network and supply authenticated initial information to the nodes. Inmost scenarios, such an entity should be available at some point. In the RingRoad use case, this role could be served by a mission control center of thesatellite operator.
5. Discoverymechanism for nodes and link intervals. A discovery componentis required that is able to collect necessary contact observations, includingthe node identifiers. Furthermore, even if no payload data are transmittedbetween two nodes, the discovery component should be able to observetime frames of possible data transmission and report them to the predictioncomponent.
6. Availability of link information. At least the (potentially time-varying) ef-fective data rate has to be available for each link associated with a contactobservation to determine its volume.
7. Slow changes in contact probability. In the targeted scenarios, the probabil-ity of contact occurrence has to change slowly, i.e., with a period much largerthan the inter-contact time, allowing the confidence metrics to convergetoward constant values between changes.
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6 Leveraging Predicted Contacts
for Routing
To effectively leverage a prediction component that has been derived from theframework introduced in the previous chapter, it has to be combined with a routingcomponent. From the set of routing techniques present in the state of the art asoutlined in chapter 4, only deterministic path selection algorithms support thescheduling of data for specific contacts. Though, the available candidates do notsupport all properties of the applied contact description and, thus, have to beextended.
This chapter introduces such an extension and, by that, provides a solution forprediction-based routing. First, section 6.1 gives an overview of the system archi-tecture, its components, and the data flow between them. Section 6.2 describesthe metric distribution concept that is required to synchronize the informationnecessary to generate contact plans. Subsequently, section 6.3 introduces anextended probabilistic routing approach that makes use of the full contact descrip-tion provided by the prediction framework. Section 6.4, finally, summarizes anddiscusses noteworthy features of the overall system.
6.1 Overview
In figure 6.1, the overall concept for prediction-based bundle routing is depicted.The highlighted components are addressed in this chapter.
With a configurable period of Tupdate, the routing component requests a new contact
plan from the prediction component, which generates it based on the stored node
metrics. The period may be set to zero to force updates immediately when newnode metrics become available. However, as changes to the contact plan invokethe re-generation of routes, buffering can reduce the computational impact.
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Figure 6.1: Components and context of the prediction-based routing approach
After computing a route for a bundle based on the contact plan, it is scheduled in atransmission queue. Then, forwarding is performed by removing one bundle afteranother from the queue and handing it over to a CLA for transmission. In order toenable contact predictions for non-neighboring nodes, ametric distribution com-
ponent is added, exchanging node metrics inferred by the prediction componentwith other network nodes.
6.2 Distribution of Node Metrics
Besides contact prediction itself, the distribution of necessary information is a corefeature required to enable proactive routing in a network topology that has tobe either fully or partially discovered by the participating nodes. State-of-the-artdeterministic routing using CGR assumes the advance distribution or configurationof a contact plan (see subsection 4.2.1). In a predictable topology that is entirelyunder the control of a single entity, providing contact plans to all nodes is a straight-forward and controllable way to allow deterministic routing. In the topologiesconsidered in this thesis, however, generating a full contact plan in advance ata central location is not possible. The set of active nodes, as well as contactcharacteristics such as the contact probability between two nodes, may be subjectto variations over time.
The probabilistic prediction framework introduced in the previous chapter facili-tates the inference of these factors from the point of view of an individual node inthe form of node metrics (see section 5.4). However, node-local predictions aloneonly provide a fraction of the information required to determine optimal pathsthrough the network.
Consequently, the distribution of either the contact plan or the underlying nodemetrics enabling its generation is necessary. Four core advantages of distributingnode metrics over contact plans are expected, of which an overview is given in thefollowing list.
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1. Extended validity duration. As node metrics are designed to converge toconstants representing the network topology, a set of node metrics is ex-pected to be applicable for deriving contacts over extended periods of time.
2. Compact representation. Properties of future contacts can be representedin a much more compact form compared to a contact plan.
3. Simplifiedmerging. As node metrics converge to constants in case the topol-ogy does not change, when receiving multiple sets of node metrics describingthe same node relations, it is much easier to detect changes and merge thevalues to derive an updated representation.
4. Collaborative knowledge aggregation. Several nodes that share a neighbor(e.g., satellites that encounter the same ground station) may combine theinformation available about it based on the node metrics distributed byothers. Such an aggregation of knowledge can make it possible to achievefaster convergence and more precise predictions, as shown in [Wal17].
Besides by the nodes participating in data forwarding, node metrics may also begenerated by central nodes that possess up-to-date knowledge of parts of thetopology. In a Ring Road network, for example, the mission control center maybroadcast node metrics describing the characteristics of the deployed satellites aswell as of hot spots operated by the network provider.
6.2.1 Information Exchange
The applied process is shown in figure 6.2. As soon as a new prediction becomesavailable for a given neighbor, a node serializes and encapsulates the informationcontained in the node metrics storage for this neighbor into ametric updatemes-sage. For reducing the transmission overhead, these messages may be bufferedfor a maximum duration defined as Tdist, andmultiple messages can be aggregatedinto a single bundle.
Figure 6.2: Metric distribution process
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The resulting bundles are distributed via the routing component to all availableneighbors in a multicast manner. At the start of each contact, two nodes exchangeall metric update bundles which they have not already exchanged in the past. Thisimplies that a node remembers to which neighbor it has sent a givenmetric updatebundle.
When new metric update bundles are received, the node decodes the containedmessages and performs ametric update step, as described in subsection 6.2.2.
The exchanged metric update messages have to contain at least the followinginformation for each set of nodes they describe:
1. Tuple of node identifiers. Each distributed set of metrics is associated witha tuple of unique node identifiers.
2. Nodemetrics. The current sets of nodemetrics are contained in themessagein a serialized format.
3. Update timestamp. The timestamp associated with the last update of thecontained data allows for determining their timeliness.
It should be noted that metric distribution consumes transmission bandwidth oth-erwise usable for payload data exchange. Therefore, there is a trade-off betweendistributing node metrics more often and, thus, inducing a higher load on thenetwork and accepting a less up-to-date description of the topology at individualnodes while causing less traffic.
6.2.2 Metric Update
To update locally-available node metrics based on a received metric update mes-sage, first, the contained tuple of identifiers is checked. If the local node is part ofit and has inferred metrics for the node relation contained within the message, themessage is not processed further as locally-discovered metrics take precedence.
In some cases, this behavior may be adjusted: The metrics describing specific noderelations can enable the inference of the characteristics of others. For example, if allsatellites which regularly connect to a specific cold spot report a reduced probabilityof contacts to this station, another satellite may also observe such degradationin availability. This way, the inference of node metrics from values reported bytransitive neighbors is possible, as shown in [Wal17]. However, these concepts areconsidered subject to future work as further analyses on their performance willbe necessary to leverage them effectively.
Following the filtering for applicable node tuples, the timestamp associated withthe metric update message is compared to the last update of the metrics storedlocally for the given tuple of nodes. If the timestamp is more recent or no metricshave been stored yet for the tuple of nodes, the local values are overwritten, i.e.,the received and de-serialized node metrics are assigned to the local data base. Ifthe node tuple is not yet known, it is created using the received message.
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6.2.3 Application to Fully-deterministic Networks
Even in case the network topology is fully-deterministic and a central entity config-ures all contacts in advance, this concept may be leveraged to reduce the amountof data that has to be transferred. The central node that would otherwise providea contact plan infers values for the node metrics, which are then broadcasted.In that case, only part of the prediction component has to be implemented onindividual nodes, as the discovery and metric inference phases are not executed.
6.3 Probability-enhanced Contact Graph Routing
A state-of-the-art routing algorithm was extended to leverage the probabilisticcontact predictions.
6.3.1 Conceptual Basis
CGR, as specified in the CCSDS standard document Schedule-Aware Bundle Routing(SABR) [CCSDS19], as well as the Opportunistic CGR (O-CGR) extension (introducedin [Bur+16]), are used as a basis for the routing concept.
The CGR algorithm can make use of the volume-based contact representation C ′(see subsection 5.3) as follows. The expected mean data transmission rate (see[CCSDS19], 2.3.1) is computed by dividing the predicted contact volume by theduration of the soft time frame. The soft time frame itself is used as the contactinterval for CGR. Additionally, CGR’s requirement of all nodes being identified by a
node number (see [CCSDS19], 2.2) is relaxed to requiring an arbitrary but uniqueidentifier that can be derived for each node.
CGR already takes into accountmost characteristics describing a contact prediction,except the confidence. As discussed in section 4.2, deterministic routing algorithmsdo not assume that contacts may have a probability of occurrence below 1.0. Anextension to CGR that adds a contact confidence value (O-CGR) was published byBurleigh et al. in [Bur+16]. Though, this approach assumes a reduced confidenceonly for opportunistic contacts. A concept to extend this work to support contactpredictions as applied in this thesis is presented in subsection 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Contact Plan Prediction
To determine the list of routes, CGR requires a contact plan from which a contact
graph is derived. Usually, this contact plan must be provided to the nodes inadvance. When a prediction component is used, however, the contact plan has tobe generated locally. Furthermore, in case any node metrics change, all contactpredictions available for the affected node tuple have to be re-generated to reflectthe change.
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For reducing the overhead of predicting an extensive number of unnecessarycontacts, contact plan prediction is limited as follows. A maximum look-ahead
duration Tlookahead,max is configured that defines the maximum period for whichcontacts are predicted in advance. Every time node metrics are updated, theprediction process is executed, inferring all upcoming contacts with a start time
t∗start not later than the current time advanced by Tlookahead,max. In that context,it must be ensured that updates happen periodically to enforce the constantavailability of a sufficiently-large contact plan. Therefore, a maximum updateperiod Tupdate,max with Tupdate,max < Tlookahead,max is defined, with which new contactpredictions are added to the contact plan. These updates are performed even ifthe node metrics were not updated in the meantime.
It is important to note that every update to the contact plan forces the node todiscard all computed routes (see [CCSDS19], 3.2.3.1). As new node metrics mightbe received at a comparably high rate, to limit the computational impact of theresulting contact plan updates, two measures are taken:
1. Metric updates are aggregated and applied only with a certain minimumperiod Tupdate,min with Tupdate,min ≤ Tupdate,max. If this period is set to zero,metric updates are applied instantly. However, if a non-zero value is provided,contact plan updates are scheduled with this period and are only executed ifnew metrics were received or Tupdate,max has elapsed as well.
2. When a contact plan update occurs, bundles that have already been sched-uled for transmission are only re-routed if contacts on their planned routeare removed. For that purpose, the planned route is stored for each bundle.An implementation may choose to also re-route bundles if they do not con-tinue to fit into the updated contact volumes on the route. However, such anextension is not evaluated in this thesis.
6.3.3 Probabilistic Extensions
Two extensions are added to CGR to consider the contact confidence in routingdecisions. A performance analysis of an initial version of these extensions can befound in [WF19]. The referenced version, however, requires a time-varying errorprobability which is not present in the contact model considered here (see section5.3). The current extensions are described conceptually in the following, whereascode samples of an implementation can be found in appendix A.
Modified Route Computation
As outlined in subsection 4.2.1, CGR generates a list of routes for all possible desti-nations in advance, using the contact graph. For every new route, all previously-generated routes shall be excluded (see [CCSDS19], 3.2.6.10). By default, the CGRalgorithm only takes the earliest arrival time into account. The following modifica-tion to this behavior is proposed.
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As with the approach taken by O-CGR [Bur+16], every route is tagged with a route
confidence Proute that is calculated from the individual contact confidence values.Given ncontacts being the number of contacts on the route and Pcontact,i being theconfidence of the i-th contact, the route confidence is derived using the product ofcontact confidence values, as shown by equation 6.1.
Proute = ncontacts∏︂
i=1 Pcontact,i (6.1)
Compared to O-CGR, however, the route confidence is not only used for replicatingbundles: As introduced in [WF19], a threshold for filtering routes is applied, termed
minimum route confidence (Proute,min). Assuming a route with index j has a routeconfidence of Proute,j, it is only considered if Proute,j ≥ Proute,min.
For computing alternative routes, a limiting contact is determined1 as describedfor the CGR algorithm in [Fra+17]. This contact is then disabled during all followingroute searches, e.g., by setting the weights of all edges leading to the associatedgraph vertex to infinite.
The limiting contact is determined by identifying the (as estimated) least-probablecontact as proposed and evaluated in [WF19], with two modifications:
1. The contact confidence is used instead of a time-varying packet error rate, asvariations in time cannot be predicted precisely.
2. In case the minimum route confidence is achieved by a given route, theearliest-ending contact is set as limiting contact.
Therefore, if routes do not achieve the minimum route confidence, the contactwith the lowest confidence is disabled for following route searches. If two contactshave the same (lowest) confidence value, the earliest-ending of them is disabled.
This approach has three effects:
• The route list generation ensures a minimum confidence per route to reducethe number of low-probability routes and, by that, the number of bundlereplicas created for achieving a target confidence value.
• For purely-deterministic contacts (i.e., contact and route confidence being 1.0),the approach is equivalent to the behavior of the unmodified CGR algorithm.
• The order of returned routes (by arrival time) is retained. This way, routeswith low arrival times are attempted first.
1It should be noted that this approach fully conforms to the SABR specification (see [CCSDS19],3.2.6.10). The use of Yen’s algorithm is provided as an example for an implementation-dependentsolution. In [Fra+18], further valid options for determining a limiting contact are compared. Inthe context of this thesis, a comparison of three options was performed and is documented insection B.3 of the appendices.
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Selection of Multiple Routes
In order to increase the chance of (timely) data delivery, bundles are replicatedover a set of routes. This replication is based on the mechanism assumed byO-CGR [Bur+16] integrated into the CGR algorithm specified in [CCSDS19]. As inO-CGR, a configurable minimum total delivery confidence threshold (Pbundle,min) isset, defining the minimum confidence the routing algorithm aims to achieve fordelivering a given bundle.
From the list of candidate routes (see [CCSDS19], 3.2.6), the first nroutes routesare selected for which the total delivery confidence of a bundle Pbundle exceeds theconfigured minimum threshold. The total delivery confidence is calculated usingequation 6.2.
Pbundle = 1 – nroutes∏︂
j=1 (1 – Proute,j) (6.2)
It should be noted that routes may overlap at a number of intermediate nodes and,thus, the resulting value does not always reflect the real (theoretical) probability ofbundle delivery via the given set of routes, even under the assumption that theexact mathematical probability of occurrence is known for each contact. For that,a much more extensive analysis of individual routes would be necessary.
However, in [WF19], it has been shown that the introduced estimation of the totaldelivery confidence can already lead to a considerable improvement regardingdelivery probability in Ring Road networks with unreliable links. Additionally, theminimum total delivery confidence can be tuned to account for possible inaccu-racies in probability estimations. Thus, an extended analysis of the total deliveryconfidence is left as a subject for future work.
In order to limit the maximum number of created bundle replicas, two additionalmechanisms not present in O-CGR are employed in the route selection process:
1. A maximum number of replicas nroutes,max is configured, such that only up to
nroutes ≤ nroutes,max routes are selected for a bundle.
2. Specific handling is employed for bundles that have already been forwarded.As noted in the SABR specification (see [CCSDS19], 3.2.8.1.4), nodes maydiscard bundles that have already been forwarded in the past. By that, routingloops can be prevented. Though, by not re-forwarding such bundles, datamay be lost. This peculiarity is especially relevant in networks for which thepredicted time-varying topology may be inaccurate, i.e., the cases consideredin this thesis. A compromise is achieved by limiting nroutes to 1 for all bundlesthat have been forwarded previously. Consequently, these bundles are stillsent on one route, but exponential replication of looping bundles is prevented.The behavior in the case of contacts with a confidence value of 1.0 is stillidentical to the unmodified CGR algorithm.
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6.4 Discussion
The concept introduced in this chapter enables prediction-based routing, while stillallowing the sameflexibility and possibility of control as provided by the unmodifiedCGR algorithm.
Especially the following features are considered noteworthy:
• Due to having routing behavior that is identical to CGR in the case of fully-deterministic contacts, the routing algorithm is a drop-in replacement forCGR, supporting further networks.
• The metric-based contact prediction approach allows nodes to distribute setsof static values instead of contact plans, effectively reducing the amount ofdata to be transmitted.
• The probabilistic route selection technique is optimized for creating a lownumber of replicas due to higher-probability routes being preferred.
An application example, making use of both a prediction component and a proac-tive routing component in a Bundle Protocol Agent (BPA), is shown in figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Bundle Protocol Agent integration example
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7 Evaluation
This chapter documents the evaluation performed for the concepts introduced inchapters 5 and 6 to show their suitability for the Ring Road use case and assessthe fulfillment of the defined requirements.
The chapter is structured as follows. Initially, section 7.1 provides an overviewof the evaluation methodology. Afterward, the technical realization is describedin section 7.2. The conducted validations of the overall toolchain are outlined insection 7.3. Following that, section 7.4 defines realistic test scenarios.
In the second part of the chapter, individual test cases are described, and theresults of each test are discussed. The accuracy of contact predictions is assessedin section 7.5, and the performance impact of metric distribution is analyzed insection 7.6. Tests of routing performance aspects are documented in section 7.7,and the implications of prediction-based routing on computational and powerdemands are discussed in section 7.8. Each test case is introduced with a shortsummary, which identifies the associated requirements and core parameters.
The chapter concludes with an overview of further findings in section 7.9 and asummary concerning the fulfilled requirements in section 7.10.
7.1 Methodology
A systematic six-step evaluation process was applied. This process is sketched infigure 7.1 and takes into account recommendations by Kuppusamy et al. [Kup+19].
Figure 7.1: Evaluation process
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The following steps were performed:
1. Implement the concepts which should be evaluated, plus any techniqueneeded for comparison.
2. Verify the functions of the implementation. This step includes validations ofimplemented state-of-the-art algorithms.
3. Define scenarios. Thirdly, test scenarios that exhibit the identified charac-teristics of the use case are defined using realistic data.
4. Define test cases to validate the identified requirements. In this step, suitablescenarios as well as algorithms and parameters are selected.
5. Test the implementation. The test cases are executed, and relevant perfor-mance data are collected to be analyzed in the next step.
6. Analyze results. Finally, the data records from each test case are used toanalyze the evaluation results and derive findings.
It should be noted that steps 4 to 6 are described in a combined fashion in sections7.5 to 7.8, to provide a comprehensive overview of the individual test cases.
7.2 Implementation
The described concepts were implemented and embedded into a modular eval-uation setup. Earlier versions of the involved tools have already been used in[FW17a], [Wal17], [WF18], and [WF19]. Based on these building blocks, an overalltoolchain was developed that incorporates data acquisition, scenario generation,traffic generation, contact prediction, metric distribution, routing, simulation, andstatistical analysis. Its components are depicted in figure 7.2.
The toolchain was implemented in the Python 3.7 programming language. A centralidea behind this technical decision is the accessibility for possible further develop-ments. Furthermore, the toolchain consists of small individual tools, interactingon the basis of JSON files, to provide flexibility concerning possible extensionsand make intermediate results persistently accessible. Hence, the results of everyevaluation step can be archived and used for reproducing the process later.
The data acquisition process is based on measurements derived from satelliteobservations. Using these measurements, characteristics of LEO satellite links canbe simulated in amuchmore realistic manner than assuming and applying randommodels. Contact observations are assumed to be provided in the form of an audiofile containing the received base-band signal, plus a JSON file with metadata. Thedeveloped implementation supports the processing of NOAA weather satelliteobservations (such as the one depicted in the example in subsection 2.2.1) butcould be easily extended to support additional satellites. The individual processingsteps are delineated in the following.
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Figure 7.2: Evaluation toolchain and data flow (extension of figure 2 in [WF19])
In a first step (1), the signal file for each observation is decoded. Predictable partsof the signal (e.g., synchronization patterns) are extracted. These are used toderive an estimate for the error rate before coding using the kernel-based estima-tion technique that has been leveraged in [WF19]. Based on configurable codingcharacteristics, a residual error rate is calculated. This error rate is consideredbi-directionally, as observations of the return channel, i.e., as observed by thesatellites, are not commonly available. Though, assuming the same communica-tion systems are used for uplink and downlink, the considered variable influences(see subsection 2.2.2) are symmetrical. Thus, this limitation is deemed acceptable.
The second step (2) generates a customRing Road scenario. This scenario describesthe satellite orbits, locations of ground stations, and an overall time interval. Itcan be a subset of the observation data or be fully-independent with an arbitrarysize. The latter case is particularly important as only a limited number of satellitescan be reliably analyzed for signal quality over the complete duration of everyobserved contact.
In the third step (3), a factual contact plan is generated. This plan indicates contactsin the form they will be simulated, including the interval, disruptions, error rate,and data rate. It adheres to the observation model described in section 5.2. Noprobability of occurrence is associated with these contacts as they represent thestate observed by nodes during the simulation. The contact interval is determinedby setting it to the time frame of line-of-sight visibility. Afterward, an observationis selected as follows. If the scenario is a subset of the observation data, thecorresponding characteristics are assigned to the factual contacts.
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If, however, a generated scenario is used, a fixed mapping to a tuple of nodes fromthe observation data is built in a round-robin manner. Then, a random observationis selected for the given node tuple. The characteristics of this observation areassigned to the new contact.
Step (4) infers node metrics (see sections 5.4 and 5.5) for each pair of nodes at therespective receiver.
Afterward, metric distribution is performed in step (5), as described in subsection6.2.1. This step already generates a report containing relevant statistics suitablefor evaluating distribution characteristics plus the adjustment of factual contactplans to accommodate for the metric distribution overhead.
In the sixth (6) step, predicted contact plans are derived according to the represen-tation introduced in section 5.3 (see also section 5.6). A predicted contact plancontains the topological knowledge of a single network node at a given instant.
In step (7), a transmission plan is generated that specifies every bundle injected intothe network. The traffic pattern can be configured via command line parameters.
Step (8) invokes an event-based simulation engine. In every simulation run, aspecific routing algorithm is applied to the scenario defined by the input data.Afterward, a file with collected statistics is stored. This record is used in the last (9)step to generate a statistical summary and plots for analysis.
7.2.1 Contact Prediction
Contact soft time frames are predicted using the SGP-4 orbital propagation algo-rithm and a numeric root-finding approach. This implementation was adaptedfrom the one documented in [WF16]. The prediction of contact confidences andvolumes, however, was implemented from scratch as amodular library. This libraryprovides functions performing the following actions via a unified interface:
1. Metric inference. This function uses a processed contact observation toperform the metric inference step as described conceptually in section 5.5.
2. Prediction. The second function leverages the node metrics stored withinthe class instance to derive a prediction of either the contact confidence orthe contact volume (depending on the class).
3. Metric export. The stored node metrics can be exported using this functionto a serializable format for facilitating metric distribution.
4. Metric import. At a node receiving distributed metric bundles, this methodis leveraged to update locally-stored node metrics.
Individual classes to be used can be selected flexibly by parameters to the metricinference and prediction tools (steps 4 and 6), which invoke the respective libraryfunctions.
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7.2.2 Simulation Engine and Routing Algorithms
As the simulation engine, aiodtnsim was used. This open-source, event-basedsimulation framework has been developed by the author and had already beenapplied successfully in several analyses, including one commercial project. Thesimulator employs the asyncio Python module for cooperative multitasking. Thistechnological basis enables a developer to attach DTN protocol implementationsfor realistic real-time simulations transparently. The state of each simulation runis monitored by recording events such as bundle injected or bundle delivered andproviding a summary in a JSON file.
Reasoning for a Custom Simulation Framework
The authors of [Kup+19] recommend the use of a state-of-the-art DTN simulationengine rather than a custom implementation. In early stages of development, itwas considered to use the extensive simulation toolchain presented in [Fel+17]that is based on the ONE simulator [KOK09]. However, though having a set ofadvantages, including a large number of readily-available routing algorithms, thisinitial plan was discarded because of several limitations:
• The ONE is designed for terrestrial networks and two-dimensional movement.A custom integration of satellite orbits was added as a movement model (see[Fel+17]), but requires the projection of orbital trajectories.
• No sub-contact disruptions based on realistic data could be modeled. Theexisting satellite extension to the ONE determines all contacts purely basedon range. It would not make sense to evaluate a volume prediction techniquewith contact intervals and volumes precisely derived from the range.
• No delay support is present. In the ONE simulator, messages are receivedinstantly after the transmission process concludes, and nodes access eachother’s buffers without any delay. Though in the evaluated Ring Road usecase delays are generally small, it was a goal to be able to simulate scenarioswith extended delays as well.
• The ONE simulator is time-based. In a fixed interval, it executes an updatefunction for every object, e.g., nodes, their interfaces, routers, and connec-tions. This creates a comparably large overhead.
• All available implementations of CGR for the ONE that are known to theauthor at the time of writing ([Fel+17], [Ber+17]) were based on older ver-sions, i.e., not on the algorithm standardized in [CCSDS19]. Thus, significantmodifications would have been required to the existing source code.
Thus, it was decided to develop own tooling for DTN simulations. A core propertyof aiodtnsim is that the engine is entirely deterministic, whereas this determinismis not based upon a fixed random seed as, e.g., in the ONE. All contacts as well asbundle injection events are defined via input files.
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Link Representation
For simulating realistic impairments during a contact, bundles are transmittedvia a simulated link-layer protocol (see also figure 2.1). It is assumed that thecorresponding convergence layer adapter splits bundles into packets with max-imum size lpacket,CL and automatically re-transmits them in case of bit errors inindividual packets. For that purpose, in addition to the packet size, samples ofthe time-varying residual bit error rate can be provided to the simulation engine.The implementation applies a reduced transmission rate over time to exhibit ideal
ARQ-Selective Repeat performance, as described in [LS+19] (p. 7, equation 16).
Implemented Routing Approaches
The CGR algorithm specified in the CCSDS blue book [CCSDS19] (SABR) was im-plemented in aiodtnsim. Two different options for determining a list of shortestpaths (see [CCSDS19], 3.2.6.10) were implemented in the process, the use of Yen’salgorithm plus the exclusion of contacts by deriving a limiting contact (see [Fra+17]).A comparison of both can be found in section B.3 of the appendices.
In addition to the CGR algorithm, an alternative route search procedure was im-plemented. This implementation is based on the one applied in the evaluationof [FW17a] and [WF18] (see linked materials) and uses network nodes as graphvertices instead of contacts1. An independent implementation of the same ideahas been published in the meantime, which is called SP-CGR. [DeJ19] The readeris referred to [DeJ19] for an overview of the general idea. It was discovered thatsignificant performance gains are possible in the Python implementation by usingthis alternative route search procedure. As tests showed that routes match thosecomputed by state-of-the-art alternative implementations (see section B.2), it wasused as the primary route search procedure. Simplified Python code for the coreroute search algorithm is provided in appendix A.
The CGR routines were further extended with the probabilistic concepts describedin section 6.3. This variant of the implementation is called CGR-Prob. In additionto CGR and CGR-Prob, the Epidemic Routing [VB00] and Spray and Wait [SPR05]routing algorithms were implemented.
7.3 Validation of Implemented Approaches
An extensive unit test suite covers the core routines handling contact plans andtime-varying graphs to validate the correct functionality of the implementation.This test suite is executed by a continuous integration system (GitLab CI), ensuringtimely testing of every change. For the aiodtnsim simulator, continuous integrationis employed as well, invoking static analysis tools and an integration test.
1It should be noted that the calculated routes still consist of contacts.
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The link representation in aiodtnsim was validated using a Monte-Carlo simula-tion. For that purpose, a second implementation was realized, which randomlyintroduces bit errors and performs selective re-transmission of all faulty packets.
The performance of the Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait implementationswas compared to results generated using the ONE simulator. For that purpose, theoriginal scenario 2 (without ISL) from [FW17b] was converted to a factual contactplan that can be provided to aiodtnsim. The results of this validation step aredescribed in further detail in section B.1.
In the course, a set of issues in the ONE concerning a realistic Ring Road simulationwere discovered2:
• Connections in ONE do not separate uplink and downlink. As long as atransfer in one direction occurs, the reverse link cannot be utilized.
• Concurrent transfers are not possible, i.e., a node can only transfer to a singleneighbor at the same time. By that, no multiple access scheme that allowsconcurrent transfers can be simulated.
• Nodes in ONE access the buffers of their neighbors without delay, e.g., tocheck whether a given neighbor already has a specificmessage. This behavioris expected by routing algorithms; for example, in Epidemic Routing it replacesthe exchange of the summary vectors.
Following the validation of the opportunistic routing algorithms as well as thesimulator core, the CGR implementation was validated in three steps:
1. The routes computed for nine destination nodes in a randomly generatedten-node Ring Road scenario were compared to the routes computed by apreview version (preview3) of ION 4.0.0 provided by the JPL.
2. The selected alternative routes were compared to the pycgr Python imple-mentation of CGR3 in example scenarios, showing that the alternative routescomputed using Yen’s algorithm as well as using a limiting contact selectedby the earliest end time match.
3. A test comparing the data delivery performance to the pydtnsim4 implemen-tation of CGR was conducted. This implementation has been derived fromthe ION 3.5 pseudocode documented in [Fra+17]. It was found that bothimplementations exhibit comparable performance. In most cases, minor im-provements were observed for the SABR-based implementation in aiodtnsimwhen compared to pydtnsim. The comparison results can be found in sectionB.2 of the appendices.
2Code changes addressing the first two issues have been proposed to the developers of the ONEsimulation environment.3Available via: https://bitbucket.org/juanfraire/pycgr/src/master/ (accessed: 7 May 2020)4pydtnsim is open-source software available via: https://github.com/ducktec/pydtnsim (ac-cessed: 7 May 2020)
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7.4 Simulation Scenarios
The used test scenarios were defined based on satellite observations from theSatNOGS network (see [Whi+18]), including observations from a satellite groundstation created by the author. Subsection 2.2.1 provides an example observationobtained with the latter, together with relevant technical parameters.
7.4.1 Satellite Observations
The selected ground stations are listed in table 7.1 with their properties accordingto the information recorded in the SatNOGS network. A graphical overview of theinvolved ground stations and satellites is given in figure 7.3.
ID Station Country Lat. (°) Lon. (°) Alt. (m) Observations
2 KB9JHU USA 39.236 -86.305 280 59
77 N5CNB-VHF USA 29.855 -96.535 6 99
147 F6KKR France 48.635 1.829 200 235
579 Um Alaish 4 Kuwait 29.104 48.125 20 44
1045 DL4FW Germany 51.175 14.174 224 41
Table 7.1: List of selected ground stations
Figure 7.3: Overview of selected ground stations and satellites
The ground stations were chosen based on three criteria. Firstly, the number ofobservations recorded for the NOAA weather satellites in the selected period wasan important factor. Only stations with more than 40 observations over threeweeks were considered.
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Secondly, the SatNOGS client allows for configuring a minimum elevation angle tostart and end observations. This parameter restricts the collected amount of data.Therefore, only stations setting it such that the complete interval of a detectablesignal is recorded were selected. The concrete value to achieve this depends onthe hardware, varying approximately between 0 ° and 15 °.
Thirdly, a goal was to choose ground stations with different antenna and receivercharacteristics. Ground station 2 (KB9JHU) has a steerable antenna, while the oth-ers use fixed antennas. The geographical distribution results from most SatNOGSground stations being located either in Europe or in the United States of Amer-ica5. Unfortunately, all examined candidates in the southern hemisphere eitherprovided too few observations or had outages in the considered period.
For stations 2 to 579, observations created during the three weeks between 7January 2020 00:00:00 UTC and 28 January 2020 23:59:59 UTC were downloadedfrom the SatNOGS network. Additionally, observations recorded by the groundstation of the author (ID 1045, DL4FW) in the period between 22 October 201900:00:00 UTC and 30 October 2019 23:59:59 UTC were added to the data set.
The observation data were analyzed to derive the residual error rate present inthe decoded signal. For the link-layer coding, a Reed-Solomon (RS) code withparameters (255,223) and a correction capability of 16 bits was assumed. These pa-rameters are equal to the E=16 RS code recommended by the CCSDS in [CCSDS17](section 4). Samples for the time-dependent residual error rate were derived witha period of 10 seconds. The data rates of a state-of-the-art S-band transceiveras installed in the CubeSat OPS-SAT of the European Space Agency [EM14] wereassumed, i.e., 256 kbit/s on the uplink and 1 Mbit/s on the downlink.
7.4.2 Derived Scenarios
Based on these data, more extensive scenarios were defined, listed in table 7.2.
Scenario Sat. GS Duration Contacts Description
S1 9 10 10 days 10348 Walker-delta constellation, 3planes at 98 ° inclination
S1-p3b 9 10 10 days 7964 S1 with LEO-11, LEO-12, andLEO-13 breaking down after72, 73, and 74 hours
S1-p5i 9 10 10 days 8276 S1 with GS-01 to GS-05 switch-ing between active and inac-
tive every 12 hours
S2 6 15 10 days 11428 3 satellites at 98 ° and 3 satel-lites at 45 ° inclination
Table 7.2: Overview of test scenarios
5See map on: https://network.satnogs.org/ (accessed: 7 May 2020)
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Scenario S1 (displayed in figure 7.4) consists of aWalker-delta satellite constellationwith three planes at 98 ° inclination and three satellites per plane. The Walker-delta formation is common for the deployment of LEO constellations and has beenanalyzed in the DTN context, e.g., in [Fra+17].
For evaluating the probabilistic concepts, two scenarios were derived from S1, one(S1-p3b) with satellites breaking down permanently after a fixed time span (e.g.,due to the collision with debris along their orbit), and one (S1-p5i) with five groundstations being only active, i.e., transmitting and receiving bundles, every 12 hours(e.g., because of a solar power source).
Figure 7.4: Overview of scenario S1
Figure 7.5: Overview of scenario S2
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Scenario S2 (shown in figure 7.5) assumes six independent satellites, of which halfhave an inclination of 98 ° and the others have an inclination of 45 °. This scenariorepresents an opportunistic deployment strategy of low-cost satellites: For manysmall satellite missions, the final orbit depends vastly on the orbital parameters ofthe primary mission, as they are secondary payloads (see, e.g., [CSH15]).
In both scenarios, the ground stations were distributed randomly over the Earth’slandmasses.
7.4.3 Prediction Parameters
The prediction framework introduced in chapter 5 requires several parametersto be set in an implementation. These parameters and their configured valuesare listed in table 7.3. The values were selected based on initial tests of individualparts of the implementation.
Symbol Section Description Value
Tpred 5.6 prediction generation interval 12 h
θmin 5.8.1 minimum elevation threshold 0 °
vs 5.6.2 signal propagation speed c
δ0 5.6.2 additional delay margin 0
nobs,P 5.8.2 confidence: max. observation count 10
nobs,V 5.8.3 volume: max. observation count 10
lpacket,CL 5.8.3 volume: convergence-layer packet size 1500 B
Tsample,V 5.8.3 volume: sample duration 30 s
rV ,s,min,good 5.8.3 volume: min. ratio for good state 0.5
rV ,s,min,bad 5.8.3 volume (three-state): min. ratio for bad state 0.25
θgood,min 5.8.3 volume (three-state): min. elev. for good state 20 °
naz 5.8.3 volume (three-state): azimuth bins 8 (45 °)
Table 7.3: Prediction parameters
7.5 Evaluation of Contact Prediction Accuracy
The accuracy of contact predictions over time was assessed using the first set oftest cases. In these initial evaluation steps, no routing simulation was applied;only the accuracy of the predictions generated by each node for its neighbors wasanalyzed. All plots provided in this section show the average values and standarddeviations of samples collected in discrete time intervals with a duration of 12hours.
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7.5.1 Confidence Prediction
/E1/ Confidence prediction accuracy
Goal: Verify accuracy and convergency of confidence predictions over time.
Requirements concerned: /R2/
Approaches compared: Ratio-based estimation with window size of 10 and expo-nential weighted moving average with wc = 0.1 and wc = 0.3 (see 5.8.2)
Scenarios compared: S1-p3b (total node failure), S1-p5i (intermittent availability)
Confidence prediction was evaluated for the two probabilistic variants of S1 (S1-p3b and S1-p5i). In figure 7.6, the contact confidence values predicted by groundstations for one of the failing satellites in S1-p3b are plotted over time.
Figure 7.6: /E1/: Confidence prediction accuracy over time, scenario S1-p3b
By inspecting the figure, it can be seen that the ratio-based technique convergestoward zero after the breakdown of node LEO-11 within approximately three days.The exponential moving average with weight 0.3 converges faster, whereas theone with weight 0.1 converges slower than the ratio-based estimation.
In figure 7.7, the same plots are shown for the confidence predicted by satellitesfor one of the intermittently-available ground stations in scenario S1-p5i. The ex-ponential averaging technique with weight 0.3 shows faster reactions to variationsin the number of failed contacts. This way, the observed oscillating behavior aswell as the large standard deviation can be explained.
Overall, it can be seen that probabilistic changes in the network are reflected inthe predicted confidence metrics. The ratio-based technique shows more stableresults across the analyzed set of scenarios. In summary, confidence predictioncan provide a basis for supporting probabilistic contacts (requirement /R2/).
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Figure 7.7: /E1/: Confidence prediction accuracy over time, scenario S1-p5i
7.5.2 Volume Prediction
/E2/ Volume prediction accuracy
Goal: Verify accuracy and convergency of volume predictions over time.
Requirements concerned: /R3/, /R4/, /R5/
Approaches compared: Minimum elevation of 10 ° (minelev-10deg), minimum ele-vation of 20 ° (minelev-20deg), two-state (twostate), and three-state (threestate)prediction techniques (see 5.8.3)
Node types compared: Nodes with high minimum elevation (based on groundstation 579), nodes with low minimum elevation (based on ground station 2)
Figure 7.8 shows a plot of the relative accuracy of the predicted contact volume.This parameter represents the difference between the predicted and measuredcontact volume, normalized by themeasured volume. In this first plot, the accuracyis depicted for a ground station with a high minimum elevation (derived fromobservations of station 579). Predictions of both the two-state and the three-statetechniques converge toward the simulated value within 24 to 48 hours, whereasthe minimum elevation-based predictions are offset by a huge margin. The lattercan be explained by the fixed directional antenna used by the ground station.
Figure 7.9 depicts the same plot for a ground station with a steerable antenna(derived fromobservations of station 2). In the latter case, the three-state techniqueyields slightly improved predictions on average, which is assumed to be caused byconsidering the azimuth-dependency. The average difference compared to thepredictions of the two-state technique is, however, still very small. For this specificstation, assuming a minimum elevation of 10 ° for predictions also leads to lowaverage differences.
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Figure 7.8: /E2/: Relative volume prediction accuracy over time for ground stationswith high minimum elevation, scenario S1 (normalized by measuredvolume)
Figure 7.9: /E2/: Relative volume prediction accuracy over time for ground stationswith low minimum elevation, scenario S1 (normalized by measuredvolume)
In summary, the volume prediction techniques allow for an automatic adaptationto different link characteristics (requirement /R4/). This property enables thedynamic integration of new nodes with heterogeneous hardware (requirement/R3/). The deterministic mobility patterns are considered by all applied estimationand prediction methods (requirement /R5/).
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7.6 Evaluation of Metric Distribution
/E3/ Metric distribution analysis
Goal: Analyze distribution delay as well as use of network resources by metricdistribution.
Requirements concerned: /R6/, /R8/
In the third test, metric distribution was applied to evaluate the associated delaysand the resulting overhead. The expiration time of metric bundles was set to 12hours, and their size was derived by serializing node metrics in Concise BinaryObject Representation (CBOR) [RFC7049] format. The latter is also used as theprimary serialization format in the Bundle Protocol version 7 draft [BFB20]. Thetest was performed for different volume prediction approaches: While using aminimum elevation does not need metric distribution, the two-state and three-state techniques apply metric tuples of different size. All confidence predictionapproaches distribute information of the same size.
It was found that the delivery delays of metric bundles varied only insignificantlyin the analyzed cases with their average value ranging between 5669.4 s and5754.3 s and a standard deviation between 3147.5 s and 3464.1 s. In figure 7.10,the relative contact time utilization by metric bundles is depicted, which does notexceed 1% for 90% of contacts. The buffer utilization was measured as well and isdepicted in section C.1 of the appendices. The highest maximum buffer utilizationwas observed for the three-state technique in S2, with a value of 461.47 KiB.Consequently, the test results show that nodes can apply transitive informationtimely after their creation (requirement /R6/) and metric distribution causes onlyminor overhead (requirement /R8/).
Figure 7.10: /E3/: Average contact utilization by metric bundles (occupied ratio ofcontact time; logarithmic scale, with 80% intervals)
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7.7 Evaluation of Routing Performance
The tests presented in this section compare the data delivery performance ofprediction-based routing with state-of-the-art opportunistic techniques. For thatcomparison, the Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait algorithms are leveraged,which have been shown applicable to Ring Road networks in [FW17b]. All plots inthis section depict average values as well as the 95% intervals.
Before discussing specific test setups and results, general expectations of theresults can be summarized as follows. As identified in [FW17a], huge variations inthe end-to-end delays have to be expected due to the sparse topology of a RingRoad network. Thus, bundle delivery delays from a few seconds up to severalhours can be observed regularly.
Moreover, some tests (/E4/ and /E6/) use the CGR algorithm provided with theobserved contact volumes for comparison. It can be expected that this allows forincreased performance compared to the prediction approaches. However, in arealistic Ring Road network, this advance knowledge cannot be expected.
7.7.1 Traffic and Buffer Configurations
For evaluating the routing performance in a specific scenario, bundle transmissionshave to be simulated. The bundle generation has to assume a particular trafficpattern. Additionally, assumptions regarding the available buffer space of nodesand the lifetime of bundles have to be made.
It is expected that, due to its overall capacity and the inherent end-to-end delays,a Ring Road network is mostly suitable for the exchange of messages, machine-to-machine communication, and the transmission of small application payloaddata between ground stations. Two traffic load configurations (low and high) wereinvestigated that reflect such an application. In the high configuration, a bundlesize of 2 MiB (224 bit) was assumed. In the low configuration, a bundle size of200 KiB (200 · 213 bit) was used.
Bundles are generated by random ground stations with another (different) groundstation being set as the destination node, in an equally-distributed random interval.The arithmeticmean of the generation interval is computed for each scenario basedon the minimum ratio of contact time occupied when assuming all bundles aretransmitted via two hops. In the high configuration, this ratio was set to 50%,whereas, in the low configuration, a value of 2% was assumed.
The standard deviation of bundle generation times was set to one fourth of theconfigured average period. After 80% of the scenario duration has elapsed, thebundle generation stops to provide sufficient time for delivering remaining bundles.
The bundle lifetime was set to 10 days (i.e., the scenario duration) to prevent itfrom influencing the measured delivery probability and delay figures.
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Concerning node buffers, a size of 2 GiB (234 bit) was assumed. Given a maximumdata rate of 1 Mbit/s for the downlink, 35.79 minutes of continuous data receptionis needed to exhaust a buffer of that size. The average contact volumes for the twotest scenarios were calculated for comparison: Scenarios S1 and S2 have averagecontact volumes of 9.57 MiB and 10.59 MiB, respectively.
7.7.2 Further Parameters
The distribution procedures as well as the applied routing algorithms require thedefinition of additional parameters, listed in table 7.4. The individual values werechosen either based on recommendations by the respective authors or accordingto preliminary studies of the use case. For example, the number of replicas forSpray and Wait was set to 6 as tests documented in [FW17b] had shown promisingresults in Ring Road networks of similar size.
Description Defined in Value
Contact plan update period (Tupdate) section 6.1 12 h
Distribution buffering period (Tdist) subsection 6.2.1 0
Max. look-ahead duration for graph updates(Tlookahead,max)
subsection 6.3.2 10 d
Min. contact plan update period (Tupdate,min) subsection 6.3.2 12 h
Max. contact plan update period (Tupdate,max) subsection 6.3.2 12 h
CGR-Prob: max. number of replicas (nroutes,max) subsection 6.3.3 6
Epidemic, max. hop count [VB00] 6
Epidemic, size of summary vector entry [VB00] 32 bit
Spray and Wait, type [SPR05] binary
Spray and Wait, number of copies [SPR05] 6
Table 7.4: Routing parameters
For every test case and algorithm, 50 simulation runs were performed. Five con-current incoming and outgoing bundle transmissions were allowed in routingsimulations.
The approach to determine alternative routes in CGR was set to use a limitingcontact based on the earliest end time and the route confidence, as documentedin subsection 6.3.3. A comparison with Yen’s algorithm for a small scenario can befound in section B.3 of the appendices. The tests showed that the implementationleveraging Yen’s algorithm was unsuitable for larger scenarios due to a massiveincrease in simulation run-time.
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7.7.3 Soft Time Frames
/E4/ Soft time frame applicability
Goal: Evaluate the impact of soft time frames on routing performance.
Requirements concerned: /R1/, /R3/
Approaches compared: CGR with accurate time frames (CGR-factual), CGR withsoft time frames (CGR-soft), Epidemic Routing, Spray and Wait
In this test case, the basic assumption that soft time frames do not negativelyimpact data delivery performance was investigated. For that, CGR with accuratecontact intervals was compared to CGR with soft time frames, as defined in subsec-tion 5.8.1. In both cases, accurate contact volumes were provided. In addition tothe CGR variants, in this test, the Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait algorithmswere simulated for comparison.
The resulting delivery probabilities are depicted in figure 7.11, which indicates nosignificant differences between CGR-factual and CGR-soft.
Figure 7.11: /E4/: Bundle delivery probability with soft time frames
Concerning end-to-end delays, buffer utilization, and the use of contact time, nosignificant differences could be observed either. A small increase in the numberof bundles re-scheduled was reported under low load (depicted in section C.2.1of the appendices), for which late arrival of bundles (after the end of the physicalcontact but before the end of the soft time frame) is assumed a cause. Overall,only minor performance differences were found in the analyzed scenarios.
Therefore, soft time frames can be applied withoutmajor drawbacks, making it pos-sible to support networks with dynamically-integrated nodes (requirement /R3/).As CGR is used for routing, native support of scheduled contacts (requirement/R1/) is present as well.
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7.7.4 Confidence Prediction
/E5/ Routing performance with confidence prediction
Goal: Evaluate the performance characteristics of the probabilistic CGR extension.
Requirements concerned: /R2/, /R7/, /R9/
Approaches compared: CGR, CGR with probabilistic extensions (CGR-Prob-RC-TC),Epidemic Routing, Spray and Wait
In this test case, the performance of different routing approaches in networkswith unreliable nodes (S1-p5i and S1-p3b, as defined in section 7.4) was analyzed.Concerning the traffic pattern, in both scenarios, unreliable nodes were excludedfrom being bundle sources or sinks.
The probabilistic CGR extension was evaluated with two different settings, a mini-mum route confidence (RC) of 30% and a minimum total delivery confidence (TC)of 30% (CGR-Prob-30-30), as well as a minimum route confidence of 10% and aminimum total delivery confidence of 80% (CGR-Prob-10-80). Whereas the for-mer configuration only filters routes with a confidence lower than 30%, the latterconfiguration replicates bundles to achieve the targeted total delivery confidenceof 80%. For all CGR-based approaches, contact volumes based on a minimumelevation of 10 ° were assumed. As confidence prediction strategy, the ratio-basedtechnique with a window size nobs,P of 10 contacts (as evaluated in subsection 7.5.1)was used.
First, the low traffic setting was simulated. It was found that all routers achieveda delivery probability of 100% in that case. In figure 7.12, the resulting deliverydelays are shown. As expected, if no probabilistic contacts are introduced, theperformance of CGR-Prob is equivalent to that of unmodified CGR.
Figure 7.12: /E5/: Average bundle delivery delay with confidence prediction, lowtraffic load
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Concerning average delays, the CGR-based approaches perform comparable toSpray and Wait in the probabilistic scenarios. Filtering unreliable routes leads toslight decreases in the 97.5th-percentile delays, and the use of replication in CGRreduces delays further. However, the lowest delays can be achieved by EpidemicRouting. In that case, an increased number of bundle transmissions could beobserved (see figure C.6 in the appendices) for which, under low load, sufficientnetwork resources (buffer space and contact time) are still available.
Taking into account bundle re-scheduling, i.e., the number of additional invocationsof the CGR algorithm for a bundle6, probabilistic route exclusion (CGR-Prob-30-30)shows advantages over the unmodified CGR router in low-traffic scenarios. A plotis provided in figure 7.13. The shown parameter represents the number of casesin which bundles were scheduled more than once on a given node, normalized bythe sum of nodes via which the bundles were transmitted.
It can further be seen that using replication (CGR-Prob-10-80) significantly increasesthe number of re-scheduled bundles in scenario S1-p5i, which is explained by thenumber of additional bundles that are introduced. In scenario S1-p3b, the filteringof low-confidence routes that is also performed by CGR-Prob-10-80 has a moresignificant effect on the number of re-scheduled bundles.
Figure 7.13: /E5/: Ratio of bundles re-scheduled with confidence prediction, lowtraffic load
The high load configuration was analyzed in the samemanner. The bundle deliveryprobabilities are shown in figure 7.14. By filtering routes with low confidence(CGR-Prob-30-30), minor increases in the average delivery probability are possiblein the S1-p3b scenario. All routers that replicate bundles exhibit a lower deliv-ery probability than unmodified CGR. This observation can be explained by theadditional load, leading to bundle dropping.
6Re-scheduling is performed for all bundles that were not sent during the contact for which theirtransmission was initially planned.
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Figure 7.14: /E5/: Bundle delivery probability with confidence prediction, high traf-fic load
It further appears that, overall, a higher delivery probability can be achieved usingCGR-based routing in the scenario with intermittent availability (S1-p5i) comparedto the non-intermittent scenario (S1). This aspect, however, can be explained bythe increased number of bundles injected in S1, which has a higher total contactvolume (see subsection 7.7.1 for a description of the traffic parameters).
Additional plots, including the average end-to-end delay and the ratio of bundlesre-scheduled under high load, can be found in section C.2.2 of the appendices.Based on the test results, it is concluded that in a network with reliable hop-by-hoplinks, e.g., due to the use of an ARQ scheme, replication in CGR does not provideadvantages in most cases. Minor delay reductions come at the cost of much largerincreases in traffic load. Similar issues with Opportunistic CGR in networks withrandommobility were already discussed by Net and Burleigh in [NB18]. The resultsof this test case show that such issues may even be present with an extended levelof probabilistic contact information.
Nevertheless, as indicated in [WF19], if links are unreliable and bundle loss ispossible on a hop-by-hop basis (e.g., due to signal propagation delays preventingthe use of reliable ARQ), replication can drastically increase the bundle deliveryprobability. This way, a CGR-based probabilistic router can outperform opportunis-tic approaches. In the evaluated Ring Road scenarios, another feature of CGR-Probhas shown advantages: The exclusion of routes with a low confidence value allowsfor reducing bundle re-scheduling significantly, especially under low network load.
Regarding the requirements defined in section 3.5, support of probabilistic contactoccurrence (requirement /R2/) is present in all of the analyzed routing approaches.A low replication overhead (requirement /R9/) is achieved as replication can be fullydisabled, while allowing for improved performance compared to opportunisticrouting in many cases. Due to a reduction in the number of bundle transmissions,it is possible to reduce computational demands (requirement /R7/) as well.
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7.7.5 Volume Prediction
/E6/ Routing performance with volume prediction
Goal: Evaluate the performance characteristics of CGR using different volumeprediction approaches.
Requirements concerned: /R3/, /R4/, /R5/, /R7/
Approaches compared: CGR with measured volume (CGR-factual), CGR with vol-ume based on minimum elevation (CGR-minelev; with θmin = 5 °, 10 °, or 20 °),CGR with two-state (CGR-twostate), and three-state (CGR-threestate) prediction(see subsection 5.8.3), Epidemic Routing, Spray and Wait
Figure 7.15 depicts the bundle delivery probabilities observed when simulatingdifferent volume prediction techniques. For all CGR-based routers, the probabilitiesare comparable and exceed those of opportunistic approaches under high load.When using CGR-minelev with a high minimum elevation threshold of 20 °, thedelivery probability may be reduced moderately. This reduction can be explainedby a resulting under-estimation of the volume for several contacts, leading tootherwise viable routes being discarded.
Figure 7.15: /E6/: Bundle delivery probability with volume prediction
Under high network load, a significant influence of volume prediction on the av-erage end-to-end delay could be observed. A plot of the average delay under
high load is provided in figure 7.16. The same plot for low load, indicating smallerdifferences, can be found in figure C.9 in the appendices.
Figure 7.16 shows that the average and 97.5th-percentile end-to-end delays of
CGR-twostate and CGR-threestate are significantly lower than those of the CGR-
minelev variants in S1 and comparable to them in S2. The reference approach(CGR-factual) always achieves the lowest delays, except under low load, where it isslightly outperformed by Epidemic Routing (see also figure 7.12).
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Figure 7.16: /E6/: Average bundle delivery delay with volume prediction, high trafficload
The core advantage of using more accurate volumes in CGR, however, is shown infigure 7.17, which depicts the ratio of bundles re-scheduled. (See subsection 7.7.4for an explanation of this parameter.)
Given an improved prediction of the contact volume, significantly fewer bundleshave to be re-scheduled. This implies an overall reduction in computational de-mands due to fewer executions of the expensive routing algorithm: Even thoughCGR caches available routes, the list has to be filtered to determine candidateroutes for each bundle (see section 4.2.1), which has non-negligible overhead.
Figure 7.17: /E6/: Ratio of bundles re-scheduled with volume prediction
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Figure 7.18 shows the mean buffer utilization over time in scenario S1 under highload. CGR-factual achieves the lowest overall buffer utilization. At the same time,
CGR-threestate exhibits a mean buffer utilization comparable to CGR-twostate, whichis slightly reduced until bundle generation stops.
More importantly, under both prediction techniques, CGR frees buffer space muchfaster toward the end of the simulation run than the CGR-minelev variants. Thisimprovement can be explained by decreased delays resulting from reduced re-scheduling as, by their timely transmission, bundles consume buffer space forshorter periods of time. As can be expected, the buffer utilization for both oppor-tunistic routers grows rapidly and is in total much more extensive than that ofCGR-based routing.
Figure 7.18: /E6/: Average buffer utilization over time with volume prediction, sce-nario S1, high traffic load (logarithmic scale)
Additional plots depicting results of this test case can be found in subsection C.2.3of the appendices.
It is concluded that the proposed volume prediction techniques provide significantadvantages over estimations based on an elevation threshold, especially due toreductions in re-scheduling overhead. Compared to CGR-twostate, however, nosubstantial improvements could be observed when using CGR-threestate in theanalyzed scenarios.
Concerning the stated requirements, the dynamic integration of nodes (require-ment /R3/) is supported by the possibility to infer contact volumes dynamically.Link characteristics (requirement /R4/), as well as the deterministic mobility pat-tern (requirement /R5/), are taken into account to derive the volume with greateraccuracy. By that, processing demands can be reduced due to fewer executions ofthe routing algorithm (requirement /R7/).
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7.8 Discussion of Computational and Power Demands
/E7/ Computational and power demands
Goal: Evaluate the impact of using prediction-based deterministic routing oncomputational demands and the available power budget.
Requirements concerned: /R7/
In a small communication satellite, the power consumption of two subsystemscan be influenced by the applied routing algorithm. First, the load on the onboardprocessing unit(s) that perform, e.g., decoding, routing, and encoding of bundles,depends on the computational requirements of the routing algorithm and thecount of bundles passing through the system. Second, the radio transceiver hard-ware consumes power depending on its utilization. The consumption is especiallyhigh during data transmission.
By the DINET experiment aboard the Deep Impact spacecraft [Wya+09], the IONsoftware with CGR was successfully flight-tested. This spacecraft’s main processoris of type Rad 750 (see [NAS05], p. 22), a PowerPC processor running at amaximumfrequency of 133 MHz and consuming approximately 5 W. [Sys02] For comparison,modern CubeSats such as the OPS-SAT have much more capable processors,partially due to reduced requirements, e.g., concerning radiation safety. The OPS-SAT processing platform contains a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor runningat up to 800 MHz as well as an FPGA. [EM14]
However, although for CubeSat applications more capable hardware is availablefor some time, one central difference to the DINET validation setup cannot beneglected: The number of nodes and, consequently, the number of contacts ina Ring Road deployment will be much larger. Thus, computational demands bythe CGR algorithm will be increased as well. The scalability of the CGR routingalgorithm has been discussed, e.g., by Wang et al. in [Wan+16]. As the networksgrow in size, route computations become more and more expensive due to theenlarged contact graphs.
One proposal to mitigate this issue is a separation of the network into distinctrouting domains, also called regions (see, e.g., Wang et al. [Wan+16], p. 51, andMadoery et al. [Mad+18]). Such a divide-and-conquer approach fits exceptionallywell to a Ring Road network, as networks connected to different ground stationscan be assigned to different regions. The satellites might also be assigned todifferent regions based on the orbital plane, such as suggested by Madoery et al.in [Mad+18]. However, the concrete architecture and specifics of such an approachare beyond the scope of this thesis.
The design of the introduced prediction framework further allows asynchronousexecution, even on different nodes. Hence, predictions could also be offloadedto a central entity in the network. Combined with that, a technique such as Spot-of-Maximum-Knowledge (SMK) routing [FWB17], can be applied. This way, it canbe ensured that the available computational power aboard the satellites does notbecome a major bottleneck for the overall communication network.
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The second factor significant for onboard power consumption is the count oftransmissions that have to be performed. A higher number of bundle transmissionsnot only increases computational demands for decoding and encoding but, firstand foremost, increases power demands by the radio transmitter.
According to [Kam+14], the power consumption of a state-of-the-art nanosatelliteS-band radio transmitter, when active, is about 5 W. This matches the power con-sumption estimated for the OPS-SAT, as documented by Issler et al. in [Iss+14]. Inthe latter case, a maximum power demand of 5 to 9Wwas expected, depending onthe configured RF output power. However, this amount of power is only consumedwhen transmission takes place. Thus, a significant reduction in power demand canbe achieved by reducing the count of transmissions.
The total number of transmissions that occurred during the tests performed for/E6/ is depicted in figure 7.19.
Figure 7.19: /E7/: Total number of transmissions performed in test runs with vol-ume prediction (see also /E6/)
It can be expected that the significantly reduced number of transmissions indicatedfor CGR-based routing provides essential benefits compared to opportunisticrouting, as transmitters can be turned off more frequently. Using the advancedcontact prediction techniques introduced in subsections 7.7.4 and 7.7.5 can furtherdecrease computational demands due to fewer re-scheduled bundles and lessoverall transmissions.
In summary, this discussion shows that an efficient use of the available energy(requirement /R7/) is possible by using prediction-based proactive routing.
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7.9 Further Findings
While developing the toolchain and performing the described evaluation steps,a set of additional findings were discovered that, although not directly relevantfor assessing the fulfillment of the requirements, might be of interest for futureresearch:
1. Contact Graph Routing can operate with incomplete and imprecise topo-logical knowledge and still provide satisfactory routing performance. In theanalyzed use case, failing contacts as well as imprecise contact time framesand data rates often only lead to a significant increase in the number ofre-scheduled bundles. This, albeit inducing non-negligible computationaloverhead, often does not drastically increase delivery delays or decreasethe delivery probability. Thus, accepting minor deficiencies in the contactplans instead of trying to resolve them as fast as possible can be a viableapproach to minimizing the overhead of used estimation methods as well asthe distribution of information.
2. An over-estimation of the contact volume on average may be advantageousin networks where predictions are not entirely accurate. By attempting totransmit more bundles than theoretically possible (according to the predictedvolume), the factual contact volumes can often be used to a greater extentand, thus, more bundles can be delivered via individual contacts.
3. The replication of bundles can quickly exhaust network resources and shouldbe avoided if possible. If it is not possible to avoid replication altogether, itshould be limited to a minimum number of copies to achieve reliable delivery.
4. In contrast to CGR-based routing, opportunistic approaches are very suscep-tible to reductions in buffer size and the overall buffer management (i.e.,bundle dropping) strategy. The settings used in this evaluation were chosensuch that sufficient buffer space was available and no negative impact onthe performance of opportunistic routing algorithms could be observed inpreliminary tests.
5. If nodes themselves are unreliable (i.e., drop bundles unexpectedly), a con-trolled replication scheme such as Spray and Wait often outperforms CGR-based routing. Hence, in these scenarios, it might be a viable option tointegrate a Spray-and-Wait-like replication strategy into a scheduled routingapproach.
6. It is essential to validate the whole technological stack employed for evalu-ation. Validations have to be performed for own implementations as wellas the used test data. Furthermore, this especially includes software pro-vided by third parties. State-of-the-art implementations, even if used by alarge number of researchers, do not necessarily contain correct and realisticimplementations of claimed features.
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7.10 Summary
Based on the presented test results, the fulfillment of the defined requirements(see section 3.5) can be assessed. An overview of which test cases are related towhich overall requirements is given in table 7.5 and described below.
Test Sec. /R1/ /R2/ /R3/ /R4/ /R5/ /R6/ /R7/ /R8/ /R9/
/E1/ 7.5.1 •
/E2/ 7.5.2 • • •
/E3/ 7.6 • •
/E4/ 7.7.3 • •
/E5/ 7.7.4 • • •
/E6/ 7.7.5 • • • •
/E7/ 7.8 •
Table 7.5: Mapping of requirements to test cases
1. By test /E1/, it was shown that the developed concept can be applied toestimate contact probabilities and changes in the reliability of nodes. Thisenables the prediction component to support probabilistic contacts (require-ment /R2/).
2. In /E2/, the volume prediction accuracy was analyzed. By the introducedprediction techniques, higher accuracy can be achieved, and support ofdifferent communication system and link characteristics (requirement /R4/),dependent on the deterministic node mobility pattern (requirement /R5/), isprovided. The latter is especially relevant for dynamically integrating nodeswith heterogeneous hardware characteristics (requirement /R3/).
3. The metric distribution test /E3/ investigated the ability to exchange rout-ing information (requirement /R6/) among nodes in a timely manner. Itwas shown that distributing node metrics introduces an almost negligibleoverhead compared to the overall network resources (requirement /R8/).
4. The use of predicted soft time frames was compared to the provisioning ofaccurate contact intervals in /E4/. The results show that soft time frames aresupported without significant drawbacks. This is necessary for the dynamicintegration of nodes (requirement /R3/). Furthermore, the test shows thatscheduled contacts can be leveraged; thus, requirement /R1/ is fulfilled.
5. Test /E5/ analyzed the impact of using a probabilistically-extended variant ofCGR based on contact confidence predictions. From the test results, it canbe concluded that the overall concept is applicable to probabilistic contacts(requirement /R2/). Moreover, it was shown that the replication overheadcan be kept low (requirement /R9/), which leads to reduced computationaldemands (requirement /R7/).
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6. In /E6/, an analysis of the impact on data delivery performance resultingfrom different approaches to contact volume prediction was conducted. Itwas found that an improved volume prediction taking into account the linkcharacteristics (requirement /R4/) and mobility patterns of nodes (require-ment /R5/) can especially reduce computational overhead caused by bundlere-scheduling (requirement /R7/).
7. The last test case (/E7/) assessed the overall computational and power de-mands of the developed concepts. The discussion shows that leveragingprediction-based proactive routing can enable efficient use of the availableenergy (requirement /R7/).
Overall, as stated in section 3.5, the fulfillment of the requirements providesa foundation for assessing the core research theses as well as the underlyingresearch question.
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8 Conclusion and Outlook
8.1 Conclusion
In section 1.3, the following research question is stated:
Can routing based on the prediction of contacts improve the data delivery
performance in disruption-tolerant satellite networks?
From the validation of requirements in section 7.10, an answer to this questioncan be derived via the assessment of its decomposed form, i.e., the three re-search theses introduced along with it. The assessment for each research thesis issummarized below.
/T1/ Leveraging the observed quality of the communication channel during con-tacts in concert with the underlying deterministic mobility pattern improvesthe accuracy of contact predictions.
Assessment: The developed prediction framework considers the quality of thecommunication channel as well as the deterministic mobility pattern of in-volved nodes. In subsection 7.5.2, it is shown that this allows for achievinghigher accuracy than by comparable strategies, which, e.g., only take intoaccount node mobility.
/T2/ By distributing a numerical description of node characteristics throughout thenetwork, future communication opportunities can be inferred by all nodes,enabling the decentralized calculation of end-to-end paths.
Assessment: The presented prediction-based routing approach distributes node
metrics to inform other nodes of observed topological characteristics whilecausing onlyminor overhead. Thisway, the same set of future communicationopportunities (in the form of a contact plan) can be derived by all nodes inthe network.
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/T3/ The use of accurate contact predictions in conjunctionwith a routing approachthat plans end-to-end paths based on future communication opportunitiesleads to improved data delivery performance.
Assessment: By using contact predictions as a basis for route computations, theresulting system can leverage end-to-end paths to schedule bundles proac-tively. In section 7.7, it is shown that, compared to the evaluated opportunistictechniques, an improved data delivery performance can be achieved withscheduled routing.
In summary, firstly, the fulfillment of requirements confirms the applicability of thepresented prediction-based routing framework to the selected use case. Secondly,it was shown by evaluation steps /E1/ and /E2/ that the introduced predictionapproaches increase accuracy regarding the contact volume when compared towidely-used alternatives and allow for estimating the probability of contact occur-rence for all network nodes. Thirdly, evaluation steps /E4/ to /E6/ indicated thatscheduled routing (i.e., CGR) outperforms the analyzed opportunistic techniques.
Hence, an affirmative answer to the core question can be derived. This thesishas shown that the use of a proactive, prediction-based routing approach canimprove data delivery performance in a disruption-tolerant satellite network.
Besides the described contact prediction and routing concepts, this thesis makesfurther contributions, which can be summarized as follows:
1. Metric-based alternative to contact plan distribution. To the best of the au-thor’s knowledge, the description of node characteristics in the compressedform of node metrics (see section 5.4) has not yet been proposed. This repre-sentation, which converges toward values that are constant over time, maydrastically reduce the amount of distributed information compared to theexchange of full contact plans.
2. Approach to derive realistic test data from satellite observations. The de-veloped evaluation setup employs realistic test data that are generated fromsatellite observations. These observations can be obtained from aworld-widenetwork of satellite ground stations.
3. Simulation toolchain. A novel event-based simulation toolchain was de-signed and developed that allows evaluating opportunistic as well as de-terministic routing protocols. By using Python as the technological basis,it enables rapid prototyping of new routing techniques. The simulator isprovided as open source software to the research community.
4. First analysis of CGR with inaccurate contact volumes. In past literature,CGR has been studied either in fully-deterministic networks, in networks withrandom outages (i.e., node or contact failures), or, with the OpportunisticCGR extension, in networks with random node mobility. To the best of theauthor’s knowledge, routing under inaccurate contact volumes or data rateshas not yet been analyzed.
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8.2 Future Work
On the path to a productive application of the presented techniques, further issuesneed to be addressed. These issues include the management of congestion whenapplying deterministic routing. Choosing the fastest routes for all bundles on allnodes in the network can lead to increased load and possibly reduced performanceon the most viable paths. Mechanisms known from TCP/IP networks such as thedetection of packet dropping or an explicit congestion notification (ECN) [RFC3168]cannot be applied to a DTN as the feedback may reach the responsible nodes toolate. Thus, further research is needed for proactive solutions to this problem.
A second problem is the scalability of CGR, i.e., the support of networks with anextended number of nodes (see section 7.8). Though currently being investigatedby several authors, there is no unified solution yet.
Thirdly, the support of networks with less-predictable contacts by CGR still needsfurther research. As shown in related work ([Bur+16], [NB18]) as well as in subsec-tion 7.7.4, replication based on CGR can lead to significant performance penalties.The combination of CGR with opportunistic routing techniques (e.g., an exchangeof known bundle identifiers or specific replication limits) may provide a solution tothis issue. Apart from that, it should be considered to improve the computation ofan aggregate delivery probability over several routes by taking intersections onthe routes into account, as mentioned in subsection 6.3.3.
Concerning the proposed prediction concepts, some extensions that are consid-ered viable topics for future work are listed below.
• Predictions may be further enhanced by using distributed information forproviding feedback to update local neighborhood information, as indicatedin subsection 6.2.2. A preliminary analysis of such an approach for the esti-mation of contact probabilities has been presented in [Wal17].
• An evaluation of the prediction-based routing concept in more sparse net-works with less frequent contacts or increased propagation delays needs tobe performed, e.g., to assess the suitability for deep-space systems.
• The applicability of the prediction framework, especially regarding volumeprediction, to adaptive data rate transceiver systems has to be evaluated.
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A Core Algorithm Code Samples
The following listings provide simplified Python code for core algorithms appliedin this thesis. Intentionally, no pseudocode is provided, but simplified versionsof the Python code used in the evaluation toolchain. By that, the code is stillstraight-forward to understand but can also be executed without modifications.
In listing A.1, code for the ratio-based confidence metric inference is provided. Thealgorithm uses a list of predictions that were generated for contacts whose timeframes have elapsed already. A function get_observation is invoked, which eitherreturns a valid processed contact observation for the given time frame or None ifno such observation is found.
Listing A.1: Simplified Python code for ratio-based confidence metric inference(see subsection 5.8.2)
1 # Inputs: List of available contact predictions (ordered),
2 # Current timestamp
3 # Output: Current estimation of confidence (= confidence metric)
4 # Constants: Minimum number of contacts: MIN_CONTACTS,
5 # Default value for contact confidence: DEFAULT_CONFIDENCE
6 def confidence_ratio(predicted_contacts, current_time):
7 wnd = list()
8
9 for c in predicted_contacts:
10 if c.end_time > current_time:
11 break
12 if get_observation(c.start_time, c.end_time) is not None:
13 wnd.append(1)
14 else:
15 wnd.append(0)
16
17 if len(wnd) < MIN_CONTACTS:
18 return DEFAULT_CONFIDENCE
19 else:
20 # Ratio of #observed divided by #predicted.
21 return sum(wnd) / len(wnd)
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Listing A.2 provides code for the exponential weighted moving average confidencemetric inference, which is an alternative to the ratio-based technique. The availablelist of predictions is processed in a similar manner, but the confidence value iscalculated iteratively in this case.
Listing A.2: Simplified Python code for EWMA-based confidence metric inference(see subsection 5.8.2)
1 # Inputs: List of available contact predictions (ordered),
2 # Current timestamp
3 # Output: Current estimation of confidence (= confidence metric)
4 # Constants: Confidence observation weight: W_OBS,
5 # Minimum number of contacts: MIN_CONTACTS,
6 # Default value for contact confidence: DEFAULT_CONFIDENCE
7 def confidence_ewma(predicted_contacts, current_time):
8 p_cur = DEFAULT_CONFIDENCE
9 counter = 0
10
11 for c in predicted_contacts:
12 if c.end_time > current_time:
13 break
14 if get_observation(c.start_time, c.end_time) is not None:
15 x_i = 1
16 else:
17 x_i = 0
18 p_cur = W_OBS * x_i + (1 - W_OBS) * p_cur
19 counter += 1
20
21 if counter < MIN_CONTACTS:
22 return DEFAULT_CONFIDENCE
23 else:
24 return p_cur
In the following listing A.3, simplified Python code for the two-state volume metricinference is provided. This algorithm infers an elevation threshold and a linkquality estimation from a list of processed contact observations. For that purpose,it obtains the maximum data rate achievable by the communication systems ofthe given transmitting and receiving node (function get_br_max, line 7). For eachobserved contact, the volume associated with individual signal quality samples iscalculated using a function get_sample_volumes (line 15) leveraging equation 5.36.The resulting list of volumes is analyzed to get the indices for the start and the endof the good interval (lines 19–23, see also equations 5.37 and 5.38). The elevationvalues at the instants defined by these indices are added to the list of elevationthresholds. As a final processing step of the contact observation, the average linkquality indicator is determined by calculating the ratio of the measured volumeduring the good interval divided by the maximum achievable volume during thatinterval (lines 42–49, see also equation 5.41). The median values of the lists ofelevation thresholds and link quality indicators are returned and represent thetuple of volume metrics.
Code for themetric inference step of the three-state volume prediction technique isnot provided here, as its operation is very similar, except that an additional thresh-old is employed for the bad state, and the associated list of elevation thresholds issplit into multiple lists (one for each azimuth interval).
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Listing A.3: Simplified Python code for two-state volume metric inference (seesubsection 5.8.3)
1 # Inputs: List of processed contact observations,
2 # Transmitting node, Receiving node
3 # Outputs: Elevation threshold and quality estimation for good state
4 # Constants: Volume sample duration: SAMPLE_DURATION,
5 # Minimum volume achievement ratio: MIN_GOOD_VA_RATIO
6 def volume_inf_twostate(observations, tx_node, rx_node):
7 br_max = get_br_max(tx_node, rx_node)
8 max_sample_volume = br_max * SAMPLE_DURATION
9
10 good_elevations = list()
11 good_q = list()
12
13 for obs in observations:
14 # Get a list of volumes calculated for the signal quality samples.
15 sample_vols = get_sample_volumes(obs.q_samples, max_sample_volume)
16
17 try:
18 # Get sample indices at the start and the end of the interval.
19 good_start, good_end = get_va_interval(
20 sample_vols,
21 max_sample_volume,
22 MIN_GOOD_VA_RATIO,
23 )
24 except ValueError:
25 # No "good" interval found, skip this observation.
26 continue
27
28 # Get the elevation at the start and end of the "good" interval.
29 good_start_elev = get_elevation_at(
30 tx_node,
31 rx_node,
32 obs.start_time + good_start * SAMPLE_DURATION,
33 )
34 good_end_elev = get_elevation_at(
35 tx_node,
36 rx_node,
37 obs.start_time + good_end * SAMPLE_DURATION,
38 )
39 good_elevations.append(good_start_elev)
40 good_elevations.append(good_end_elev)
41
42 good_int_volume = 0
43 good_max_volume = 0
44 for i, volume in enumerate(sample_vols):
45 # Only include volume samples within the "good" interval.
46 if i >= good_start and i <= good_end:
47 good_int_volume += volume
48 good_max_volume += max_sample_volume
49 good_q.append(good_int_volume / good_max_volume)
50
51 return median(good_elevations), median(good_q)
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Listing A.4 provides simplified code for performing two-state volume prediction.This code employs a function get_interval_for_elevation, which returns a start andend timestamp for an interval during the provided soft time frame, for which theelevation angle between the two nodes is always greater than the given minimumelevation.
Listing A.4: Simplified Python code for two-state volume prediction (see subsection5.8.3)
1 # Inputs: Transmitting node, Receiving node, Start and end of soft time
2 # frame, Elevation threshold and quality estimation for good state
3 # Output: Predicted volume for contact in given soft time frame
4 def volume_pred_twostate(tx_node, rx_node, soft_start, soft_end, theta, q):
5 br_max = get_br_max(tx_node, rx_node)
6
7 # Get the start and end time of an interval that is part of the soft
8 # time frame and during which the elevation is >= min_elevation.
9 t_good_0, t_good_1 = get_interval_for_elevation(
10 tx_node,
11 rx_node,
12 soft_start,
13 soft_end,
14 min_elevation=theta,
15 )
16
17 return (t_good_1 - t_good_0) * br_max * q
Listing A.5 provides a function for computing the shortest paths from a sourcenode (source) to all other reachable nodes, given a graph based on nodes asvertices asmentioned in subsection 7.2.2. The shown tvdijkstra function is based onDijkstra’s shortest path algorithm that has been modified to comply with the SABRspecification [CCSDS19] and allow the exclusion of nodes and contacts from thesearch. The code is heavily simplified, e.g., a list is used instead of a priority queue,nodes may be analyzed twice, and further properties of the determined routesare not stored. Based on this function, algorithms to derive a list of alternativeroutes can be implemented. These include Yen’s k-shortest-path algorithm as wellas techniques based on a limiting contact as used in the case of CGR-Prob depictedlater in this appendix (see also section 6.3).
In the following code, the graph object contains a dictionary (hash map) of vertices,which maps unique identifiers of network nodes to a list of unique identifiers ofreachable neighbors, i.e., nodes which are reachable via any single contact fromthe given node. The node identifiers may be, e.g., EID or node numbers. Theonly requirement is that they are immutable and can be used as dictionary keys.Additionally, the graph contains a dictionary of edges that associates an orderedpair (2-tuple) of node identifiers to a list of contact objects, which are ordered bystart time. The contact objects have to be immutable as well and shall provide atleast the sending and receiving node identifiers (tx_node and rx_node), the start andend time (start_time and end_time), the average data rate (bit_rate), the expectedmaximum delay (delay, equivalent to the range in light seconds), and the contactconfidence (confidence). The arguments excluded_nodes and excluded_cts are setsof node identifiers and contact objects that need to be excluded from the search,e.g., to find another applicable route.
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Listing A.5: Simplified Python code for route search over node graph (see subsec-tion 7.2.2)
1 # Inputs: Node graph, Source node ID for search, Arrival time at source,
2 # List of excluded node IDs, List of excluded contact objects
3 # Outputs: Dict mapping node ID to earliest arrival time,
4 # Dict mapping node ID to contact for earliest arrival
5 # Constants: One-way light time margin of mission: OWLT_MARGIN
6 def tvdijkstra(graph, source, arrival_time, excluded_nodes, excluded_cts):
7 # A mapping of node identifier to earliest arrival time.
8 distance = {key: float("inf") for key in graph.vertices}
9 distance[source] = arrival_time
10 # A mapping of node identifier to contact for earliest arrival.
11 taken_contact = {key: None for key in graph.vertices}
12 # The queue is used to access nodes ordered by distance.
13 queue = [(arrival_time, source)]
14 while queue:
15 cur_dist, cur_node = queue.pop(0)
16 # Neighbors: All nodes to which any contact exists from cur_node.
17 for neigh_node in graph.vertices[cur_node]:
18 for contact in graph.edges[(cur_node, neigh_node)]:
19 # If contact excluded or bundle arrives too late, skip.
20 if contact in excluded_cts or contact.end_time < cur_dist:
21 continue
22 # SABR 3.2.4.1.1: Earliest Transmission Time
23 ett = max(contact.start_time, cur_dist)
24 # SABR 3.2.4.1.2: Earliest Arrival Time
25 next_eat = ett + contact.delay + OWLT_MARGIN
26 # If the new distance is smaller, update and add to queue.
27 if next_eat < distance[neigh_node]:
28 distance[neigh_node] = next_eat
29 taken_contact[neigh_node] = contact
30 if neigh_node not in excluded_nodes:
31 queue.append((next_eat, neigh_node))
32 queue.sort()
33 # The contacts are ordered.
34 break
35 return distance, taken_contact
Listing A.6 provides a code sample for obtaining the list of contacts taken toreach a specific destination node given the taken_contact result of tvdijkstra and adestination node identifier.
Listing A.6: Simplified Python code for obtaining the route as list of contacts
1 # Inputs: Dict mapping node ID to contact for earliest arrival,
2 # Destination node ID
3 # Output: List of contacts from source to destination
4 def get_route(taken_contact, destination):
5 cur_node = destination
6 contact_path = list()
7 while taken_contact[cur_node] is not None:
8 # Add contacts to the path in reverse order.
9 contact_path.append(taken_contact[cur_node])
10 cur_node = taken_contact[cur_node].tx_node
11 return list(reversed(contact_path))
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In listing A.7, a code sample to generate a list of routes is provided, implementingthe probabilistic extension introduced in section 6.3.3. The parameter sourcerepresents the identifier of the current node, and start_time is the current time atthe start of the search.
Listing A.7: Simplified Python code for probabilistic route computation (see sub-section 6.3.3)
1 # Inputs: Node graph, Source node ID, Destination node ID,
2 # Arrival time at source, List of excluded node IDs
3 # Output: List of routes (lists of contacts to reach destination)
4 # Constants: Minimum route confidence: P_ROUTE_MIN
5 def route_gen(graph, source, destination, start_time, excluded_nodes):
6 routes = list()
7 excluded_contacts = set()
8 while True:
9 _, taken_contact = tvdijkstra(
10 graph,
11 source,
12 start_time,
13 excluded_nodes,
14 excluded_contacts,
15 )
16
17 contact_list = get_route(taken_contact, destination)
18 if not contact_list:
19 break # Nothing found, terminate.
20
21 # Find earliest-ending contact.
22 route_end_time = float("inf")
23 time_limiting_contact = None
24 for contact in contact_list:
25 if contact.end_time < route_end_time:
26 route_end_time = contact.end_time
27 time_limiting_contact = contact
28
29 # Find least-probable contact.
30 route_min_confidence = 1.0
31 conf_limiting_contact = None
32 for contact in contact_list:
33 if contact.probability < route_min_confidence:
34 route_min_confidence = contact.confidence
35 conf_limiting_contact = contact
36
37 # Get route confidence.
38 route_confidence = 1.0
39 for contact in contact_list:
40 route_confidence *= contact.confidence
41
42 # Only return the route if Pr >= Pr_min.
43 if route_confidence < P_ROUTE_MIN:
44 excluded_contacts.add(conf_limiting_contact)
45 else:
46 excluded_contacts.add(time_limiting_contact)
47 routes.append(contact_list)
48
49 return routes
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Listing A.8 provides simplified code for selecting routes for forwarding a bundlebased on the list of candidate routes and the associated confidence values.
Listing A.8: Simplified Python code for probabilistic route selection (see subsection6.3.3)
1 # Inputs: Node graph, Bundle, Current node ID, Current time,
2 # List of excluded node IDs, Maximum number of replicas
3 # Output: List of routes for bundle
4 # Constants: Minimum total delivery confidence: P_BUNDLE_MIN
5 def probcgr(graph, bundle, cur_eid, cur_time, excluded_nodes, n_max):
6 # The list is populated according to SABR 3.2.6.
7 candidate_routes = get_candidate_routes(
8 graph,
9 bundle,
10 cur_eid,
11 cur_time,
12 excluded_nodes,
13 )
14
15 used_routes = []
16 failure_prob = 1.0
17 for candidate in candidate_routes:
18 used_routes.append(candidate)
19
20 # Get route confidence.
21 route_confidence = 1.0
22 for contact in candidate.contact_path:
23 route_confidence *= contact.confidence
24
25 # Increase total confidence and terminate if sufficient.
26 failure_prob *= (1 - route_confidence)
27 if failure_prob <= 1 - P_BUNDLE_MIN:
28 break
29 if len(used_routes) == n_max:
30 break
31
32 return used_routes
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B Validation of Routing
Approaches
In this appendix, further validations performed for the implemented routing ap-proaches are documented. All plots show arithmetic means and the 95% intervalsmeasured for the given parameters and scenarios.
B.1 ONE Validation
As described in section 7.3, the implementations of Epidemic Routing and SprayandWait were validated against the ONE simulator. Using scenario 2 from [FW17b],five simulation runs were performed with aiodtnsim for each of the following fourrouting algorithms.
• aiodtnsim_Epidemic: The default aiodtnsim implementation of EpidemicRouting, which performs an exchange of summary vectors at the start of eachcontact and limits the maximum hop count as described in [VB00].
• aiodtnsim_ONE_Epidemic: A variant of Epidemic Routing, which checks ifthe other node has a specific bundle using a look-up in its buffer and the listof delivered bundles, without any delay. No summary vectors are exchanged,and the hop count is not limited. This behavior is identical to ONE.
• aiodtnsim_SprayAndWait: The default aiodtnsim implementation of Sprayand Wait. This algorithm does not check whether the other node alreadyhas a specific bundle. It, however, prevents sending a bundle twice during acontact and increases the number of copies if additional bundles are received.
• aiodtnsim_ONE_SprayAndWait: A modified Spray and Wait algorithm thataccesses the buffer of the encountered neighbor as well as its list of deliveredbundles without any delay, to check whether a bundle shall be sent. Thisbehavior is identical to that of the Spray and Wait algorithm in ONE.
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In addition to that, four simulation runs were performed using the ONE. Tworuns, labeled U+C, allowed simultaneous bi-directional (uplink and downlink) andconcurrent transmissions (multiple access). In contrast, two further runs used thestock behavior of the ONE, allowing one bundle transmission at a time. The formerextension is outlined in section 7.3.
As the ONE simulator uses a fixed random seed, the results of every run areequal. Thus, only a single run was performed per algorithm. The properties of thescenario and the settings used in all simulation runs are summarized in table B.1.A more extensive description of the overall scenario can be found in [FW17b]. Itshould be noted that the simulation results documented in the referenced paperwere obtained using an older version of the ONE toolchain and, thus, show slightlyreduced delivery probabilities compared to the following figures.
Parameter Value
Scenario duration 3 days
Satellites 12
Ground stations 9
Bundle lifetime 1 day
Buffer size 1 Gbit
Data rate 250 kbit/s
Minimum elevation 10 °
Bundle generation interval 30 s
Bundle size 1 Mbit
Bundle queue order random
Bundle source random GS
Bundle sink random GS
Epidemic: Hop count limit 6
Spray and Wait: Type binary
Spray and Wait: Number of copies 6
Table B.1: ONE validation: Scenario and simulation parameters
Figure B.1 shows the delivery probabilities. In the given scenario, the defaultaiodtnsim implementations of both Epidemic Routing and Spray and Wait allowfor slight increases in delivery probability compared to the ONE implementations.The adapted algorithms modeling the ONE behavior gave very similar resultscompared to ONE if allowing concurrent transmissions and the simultaneous useof the uplink and downlink (U+C). The default behavior of the ONE, allowing onlya single transmission at a time, reduces the delivery probability significantly inthe case of Epidemic Routing. The reduction can be explained by the reducedcontact time available for bundle transmissions and the increased number oftransmissions in the case of Epidemic Routing.
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Figure B.1: ONE validation: Bundle delivery probability
The average delivery delays (depicted in figure B.2) have a comparable magnitudefor all implementations.
Figure B.2: ONE validation: Average bundle delivery delay
In figure B.3, the average number of transmissions performed for a given bundle(including its replicas) are shown. In the case of ONE, only the average value couldbe obtained, while aiodtnsim allows for analyzing the parameter for each bundleindividually (thus, yields a 95th-percentile interval).
In summary, the test results show that the opportunistic algorithms implementedin aiodtnsim could be compared successfully against another state-of-the-artimplementation.
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Figure B.3: ONE validation: Total number of transmissions
Several differences could be identified to either result from features described inthe original references but not implemented in the ONE (e.g., the summary vectorexchange and hop count limit in the case of Epidemic Routing) or from the distincthandling of connections. The latter was addressed by providing patches that addcorresponding settings options to the ONE developers, whereas, for modeling theformer, adapted algorithms were implemented in aiodtnsim.
The validation of opportunistic algorithms against the ONE doubles as a validationof the statistic evaluation features in the aiodtnsim simulator core.
B.2 CGR Validation
The overall steps taken for validating the CGR implementation are documentedin section 7.3. Here, results from the comparison of data delivery performanceagainst pydtnsim are depicted. For the simulations, the scenarios and settingsdescribed in sections 7.4 and 7.7 were applied.
Figures B.4, B.5, B.6, and B.7 indicate improved performance of the CGR implemen-tation in aiodtnsim compared to pydtnsim in most cases. The delivery probabilityis slightly increased and delays are significantly reduced under high load. Under
low load, a minor increase in delays could be observed. Figure B.6 indicates asignificantly larger total number of transmissions under high load when usingpydtnsim. As shown in figure B.7, buffers clear faster, and the mean buffer usageis reduced in the case of aiodtnsim. The overall improvements are assumed toresult from changes to the CGR algorithm documented in [CCSDS19] compared tothat implemented in ION 3.5 (on which pydtnsim is based).
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Figure B.4: CGR validation: Bundle delivery probability
Figure B.5: CGR validation: Average bundle delivery delay (logarithmic scale)
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Figure B.6: CGR validation: Total number of transmissions
Figure B.7: CGR validation: Average buffer utilization over time, scenario S1, hightraffic load
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B.3 Alternative Route Determination Techniques
As mentioned in subsections 6.3.3 and 7.2.2, different options for selecting a listof routes exist for CGR and were implemented in the course of the presentedevaluation. A set of options is, e.g., provided and discussed by Fraire et al. in[Fra+18].
For use in the simulation study, two basic approaches were considered:
1. Yen’s algorithm, a well-known graph algorithm allowing to derive a set of Kshortest paths for a given graph, and
2. A series of Dijkstra searches, whereas before each search a specific limiting
contact is excluded.
For the latter, two variants were implemented, one setting the limiting contact tothe earliest-ending contact, and another one using the contact with the smallestvolume (the earliest-depleted contact) from the previous route. The maximumnumber of routes K determined by Yen’s algorithm was assumed as a configurableparameter and is always provided in the following plots and discussions.
Two scenarios were evaluatedwith two different traffic configurations. Both scenar-ios were randomly generated Ring Road networks consisting of the same numberof satellites and ground stations. The satellites were selected randomly from theset of CubeSats currently in orbit, and the ground stations were placed randomlyon the surface area of the Earth. The scenario duration was set to three days.
The first scenario (3g3s) uses three ground stations and three satellites, whereasthe second scenario (5g5s) consists of five ground stations and five satellites. Thecontact plan for scenario 3g3s contains 164 unidirectional contacts, the one forscenario 5g5s 722 unidirectional contacts.
The traffic load configurations were determined as described in subsection 7.7.1,with one minor difference: For low load, the bundle size was set to 2 MiB as in thecase of the high load configuration. Ten simulation runs were executed for everyalgorithm in any scenario. No predictions were performed, i.e., all algorithms wereprovided with accurate contact plans.
The delivery probabilitiesmeasured for the comparison are plotted in figure B.8. Byinspecting the figure, it becomes clear that a particularly large setting is needed forthe parameter K of Yen’s algorithm to achieve a high delivery probability, especiallyin the larger scenario under high load. This can be explained by the huge numberof alternative routes that can be calculated because of the number of contactsand the property of Ring Road networks to offer many alternative paths. In the
5g5s scenario, even a K value of 20000 is not sufficient to deliver all bundles. Theapproaches using a limiting contact achieve a delivery probability of 100% in allscenarios. In their case, no limit to the number of alternative routes is applied asthe search terminates much faster.
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Figure B.8: Route determination test: Bundle delivery probability
The bundle delivery delays shown in figure B.9 are comparable for all CGR instances,as long as the K parameter for Yen’s algorithm has been set to a sufficiently highvalue. If this is not the case, only the K fastest routes are provided and, when theseare fully booked, scheduling fails, i.e., bundles are dropped. Lower delays reportedin some cases are explained by dropped bundles not being part of that statistic.
Figure B.9: Route determination test: Average bundle delivery delay
The most important statistic in this comparison, however, is depicted in figure B.10.The run-time, i.e., the duration of a simulator run, is shown with a logarithmic scale.With an increasing parameter K , the run-time massively increases, preventing anymeaningful application of the CGR implementation with Yen’s algorithm to largerscenarios.
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The documented issues might be implementation-specific. Though, due to manualtests generating sample routes in scenario 3g3s using a preview version (preview3)of ION 4.0.0, which also uses Yen’s algorithm for CGR, it is suspected that this isa general problem with Yen’s algorithm, possibly bound to the class of scenario.The generation of sample routes resulted in run-times of several seconds for theION CGR implementation, whereas a complete simulation run performing over150 bundle transmissions using CGR-limit-ending in the Python-based aiodtnsimimplementation terminated in less than one second (scenario 3g3s+high).
Figure B.10: Route determination test: Average simulation run-time (logarithmicscale)
Due to the extremely increased run-times and non-noticeable benefits regardingdelivery probability and delays in the analyzed test scenarios, the limiting con-tact approach was used in the evaluation, excluding the earliest-ending contact.Compared to excluding the earliest-depleted contact, this configuration showedreduced delays in analyzed example cases.
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C Further Performance Results
In this appendix, additional plots of performance results are provided. These plotsare not essential for deriving the findings and conclusions of this thesis, but areincluded as they might be of interest for some readers. The plots show arithmeticmeans and 95% intervals if not specified otherwise.
C.1 Metric Distribution Performance
Figure C.1 depicts the node buffer utilization by distributed metric bundles. Theoverall impact of metric distribution is discussed in section 7.6.
Figure C.1: /E3/: Average buffer utilization by metric bundles (logarithmic scale,with 80% intervals)
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C.2 Routing Performance
C.2.1 Soft Time Frames
In this section, additional parametersmeasured during the test discussed in section7.7.3 are depicted. Figure C.2 shows the average end-to-end delay and figure C.3the ratio of bundles re-scheduled. (See subsection 7.7.4 for an explanation of thelatter parameter.)
Figure C.2: /E4/: Average bundle delivery delay with soft time frames (logarithmicscale)
Figure C.3: /E4/: Ratio of bundles re-scheduled with soft time frames
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C.2.2 Confidence Prediction
This section provides additional performance results of the evaluation tests docu-mented in subsection 7.7.4. For high load, the average end-to-end delay is depictedin figure C.4 and the ratio of bundles re-scheduled is shown in figure C.5. CGR-Proballows for minor reductions in re-scheduled bundles. In the case of CGR-Prob-10-80this is, however, assumed a cause of the reduced delivery probability as depictedin figure 7.14.
Figure C.4: /E5/: Average bundle delivery delay with confidence prediction, hightraffic load
Figure C.5: /E5/: Ratio of bundles re-scheduled with confidence prediction, hightraffic load
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In figures C.6 and C.7, the total number of transmissions performed during eachsimulation run is shown. Under low load, all CGR instances perform significantlyfewer transmissions than the opportunistic routers. Under high load, the replicatingCGR instance performs a number of transmissions comparable to that of Spray andWait, whereas the other CGR instances need fewer transmissions. In the scenariowith intermittent activity (S1-p5i), the difference is increased, presumably becausefewer contacts are available and the estimated confidence values are reduced (butnot zero) for extended periods of time. In scenario S1-p3b, the confidence metricfor failing nodes quickly drops to zero, leading to reduced replication.
Figure C.6: /E5/: Total number of transmissions with confidence prediction, lowtraffic load
Figure C.7: /E5/: Total number of transmissions with confidence prediction, hightraffic load
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The average buffer utilization over time in scenario S1-p5i is depicted by figure C.8.
Figure C.8: /E5/: Average buffer utilization over time with confidence prediction,scenario S1-p5i, high traffic load (logarithmic scale)
C.2.3 Volume Prediction
This section provides additional plots for the discussion in subsection 7.7.5. FigureC.9 shows the bundle delivery delay when applying different volume predictiontechniques under low load.
Figure C.9: /E6/: Average bundle delivery delay with volume prediction, low trafficload
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In figure C.10, the average use of contact time for data forwarding by the variousapproaches is shown.
Figure C.10: /E6/: Average contact utilization with volume prediction
In figure C.11, the same parameter is plotted over the simulation time for scenarioS1 and high traffic load.
Figure C.11: /E6/: Average contact utilization over time with volume prediction,scenario S1, high traffic load
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